
 

Do you believe in the constitution? In the Bible? Ted Cruz is not a constitutionalist, and 

therefore cannot be a constitutional conservative. He is an establishment conservative. 

Neither he nor Rubio are qualified candidates. But the birther question is only the tip of 

the iceberg: 

The most common tenets to support Ted Cruz deal with the following questions: Is Ted 

Cruz Constitutionally able to hold the Office of the United States Presidency? Is Ted 

Cruz a ‘True Conservative’? Is Ted Cruz devoted to the ‘Word of God’? I will try to 

answer these questions as shortly as possible, but truth be told, I could do a long 

dissertation on the matter. The answers to all of those Questions are No, No, and No. 

I've almost completed the first question, but it's enough to share now. 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/Dispelling%20the%20Myths%20that

%20Support%20Ted%20Cruz.pdf 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=598&lang=1 

In # TedCruz  own words!! 

Ted Cruz Said, Obama Not Eligible To Be President; Citizen Parents? “ I am honored 

that so many Americans want me to run for the office of President. However, my moral 

convictions require that I state clearly for the record that I am not eligible for the office 

of president or vice president according to Article II – Section I – Clause V of the U.S. 

Constitution, which requires that only a Natural Born Citizen of the United States, born 

of an American Citizen Father, seek or hold these offices. As I was born the son of a 

Cuban Citizen living in Canada at the time, I am not a Natural Born Citizen of the 

United States. On this Constitutional ground, I hereby state that Barack Hussein 

Obama, the son of a Kenyan Citizen Father, is also not a Natural Born Citizen of the 

United States…I hereby call for the immediate investigation and resignation of Barack 

Hussein Obama and all who were involved in the greatest fraud ever perpetrated on the 

world, as well as all who have engaged in the greatest political cover-up in the history of 

politics.” In that conversation, he asked Ted – “what is your understanding of the term 

Natural Born Citizen?” – to which Ted answered, “someone born on soil to Citizen 

parents…”“Is Barack Obama a Natural Born Citizen of the United States? – to which Ted 

correctly answered, “NO!” Then the most important question was asked… “If we get you 

elected to the Senate, will you do something about our illegal occupant of the White 

House?” – to which Ted answered…. “I think repealing ObamaCare is more 

important…” The witness is willing to go on record if need be. Read more at  

http://www.newswithviews.com/JBWilliams/williams268.htm 

http://www.birtherreport.com/ 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/Dispelling%20the%20Myths%20that%20Support%20Ted%20Cruz.pdf
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/Dispelling%20the%20Myths%20that%20Support%20Ted%20Cruz.pdf
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=598&lang=1
http://www.newswithviews.com/JBWilliams/williams268.htm
http://www.birtherreport.com/


Riza A. Barnachea Alann Huh??. Did you even read the post! Please don't use the 

Naturalization Act 1790 to refute Cruz ineligibility, coauthored by two liberal Harvard 

hacks straight from Obama play book! No longer operative! Epic fail! In case you 

Cruzers didn't know. Cruz is facing court in 6 States for eligibility... By then, he'll be out 

of the race!.... BTW, please study the U S. Constitution! I'm a student of the Constitution 

and it's critical to study and understand so we don't put another ineligible president at 

the WH! Respect the framers of the Constitution! That's what Conservative Christian 

stands for among other principles!! 

Priebus: New GOP 'a party for everyone' - updated Monday, January 28, 2013 - 7:21pm 

(Now that Trump is being the party of everyone, the GOP means everyone except for 

Trump because he isn’t bought and sold) 

http://onlineathens.com/opinion/2013-01-28/priebus-new-gop-party-everyone 

A blogger wrote me, but his links don’t work (He sent me the correct link): 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_nationality_law#Birth_abroad_to_one_

United_States_citizen 

http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-

government/election/article54991080.html 

Wow! I would like to add this: 

I happened to find this yesterday while looking for another reference. I am not so sure 

Cruz is even a US citizen let alone a natural born citizen, which would mean he is 

illegally a Senator. If I can dig this up, Hillary's team will have a field day. Cruz MUST 

release his Consular documents for immediate inspection by the FEC!!! 

United States nationality law 

Foreign born Children born to one US citizen parent: 

For persons born between December 24, 1952 and November 14, 1986, A PERSON IS A 

US CITIZEN IF ALL OF THE FOLLOWING ARE TRUE: 

*The person's parents were married at the time of birth. 

*One of the person's parents was a U.S. citizen when the person was born. 

*The citizen parent lived at least ten years in the United States before the child's birth. 

*****(Note: Cruz's mother was previously married and lived in England from 1960- 

1966 or later. Cruz's parents marry in 1969, Cruz was born in 1970 in Canada Cruz's 

mother did NOT LIVE IN THE US TEN YEARS BEFORE HIS BIRTH )******* 

http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/election/article54991080.html
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/election/article54991080.html


*A minimum of 5 of these 10 years in the United States were after the citizen parent's 

14th birthday. 

Do you believe in the constitution? In the Bible? Ted Cruz is not a constitutionalist, and 

therefore cannot be a constitutional conservative. He is an establishment conservative. 

Neither he nor Rubio are qualified candidates: 

Natural Born Citizen Explained! 

https://youtu.be/h9PxdDvgQks 

Laurence Tribe (Cruz’ Law Professor at Harvard) on Ted Cruz, Constitution, citizenship 

with Canada 

https://youtu.be/tLe9Apcho7Q 

When Ted Cruz Wanted to Be Part of the Establishment 

http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/01/ted-cruz-2016-establishment-

george-bush-213561#ixzz41x5ckNFs 

For-Ted-bots-2016-Feb-25 - pdf.file 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/For-Ted-bots-2016-Feb-25.pdf 

Still Report #670 - Beth on Romney vs Trump 

https://youtu.be/qpTI84VuRUc 

The Truth About Ted Cruz   

https://youtu.be/xtL41Pr2d5s 

The Untruth About Donald Trump 

https://youtu.be/Gw8c2Cq-vpg 

When Ted Cruz Wanted to Be Part of the Establishment 

http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/01/ted-cruz-2016-establishment-

george-bush-213561#ixzz41x5ckNFs 

WATCH TED CRUZ COACH HIS FAMILY THROUGH A CAMPAIGN AD SHOOT  

https://youtu.be/hO_MkcZh-VY 

June 30, 2015 

To all the Ted-Bots (and the progressives who pretend to be something else): 

https://youtu.be/h9PxdDvgQks
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To set the record straight, I’m not saying that I wouldn’t vote for Ted should he be 

elected, but as any evaluator of a topic, we need to look at the hardcore facts. Only 

recently have I started to collect more data on the Ted-bot syndrome. Facts and silly 

Obama-Love-Saint like comments for Cruz. Some of you got tingles where tingles aren’t 

warranted. WAKE UP, man! 

Doesn’t seem like many RS viewers are much interested in Debate. These are my 

comments concerning what I’ve already stated – there’s more about Ted you should 

know, but you’ll have to do that research yourself, if some of it magically pops up again, 

I’ll post it. I’ve also posted some of the silly love festivities – the tingle-up-your-leg 

comments below. Sorry for redundancy, but I’m trying to move on to more important 

things. 

http://edition.cnn.com/2013/09/25/politics/shutdown-showdown/ 

http://therightscoop.com/ted-cruz-explains-why-he-supported-fast-track-trade-bill-

tpa/ 

Just a quick summary. Sorry guys, I don’t have time to 

go digging for all of Ted’s blunders, but there are more. I try to put many things on my 

website, but none of my readers (students of English as a second language) would be 

able to follow any of it or be interested in it.  

http://edition.cnn.com/2013/09/25/politics/shutdown-showdown/ 

(Video) Ted Cruz explains why he supported FAST TRACK trade bill (TPA): ‘We don’t 

know what’s in it’. The name is FAST TRACK! Yea, without this we can’t negotiate an 

agreement? I don’t trust Obama at all – If we want the next president to have Fast Track 

authority – sounds like he’s  

wearing Obama’s dress and Pelosi’s earrings. ..TPA is 6 or 700 pages, now I’m not going 

to represent to you that I’ve studied every paragraph closely (so if he or his staff or his 

lawyers won’t do it, how is he gonna expect us to??). And on reading it it was a relatively 

(keywords here – I haven’t read it thoroughly, and ‘relatively’. I did not have weeks to 

study it (But I still want Fast Track to be Fast Tracked!). Unfortunately, I think the 

admin to keep the text secret (so what’s unusual about that? And people are saying it’s 

an  open door to climate change initiatives and more immigration run a muck). Given 

the abuse of power from this admin only encourages people to say, what horrible  

things must be in there if they’re hiding the text (Yes, let’s hear them. Well, you can hear 

them from Mark Levin (who I normally support, though his Rand Paul interviews have 

been pathetic)). Now let me give you two bits of good news, no agreement can be voted 

on until the text has been public for 60 days (is that Ted in Pelosi’s dress and with O’s 

http://edition.cnn.com/2013/09/25/politics/shutdown-showdown/
http://therightscoop.com/ted-cruz-explains-why-he-supported-fast-track-trade-bill-tpa/
http://therightscoop.com/ted-cruz-explains-why-he-supported-fast-track-trade-bill-tpa/
http://edition.cnn.com/2013/09/25/politics/shutdown-showdown/


earrings, or vise versa??). Which means everyone will get the opportunity to read for two 

months the text of TPP to look at it, if there’s some provision buried in paragraph 5032 

(paragraph, not page, - my bad – but, sorry Ted in Obama dress, I don’t have time for 

that, but there are experts who I do admire who have read it and who have said that that 

is a VERY VERY bad idea) – that I missed on a quick read, in 60 days (which experts 

who I respect, and who know procedure say it will be too late), will have time to study it 

(like ObamaCare, and on and on.. and assess is this beneficial or not (For you 

Reaganites, wasn’t Reagan the one who coined the phrase “Just say NO”?? Ok, I’ve 

made an assessment (based on there is not one iota of a thing  

that Obama has done that has been in the USA’s best interest, so why start now?? By the 

way, how do these massive bills (=regulations get printed out so quickly – bet if you all 

studied Soros and the like, we could find more answers to those questions), others have 

to, and we say NO, and .. I think Mr. 0 should make it public right now. Cool, and a big 

applause for the Ted-droids. 

http://therightscoop.com/ted-cruz-goes-rounds-with-katie-couric/ 

Romney & Rubio Attack Trump University, But Both Are Tied to Predatory Colleges - 

POSTED AT 9:30 AM BY DAVID HALPERIN 

http://www.republicreport.org/  

Full Speech: Donald Trump Responds to Mitt Romney in Portland, ME (3-3-16) 

https://youtu.be/Lybr4EPkZRE 

Greed and Debt: The True Story of Mitt Romney and Bain Capital - BY MATT TAIBBI | 

August 29, 2012 

http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/greed-and-debt-the-true-story-of-mitt-

romney-and-bain-capital-20120829 
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Ted Cruz was born Rafael Edward Cruz on 22 December 1970. Ted Cruz was born in 

Alberta, Calgary Canada. Ted Cruz ws registered as a Native Born citizen of Canada 31 

December 1970. Ted Cruz was born the son of father Rafael Bienvenido Cruz, a citizen of 

Cuba. Ted Cruz was born the son of mother Eleanor Elizabeth Wilson (Note: Cruz's 

mother was previously married and lived in England from 1960- 1966 or later. Cruz's 

parents marry in 1969, Cruz was born in 1970 in Canada Cruz's mother did NOT LIVE 

IN THE US TEN YEARS BEFORE HIS BIRTH), Delaware, U.S.A. Ted Cruz was not 

registered at birth as a citizen of the United States. His only existing birth record is his 

Canadian birth records. There are no U.S.A. birth records for Ted Cruz. As a result, he 

was born a dual citizen of Canada and Cuba. The Cruz family immigrated to the United 



States from Canada in 1974. Ted Cruz is NOT a “natural born citizen” and is ineligible to 

hold the office of President of the United States.  

Ted Cruz Video: "I Want To Rule The World" 

https://youtu.be/vGgkTIF6gtU 

Ted Cruz Scores Weakest Home State Primary Win in GOP Party History - Jim Hoft Mar 

2nd, 2016 1:11 pm 158 Comments 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/336391/ 

Ted Cruz Visits Texas Border To Welcome Illegal Alien Families… 

http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/01/17/ted-cruz-visits-texas-border-to-

welcome-illegal-alien-families/ 

Ted Cruz Video: "I Want To Rule The World" 

https://youtu.be/vGgkTIF6gtU 

Betsy Sharp, Daughter of Woman Whose Farm Donald Trump Saved, Speaks at SC Rally 

https://youtu.be/dRoX9BTu8Ew 

Texas Businessman Calls Out Ted Cruz   

https://youtu.be/IJLiyFgyAXI 

Ben Carson Blows ABC GOP Debate Entrance, Joined by Donald Trump  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFfl74N0DAU 

FULL ABC GOP Debate 2016 in NH (between 3:30 min to 10 min) Ted is caught in a lie 

– straight up  

https://youtu.be/LVHy-UeIHIs 

MacFarlane and Maher show the ineptness of entertainers: 

1. Trump is a backlash to 19 trillion in debt 

2. Trump is a backlash to a Mexican invasion 

3. Trump is a backlash to hacks that want H1B visas to replace Americans 

4. Trump is a backlash to life long politicians and government employees 

5. Trump is a backlash to people who yap for a living 

https://youtu.be/vGgkTIF6gtU
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/336391/
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/01/17/ted-cruz-visits-texas-border-to-welcome-illegal-alien-families/
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6. Trump is a backlash to 300,000 Muslim visas from Syria 

7. Trump is a backlash to 500 billion dollar trade deficits with China 

8. Trump is a backlash to "Amnesty an act of love" Bush 

9, Trump is a backlash to con men like McCain, Ryan, and McConnell 

10, Trump is a backlash to the BLM/EPA screwing with the food supply 

The aspirations of 18-year old Ted Cruz 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vt-vG_TdOT4 

Riza Aguinaldo B. Alann 

Okay, I have to say this, and don't everybody come after me with pitchforks. Cruz voted 
in favor of the Corker Bill which basically took away the ability of Congress to overturn 
this disaster. It's a bill that ensured, from the moment it was signed, that no matter how 
bad this Iran deal was, the Congress essentially cut off its own legs to defeat it. Am I to 
believe, as smart and knowledgeable of the Constitution that Cruz is, that he didn't 
realize HONESTLY what he was signing on to? Folks, I don't believe that. I also don't 
believe that he was unaware that giving Obama Fast-Track authority was the dumbest 
thing anybody in Congress could ever do, and yet, he spent months pushing for it and 
supporting it. Sure, he backed out... at the very last minute. The damage had been done 
by then. I hate feeling this way, but none of this sits well with me. None of it. I know all 
about the excuses and reasons Cruz has given for the Fast-Track and the Corker 
legislation. It just doesn't sit well with me. Sorry guys. Yes, I still like Cruz, I'm just not 
as solid about him as I was at first.TRUTH BE TOLD! 
 

http://therightscoop.com/repost-mark-levin-exposes-how-us-senate-just-gutted-

constitutional-treaty-power-and-gave-it-to-obama/ 

http://dailycaller.com/2014/02/19/conservative-legend-thomas-sowell-turns-on-ted-

cruz/ 

http://therightscoop.com/ted-cruzs-immigration-plan-sounds-a-lot-like-marco-rubios/ 

Cruz and Rubio shaking hands behind Trump’s back – picture is worth a thousand 

words: 

http://s.wsj.net/public/resources/images/BN-

MU289_GOPDEB_G_20160225222816.jpg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vt-vG_TdOT4
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# NeverTedCruz  wants to increase the H-1B visas by 500 percent from its 65,000 to 

325,000. 

http://www.americanbazaaronline.com/2015/03/23/ted-cruz-wants-to-increase-h-1b-

visas-from-65000-to-325000-annually/ 

There you have it. Now you know why they want to get rid of Trump. 

The House voted on Trade Promotion Authority (TPA), the controversial bill that gives 

power to the executive branch to negotiate treaties. TPA limits Congress' ability to better 

a trade deal by subjecting members of Congress to 90 days of reviewing the trade 

agreement, prohibiting any amendments on the implementing legislation, and giving 

them an up or down vote. 

TPA passed with a mere 219-211 vote with only 218 needed to pass. The real shocker 

comes from the amount of money each Representative received for a yes vote. In total, 

$197,869,145 was given to Representatives for a yes vote where as $23,065,231 was 

given in opposition. 

John Boehner (R-OH) received $5.3 million for a "yea" vote and was the highest paid 

legislator. 

Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) received $2.4 million for his "yea" vote. 

http://www.americanbazaaronline.com/2015/03/23/ted-cruz-wants-to-increase-h-1b-visas-from-65000-to-325000-annually/
http://www.americanbazaaronline.com/2015/03/23/ted-cruz-wants-to-increase-h-1b-visas-from-65000-to-325000-annually/


Paul Ryan (R-WI) received $2.4 million for a "yea" vote and came in at the third highest 

paid legislator. 

Pat Tiberi (R-OH) follows Paul Ryan, coming in the fourth spot having received $1.6 

million for his "yea" vote. 

SICKENING!!! 

 

 



 

Go ahead blow yourselves up Morons! ( Please share ) 

MITT ROMNEY AND THE REPUBLICAN JIHADIS WILL DESTROY THE 

REPUBLICAN PARTY.. BUT THEY WILL RETAIN THEIR BIG LONG RANGE PLAN 

FOR THE NEW WORLD ORDER! 

After the insiders have established the United Socialist States of America (in fact if not 

in name), the next step is the Great Merger of all nations of the world into a dictatorial 



world government. … The Insiders’ code word for the world superstate is “new world 

order,” a phrase often used by Richard Nixon (and Bush Sr.). The Council on Foreign 

Relations states in its Study No. 7: “The U.S. must strive to: A. BUILD A NEW 

INTERNATIONAL ORDER.” … A world government has always been the object of the 

Communists. Gary Allen American journalist 1936-86, (Source, None Dare Call It 

Conspiracy, p.121) 

Just why does the GOP ESTABLISHMENT hate Donald Trump? That's easy to answer, 

because he's thrown a monkey-wrench into the plans of the New World Order. (To 

understand the NWO, read Dr. Dennis Cuddy's chronology of same.) Who would have 

thought that an outsider, like billionaire Donald Trump, would capture the attention of 

the American people, and at the same time, infuriate the GOP, DNC, and MSM, but 

mostly his own party! To the GOP, Donald Trump is not only a pariah, but a wild card. 

Americans who are sick and tired of the same old, same old from the Republican party 

are thrilled to hear someone speak the same language we speak to each other. 

What is it that Trump stands for that makes the GOP so desirous of destroying him? It's 

the opposite of what the New World Order gang wants! And that gang includes both the 

left and the right, and has for over 50 years now. 

If the Republicans and now the THREE TIME LOSER MITT ROMNEY HAD THE 

BALLS TO HAVE attacked Hussein Obama and the lefty media with the same gusto as 

they're going after Donald Trump, the freaking loser Mitt Romney would be running for 

his second term in the White House. 

Yet, if there's one thing the GOP hates worse than Mr. Trump -- it's their base, (that's us, 

the conservative electorate) and by now, we all know that instead of governing as 

Republicans, they kowtow to Democrats. Just think back to the 2010 and 2014 

elections...as Hillary would say, "What difference did it make?" Absolutely NONE! Every 

one of those Tea Party people elected were co-opted within six weeks. Check out the 

many articles on the web by the Republican elite on how to take down Trump. 

Club For Growth's War Against Trump 

The poll that placed Trump in second place in Iowa was a fake, paid for by the notorious 

Club For Growth Action (CFG) and differs from the NBC News/WSJ/Marist poll over 

the weekend that has Trump in first place in Iowa by five points. Then they worked with 

Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz to defraud the voters in Iowa with fake mailers and other 

dirty tricks to unseat Donald Trump as the winner. 

Remember that CFG asked for a million dollar donation from Trump, and he refused. 

From that point on, CFG was after Trump. CFG's partners and allies include the Peter G. 

Peterson Foundation. Peterson is chairman emeritus of the Council on Foreign 



Relations and former chairman of the New York Federal Reserve Bank. Another ally is 

the US Chamber of Commerce, who is so behind the invasion of illegal aliens on our 

southern borders. 

CFG spent a million dollars on anti-Trump ads in Iowa claiming Trump loves eminent 

domain and takes peoples' property for his own use. The only problem with this is that 

the Iowa Christians listen to this rubbish and actually believe it. (Believing lies without 

doing your own research, is precisely why Obama got elected) The real facts are far from 

what CFG would have us believe. In 1986 Trump helped save Annabel Hill's farm that 

had been in the family for five generations. "We give a lot of money to foreign countries 

that don’t give a damn about us, but we don’t help the American farmers," Trump said. 

Guess who CFG is backing for president? You guessed it! Globalist, pro-amnesty, pro-

common core, pro-free trade (off shoring more American jobs and American 

sovereignty), Jeb Bush. Soviet Agent Henry Kissinger is endorsing Bush. Mitt Romney is 

their second choice. Mitt Romney filed with the FEC to get into teh race in January 2016 

and named Paul Ryan as his running mate! 

Here's part of an article I would urge you to read in its entirety...it's well worth it. 

Truth spoken from The Conservative Tree House 

Without Trump in the race, the Globalist, Wall Street, Corporate Media and RNC/GOP 

delivery of Jeb Bush would ultimately be the outcome. All they had/have to do is follow 

the exact same plan which worked in 2012. The electorate, including us, unknowing of 

the Potemkin Village landscape (an impressive facade or show designed to hide an 

undesirable fact or condition), would simply follow along the yellow brick road pre-

paved with the intentions of interests unseen. Not a big deal. 

We'd have a choice of Jeb Bush or Hillary Clinton.... 

When we fully understand this reality, we simultaneously also understand why Donald 

Trump entered the 2016 presidential race. Like us, you, Trump sees the Potemkin 

construct and said, "Enough," "Someone’s got to get in this race to change the outcome." 

Step one in Trump’s campaign was to tear down the facade of the phony Village in order 

to awaken a larger understanding of who is actually behind these constructs. 

Thus, Trump was immediately effective at exposing the deceivers amid our own ranks. 

Immediately Donald Trump drew inbound fire from those who hold a vested interest in 

retention of the ruse and maintenance of the path, and the New World Order progress. 

So, Mr. Donald Trump has struck fear in the hearts of the elitist globalists, and Donald 

is beholden to no one...not one special interest, nope, not one. 



Donald Trump's Platform Strikes Fear in New World Order Hearts 

Donald Trump says he'll send the Syrian migrants back when he becomes president. 

Doesn't that sound great to all taxpaying citizens of America who are on the hook for 

supporting these Islamists we should never have taken into our country? The NWO 

crowd doesn't like the sound of that at all. Their plan is to make us a 3rd world country. 

 

Trump successfully pressures Ford to move their plant back to America from Mexico, 

and he did this before he's even president. His constant criticism of Ford outsourcing 

jobs to Mexico has caused the auto tycoon to change course and bring the 

$2,000,000,000 plant back to the United States. We all know the GOP isn't happy 

about this because they simply love "free trade," which has destroyed millions of 

American jobs and sent them to foreign countries. 

Recently, Breitbart had an article entitled, Trump: Revoke Passports For Those Who Go 

To Fight For ISIS, Would ‘Look At’ Closing Certain Mosques’. If that doesn't simply 

infuriate every Islam promoting Republican, I don't know what does. The NWO plan is 

to destroy the white Europeans who migrated to America, and to make us a third world 

country with a majority population of Islamic immigrants. 

Second Amendment - Obama and many republicans demand more useless gun control 

measures and spout that anyone not agreeing with him are reprobates. Trump has a 

plan calling for Nationwide Concealed Carry and an End To Gun Bans. 

“Law-abiding people should be allowed to own the firearm of their choice. The 

government has no business dictating what types of firearms good, honest people are 

allowed to own…” -Donald Trump 

This certainly does not fit with the NWO plan of disarming all American citizens. 

Personally, I don't believe we even need a carry permit according to the Constitution. 

Saving Persecuted Christians - Donald Trump Declares: “The Bigger Issue Is That 

Obama Is Waging A War Against Christians In This Country. Their Religious Liberty Is 

At Stake.” I have yet to see any Republican in Congress stand up and demand that we 

save the persecuted Christians rather than these young Islamic men who claim they're 

refugees. Not a one. Trump is right, the destruction of our Judeo-Christian society and 

culture is happening before our eyes and our NWO loving Republican controlled 

Congress says nothing. 

Pro-Life - Trump stands firm on pro-life, He states, "I have evolved on the abortion 

issue, we should ban all late term abortions. The only exceptions on abortion are for 



rape, incest or health." (Jun 2015) In Feb. of 2011, Trump stated, "I am pro-life, we need 

to fight Obamacare abortion funding." 

The NWO gang is fully in the bag for United Nations Agenda 21, which calls for the 

elimination of 85% of the world's population. Pro-life certainly does not fit with the 

NWO plans of the GOP or DNC. 

Education - Trump says Common Core is a disaster. He wants to cut the Department of 

Education way, way down, eliminating it would be even better. Our schools should be 

teaching American roots, and we should study our ancestry. Trump wants 

comprehensive education instead of limited subjects, as well as teaching citizenship, the 

Constitution, and American history. He wants an end to creative spelling. 

The Republicans like Jeb Bush and Mitt Romney have been in the tank for Common 

core, and the total and thorough destruction of our once academic teaching. Remember 

it was Republican Reagan who signed two US/Soviet education agreements which 

changed our academic teaching into Pavlovian/Skinnerian behavioral dog training. 

Teaching to the test is the standard today. Republican Senator Lamar Alexander and his 

Republican cohorts want to control the children from infancy, all for the NWO global 

workforce. 

Obamacare - Trump has stated that "Obamacare can't be reformed, salvaged, or fixed. 

It's that bad. Obamacare has to be killed now before it grows into an even bigger mess, 

as it inevitably will. If it's not repealed, it will be more than just another failed 

government entitlement program--it will be the trillion-ton weight that finally takes 

down our economy forever." 

Obamacare is a heat-seeking missile that will destroy jobs & small businesses; it will 

explode health-care costs; and it will lead to health care that is far less innovative than it 

is today. Every argument that you'd make against socialism you can make against 

socialized health care, and any candidate who isn't 100% committed to scrapping 

Obamacare is not someone America should elect president. Repealing Obamacare may 

be one of the most important and consequential actions our next president takes. 

Remember that every Republican voted against Obamacare, but knew it would pass 

since they were the minority. They still tout this fact today, but what they don't tell you 

is that when they had a majority, they failed to defund Obamacare. One of the Marxist 

tenets is to control health care, and the neo-con Republicans are all for it. 

Illegal Immigration - Donald Trump announced his five point plan about illegal 

immigration. The 5 points are very specific, and would turn the tide against two terms of 

President Barack Obama’s amnesty agenda! 



He is focused on the 14th Amendment, which falsely grants citizenship to babies born in 

America of illegal aliens. He wants to change that, and has 5 ideas on how to secure the 

border. 

1. Build a fence, deploy 25,000 additional border agents, utilize Predator drones. 

2. Enforce immigration law. 

3. No more cozy detention centers. 

4. Oppose "DREAM Act." 

5. No future tuition benefits. 

None of these points fit with any of the Republican candidates, nor the majority of the 

Republican congress. The NWO plan of a pathway to citizenship fits right in with not 

only NAFTA, but the North American Union. The latter was drafted at the Council on 

Foreign Relations by none other than Ted Cruz's wife, Heidi. 

Every issue mentioned by Trump has met with vicious and vitriolic responses from the 

GOP candidates as well as the entire Republican party. They are the number one attack 

dog, with the Democrats and MSM close behind. Don't forget about Fox News with the 

first debate, and the ridiculous questions tossed by Megyn Kelly who is the BIMBO "Hot 

Legs" Puppet for the establishment. This is a nobody who climbed the talking heads 

ladder by accepting her role as bimbo pitbull to attack Trump. The same role that they 

have assigned to Little Man Marco Rubio who has not a chance in hell to win. Marco is 

barking like a rabid chihuahua and hoping to get some puncture wounds on Donald 

Trumps heels. 

Conclusion 

The criticisms of Trump are amazingly missing something. They are lacking in negative 

stories from those who work for him or have had business dealings with him. After all 

the employees he's had and all the business deals he's made, there is a massive void of 

criticism. In fact, long term employees call him a strong and merciful leader and say he 

is far more righteous and of high integrity than people may think. 

Trump is a man unlike the rest of the GOP candidates. He gives to people 

unconditionally, and he doesn't talk about it, nor does the news media, who should. 

Remember the California family with the three year old child, Andrew Ten, who needed 

to get to a doctor in New York? The regular airlines wouldn't fly the child because he 

needed oxygen as well as other medical equipment to make the trip. The family called 

Trump, and the Donald sent his private plane to California for that family and took them 

to the New York physicians. [Link] 



Donald Trump quietly helped out Marine Sgt. Andrew Tahmooressi, who was left to rot 

in a Mexican prison for 214 days, and who Obama ignored. A source told Top Right 

News that the “money” Trump sent Tahmoreesi was “very substantial,” and included 

paying all of the family’s legal bills, financial needs while he was held prisoner for nearly 

a year, and cash to get him back on his feet. 

This next story was verified by Mr. Trump on his show, The Apprentice, when someone 

asked him if it was true. Apparently his limo had a flat tire on the New Jersey highway, 

and an elderly couple stopped to help. Donald asked what he could do for the man who 

helped them, and he said, "Send my wife a bouquet." The man had handed Donald his 

card, which included his address. Trump sent a beautiful bouquet, but also paid off their 

mortgage. 

As for Trump's religious beliefs, he may not have the type of Christianity others think he 

should have, but I will tell you this. When he and his wife, Melania lived in Palm Beach, 

Florida in the Mar-a-lago estate and club, he and his wife attended church every Sunday. 

The only reason I know this is because I have very close personal friends who also attend 

this very same church, and saw them every Sunday. 

Here's the Nonsense: Donald Trump is too outspoken, flamboyant, irreverent, and has 

hair that I hate for me  

to consider him as a serious candidate for president. We need to force him out of the 

race immediately. 

Here's the Horse Sense: Trump may be all of those things, but speaking your mind has 

historically been something Americans take pride in. We need to know more about his 

plans for America before we make a decision about him. And as for his hair, if you judge 

people based on their hair, weight, skin color, the way they dress, or anything else that 

says nothing about their character or ability, then you need to look in a mirror to see the 

real fool. 

The media, politicians from both parties, political pundits, and  

many talk show hosts are leading the charge to attack  

and/or discount Donald Trump's run for the White House. 

Criticisms of the most superficial things control the conversation. Leftist groups have 

mounted campaigns to have those who do business with him quit doing so. Yet with all 

the criticism and threats, Trump not only doesn't back down, the stronger he stands the 

more his poll numbers rise. 



And through it all there seems to be no constructive arguments against Trump. We're 

seeing no attacks on his plans for America. No denial of the truths he's speaking, just 

attacks twisting his words through a politically correct filter. 

But Americans who aren't involved in the day-to-day world of politics and reporting on 

it, or who aren't members of the politically correct class, are hearing from Trump the 

words that they themselves think. He is willing to say what they think and not back 

down when confronted. He's rapidly becoming a modern day icon with John Wayne 

strength that Americans look up to. 

 

Americans are tired of always losing. 

Since World War II we've never fought a war to win. We see our soldiers come home to 

tell us about the "rules of engagement" they must follow and that don't give them a 

fighting chance, let alone allow them to fight to win. 

Our jobs have been lost to foreign countries. 

Our economy is faltering. 

Our children are getting education on a level lower than anytime in American history. 

Most of our college graduates today would have a hard time passing high school exams 

from the middle of the 20th century. Our educational institutions have become nothing 

more than indoctrination camps to teach our children how bad America is and how it 

must be changed. 

All this and more cause Americans to be very weary of what's happened in our country. 

Americans want a winner who is willing to fight for them. And when Donald Trump 

says, "I love America. And when you love something, you protect it passionately - 

fiercely, even." the American people rise up and cheer. This is a message they yearn for 

deep in their hearts. 

The criticisms of Trump are amazingly missing something. They are lacking in negative 

stories from those who work for him or have had business dealings with him. After all 

the employees he's had and all the business deals he's made there is a void of criticism. 

In fact, long term employees call him a strong and merciful leader and say he is far more 

righteous and of high integrity than people may think. 

And while it may surprise many, he's actually humble when it comes to his generosity 

and kindness. A good example is a story that tells of his limo breaking down on a 

deserted highway outside of New York City. A middle-aged couple stopped to help him 

and as a thank you he paid off their mortgage, but he didn't brag about that. Generous 

and good people rarely talk of charity they bestow on others. 



But as much as all this is interesting, the real thing that people want to know is what 

Donald Trump's plan is for America. It's funny how so many people say they don't know 

what it is, or they act like Trump is hiding it. The information is readily available if 

people would just do a little homework. But, since most Americans won't do their own 

research, here, in no particular order, is an overview of many of Trumps positions and 

plans: 

1.) Trump believes that America should not intervene militarily in other country's 

problems without being compensated for doing so. If America is going to risk the lives of 

our soldiers and incur the expense of going to war, then the nations we help must be 

willing to pay for our help. Using the Iraq War as an example, he cites the huge 

monetary expense to American taxpayers (over $1.5 trillion, and possibly much more 

depending on what sources are used to determine the cost) in addition to the cost in 

human life. He suggests that Iraq should have been required to give us enough of their 

oil to pay for the expenses we incurred. He includes in those expenses the medical costs 

for our military and $5 million for each family that lost a loved one in the war and $2 

million for each family of soldiers who received severe injuries. 

2.) Speaking of the military, Trump wants America to have a strong military again. He 

believes the single most important function of the federal government is national 

defense. He has said he wants to find the General Patton or General MacArthur that 

could lead our military buildup back to the strength it needs to be. While he hasn't said 

it directly that I know of, Trump's attitude about America and about winning tells me 

he'd most likely be quick to eliminate rules of engagement that handicap our military in 

battle. Clearly Trump is a "win at all costs" kind of guy, and I'm sure that would apply to 

our national defense and security, too. 

3.) Trump wants a strong foreign policy and believes that it must include 7 core 

principles (which seem to support my comment in the last point): 

American interests come first. Always. No apologies. 

Maximum firepower and military preparedness. 

Only go to war to win. 

Stay loyal to your friends and suspicious of your enemies. 

Keep the technological sword razor sharp. 

See the unseen. Prepare for threats before they materialize. 

Respect and support our present and past warriors. 



4.) Trump believes that terrorists who are captured should be treated as military 

combatants, not as criminals like the Obama administration treats them. 

5.) Trump makes the point that China's manipulation of their currency has given them 

unfair advantage in our trade dealings with them. He says we must tax their imports to 

offset their currency manipulation, which will cause American companies to be 

competitive again and drive manufacturing back to America and create jobs here. 

Although he sees China as the biggest offender, he believes that America should protect 

itself from all foreign efforts to take our jobs and manufacturing. For example, Ford is 

building a plant in Mexico and Trump suggests that every part or vehicle Ford makes in 

Mexico be taxed 35% if they want to bring it into the U. S., which would cause 

companies like Ford to no longer be competitive using their Mexican operations and 

move manufacturing back to the U. S., once again creating jobs here. 

6.) Trump wants passage of NOPEC legislation (No Oil Producing and Exporting Cartels 

Act - NOPEC - S.394), which would allow the government to sue OPEC for violating 

antitrust laws. According to Trump, that would break up the cartel. He also wants to 

unleash our energy companies to drill domestically (sound like Sarah Palin's drill baby, 

drill?) thereby increasing domestic production creating jobs and driving domestic costs 

of oil and gas down while reducing dependence on foreign oil. 

7.) Trump believes a secure border is critical for both security and prosperity in 

America. He wants to build a wall to stop illegals from entering put controls on 

immigration. (And he says he'll get Mexico to pay for the wall, which many have scoffed 

at, but given his business successes I wouldn't put it past him.) He also wants to enforce 

our immigration laws and provide no path to citizenship for illegals. 

8.) Trump wants a radical change to the tax system to not only make it better for average 

Americans, but also to encourage businesses to stay here and foreign businesses to move 

here. The resulting influx of money to our nation would do wonders for our economy. 

He wants to make America the place to do business. He also wants to lower the death 

tax and the taxes on capital gains and dividends. This would put more than $1.6 trillion 

back into the economy and help rebuild the 1.5 million jobs we've lost to the current tax 

system. He also wants to charge companies who outsource jobs overseas a 20% tax, but 

for those willing to move jobs back to America they would not be taxed. And for citizens 

he has a tax plan that would allow Americans to keep more of what they earn and spark 

economic growth. He wants to change the personal income tax to: 

Up to $30,000 taxed at 1% 

From $30,000 to $100,000 taxed at 5% 

From $100,000 to $1,000,000 taxed at 10% 



$1,000,000 and above taxed at 15% 

9.) Trump wants Obamacare repealed. He says it's a "job-killing, health care-destroying 

monstrosity" that "can't be reformed, salvaged, or fixed." He believes in allowing real 

competition in the health insurance marketplace to allow competition to drive prices 

down. He also believes in tort reform to get rid of defensive medicine and lower costs. 

10.) Trump wants spending reforms in Washington, acknowledging that America spends 

far more than it receives in revenue. He has said he believes that if we don't stop 

increasing the national debt once it hits $24 trillion it will be impossible to save this 

country. 

11.) Even though he says we need to cut spending, he does not want to harm those on 

Medicare, Medicaid, or Social Security. He believes that the citizens have faithfully paid 

in to the system to have these services available and that the American government has 

an obligation to fulfill its end of the bargain and provide those benefits. Therefore, he 

wants to build the economy up so that we have the revenue to pay those costs without 

cutting the benefits to the recipients. He disagrees with Democrats who think raising 

taxes is the answer and says that when you do that you stifle the economy. On the other 

hand, when you lower taxes and create an environment to help businesses they will 

grow, hire more workers, and those new workers will be paying taxes that become more 

tax revenue for the government. 

12.) Trump also wants reform of the welfare state saying that America needs "a safety 

net, not a hammock." He believes in a welfare to work program that would help reduce 

the welfare roles and encourage people to get back to work. And he wants a crackdown 

on entitlement fraud. 

13.) Trump believes climate change is a hoax. 

14.) Trump opposes Common Core. 

15.) Trump is pro-life, although he allows for an exception due to rape, incest, or the life 

of the mother. 

16.) Trump is pro 2nd Amendment rights. 

17.) Trump's view on same-sex marriage is that marriage is between a man and a 

woman, but he also believes that this is a states rights issue, not a federal issue. 

18.) Trump supports the death penalty. 

Trump believes that there is a lack of common sense, innovative thinking in Washington 

(Hmmm... looks like he believes in horse sense!). He says it's about seeing the unseen 



and that's the kind of thinking we need to turn this country around. He tells a personal 

story to illustrate the point: 

"When I opened Trump National Golf Club at Rancho Palos Verdes in Los Angeles, I 

was immediately told that I would need to build a new and costly ballroom. The current 

ballroom was gorgeous, but it only sat 200 people and we were losing business because 

people needed a larger space for their events. Building a new ballroom would take years 

to get approval and permits (since it's on the Pacific Ocean), and cost about $5 million. I 

took one look at the ballroom and saw immediately what needed to be done. The 

problem wasn't the size of the room, it was the size of the chairs. They were huge, heavy, 

and unwieldy. We didn't need a bigger ballroom, we needed smaller chairs! So I had 

them replaced with high-end, smaller chairs. I then had our people sell the old chairs 

and got more money for them than the cost of the new chairs. In the end,the ballroom 

went from seating 200 people to seating 320 people. Our visitors got the space they 

desired, and I spared everyone the hassle of years of construction and $5 million of 

expense. It's amazing what you can accomplish with a little common sense." 

On top of his saving years of construction and $5 million in expenses, he also was able to 

keep the ballroom open for business during the time it would have been under 

remodeling, which allowed him to continue to make money on the space instead of 

losing that revenue during construction time. 

Donald Trump's entire life has been made up of success and winning. He's been accused 

of bankruptcies, but that's not true. He's never filed personal bankruptcy. He's bought 

companies and legally used bankruptcy laws to restructure their debt, just as businesses 

do all the time. But he's never been bankrupt personally. 

He's a fighter that clearly loves America and would fight for our nation. Earlier I quoted 

Trump saying, "I love America. And when you love something, you protect it 

passionately - fiercely, even." We never hear that from Democrats or even from most 

Republicans. Donald Trump is saying things that desperately need to be said but no 

other candidate has shown the fortitude to stand up and say them. 

Looking over this list of what he wants for America I see a very necessary set of goals 

that are long past due. Before we criticize someone because the media does, maybe we 

should seriously consider what he has to offer. 

SO JIHADIS.. GO AHEAD BLOW YOURSELVES UP.. WE WILL NOT CHANGE OUR 

VIEWS BECAUSE OF LOSERS LIKE YOU. 



 

AJ Show (2nd HOUR VIDEO Commercial Free) Sunday 3/06/2016: 2016 Election, 

Roger Stone (Ted Cruz and Globalist voter fraud, Trump University is a non-issue) 

https://youtu.be/D1fwzL701Mw 

Donald Trump Ted Cruz Goldman Sachs and the Zionist Oligarchs 

https://youtu.be/EOIeJiKZLJA 

Ted Cruz: Destroying Separation of Church & State 

https://youtu.be/L_kehg8F3kU 

ANALYSIS: Cruz and Kasich supported TPP and NAFTA, killing Michigan’s economy: 

http://prntly.com/blog/?p=6224 

Ted Cruz - Wolf in Sheep Clothing!!! Christian Video Channel 

https://youtu.be/2Kstyj5BTcM 

https://youtu.be/D1fwzL701Mw
https://youtu.be/EOIeJiKZLJA
https://youtu.be/L_kehg8F3kU
http://prntly.com/blog/?p=6224
https://youtu.be/2Kstyj5BTcM


IT’S TIME TO MEET THE CRUZ’S…december 4, 2015 dianne marshall 

https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2015/12/04/its-time-to-meet-the-cruzs/ 

If Trump Is So Awful, Why Are His Kids So Awesome? - Doug Giles | Mar 06, 2016   

http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-

his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383 

If Trump Is So Awful, Why Are His Kids So Awesome? - Doug Giles | Mar 06, 2016    

http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-

his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383 

 

Ted Cruz Citizenship Timeline 

March 27, 2015 at 1:04am 

Cruz Citizenship Timeline (documented)    

State of Delaware Vital Records says, no record of Eleanor Elizabeth Darragh Wilson 

birth exist. Ted Cruz's mother does not have a US birth certificate.  

FACTUAL CRUZ CITIZENSHIP TIMELINE 

(Everything presented in this timeline is a matter of public record. All of it is based upon 

publicly reported events, public statements made by Rafael Cruz, Ted Cruz, officials with 

the Elect Ted movement or US and Canadian officials." 

1957 - After working as a teen to help Fidel Castro gain power in Cuba, and being 

imprisoned for his actions by the Batista regime, Cuban Rafael Cruz applies for 

admittance to the University of Te'as as a foreign student and enters the US on a four 

year student visa to attend four years of college. He is a Cuban citizen attending a US 

college on a foreign student visa obtained through the US Consulate in Havana. 

1961-1962 - After graduating college at the University of Texas, and upon the expiration 

of his foreign student visa, Cruz Sr. applied for and received "political asylum" and was 

issued a "green card." A green card is a permit to reside and work in the United States, 

without becoming a "citizen" of the United States, in this case, under political asylum 

from Castro's Cuba. His citizenship status was that of a Cuban national living and 

working in the United States, under a green card work permit. According to US laws, the 

https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2015/12/04/its-time-to-meet-the-cruzs/
http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383
http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383
http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383
http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383


"green card" holder must maintain permanent resident status, and can be removed from 

the United States if certain conditions of this status are not met. 

1964-1966 - Cruz Sr. takes a few odd jobs, marries and moves to Canada to work in the 

oil fields. The Cruz family resides in Canada for the next eight years. “I worked in 

Canada for eight years,” Rafael Cruz says. “And while I was in Canada, I became a 

Canadian citizen.” – (From and interview with NPR) "Peter Spiro, a legal expert on US 

citizenship at Temple University. Spiro says Rafael Cruz's multi-country odyssey did not 

follow traditional models for immigration. SPIRO - “Ted Cruz himself seems to be an 

advocate of those traditional immigration models. Maybe he should be a little more 

tolerant of the nontraditional Versions, given his own father's history.” 

1970 - Ted Cruz is born in Canada, to two parents who had lived in Canada for at least 

four years at that time, and had applied for and received Canadian citizenship under 

Canadian Immigration and Naturalization Laws, as stated by Rafael Cruz. As a result, 

US statutes would have voided the prior "green card" status which requires among other 

things, permanent residency within the United States and obviously, not becoming a 

citizen of another country during the time frame of the US green card. 

1974 - The Cruz family moves to the United States when Ted is approximately four years 

old. Rafael Cruz has publicly stated that he remained a citizen of Canada until he 

renounced his Canadian citizenship when he applied for and became a US Naturalized 

citizen in 2005. As a result, his wife and son were also Canadian citizens, his son being 

born a citizen of Canada in 1970. 

2005 - Rafael Cruz applies for legal US citizenship and renounces his Canadian 

citizenship. No record of Ted renouncing his Canadian citizenship or applying for US 

citizenship exists as of 2005.  

2013 - Freshman Senator Ted Cruz is a rising star in the Tea Party movement, and calls 

for him to run for the White House begin. In July, Ted Cruz is Questioned by the press 

about his interest in running for President, and the issue of his Canadian born 

citizenship is brought up Sen. Ted Cruz rejected questions Sunday over his eligibility to 

be president, saying that although he was born in Canada “the facts are clear” that he is 

a US citizen. 

“My mother was born in Wilmington, Delaware. She is a US. citizen, so I'm a US citizen 

by birth,” Cruz told A&C. “I'm not going to engage in a legal debate.”  

NOTE: Senator Cruz omits the part of his father's story, in particular, the part about his 

parents applying for and receiving Canadian citizenship prior to Ted's birth in Calgary. 

He also attempts to gloss past the actual definition of natural)born Citizen by implying it 

is a mere legal debate for others to figure out. 



August 2013 - As Ted's political stock rises in the Tea Party, so do press questions about 

his eligibility for office. Ted decides to quiet the questions by releasing his birth 

certificate, which now becomes absolute proof of Ted's Canadian citizenship at birth, 

1970, Calgary, Canada. The release of the Canadian birth records only serve to further 

fuel the controversy.   

Ted seeks Legal Counsel, as the media is now pressing members of Canadian 

Immigration and Naturalization to clear the matter up, when instead, Canadian officials 

confirm the Ted Cruz was in fact born a legal citizen of Canada, the son of two parents 

who had also applied for and received Canadian citizenship prior to Ted's birth. 

 “He's a Canadian,” said Toronto lawyer Stephen Green, past chairman of the Canadian 

Bar Association's Citizenship and Immigration Section. 

“Generally speaking, under the Citizenship Act of 1947, those born in Canada were 

automatically citizens at birth unless their parent was a foreign diplomat, ”said ministry 

spokeswoman Julie Lafortune.  

Legal counsel advises Ted to "renounce his Canadian citizenship" in order to make 

himself eligible to run for the presidency. Of course, renouncing one's original 

citizenship only further proves one's original citizenship. 

May 2014 - Ted Cruz legal counsel files to renounce Ted's Canadian citizenship in an 

effort to make him eligible to run for high office under the natural born Citizen clause 

Article II in the US Constitution.  

AUSTIN, Texas - Canada-born US Sen. Ted Cruz has given up his citizenship from his 

birth country, making good on a promise from last summer. spokeswoman Catherine 

Frazier said “the Tea Party favorite formally gave up his citizenship May 14th. He 

received official confirmation of the action at his Houston home Tuesday.”  

News that he had renounced his citizenship was first reported by the Dallas Morning 

News. The newspaper also bro$e that Cruz had dual Canadian) US citizenship when he 

released his birth certificate in August.  

Frazier said Cruz “he is pleased to have the process finalized” and that it “makes sense 

he should be only an American citizen.”- of course, the Constitution does not require 

that one be only an American citizen, but rather a natural born Citizen. 

As of February 4, 2015 - No evidence of any US Citizenship has been released to confirm 

anything at all about the true citizenship status of Ted Cruz. 

Because Ted Cruz has been confirmed a legal citizen of Canada up until renouncing his 

Canadian citizenship in May of 2014, and because he has been confirmed a citizen of 

Canada at birth, and because his father is on public record stating that he and his wife 



became citizens of Canada during their eight years living in Canada and because Rafael 

Cruz remained a citizen of Canada until he renounced and applied for legal US 

citizenship in 2005. There is simply NO WAY that Ted Cruz was, is or ever can be a 

Natural Born Citizen of the United States eligible for the offices of President or Vice 

President.  

So, does this mean that members of the Tea Party are engaged in an overt effort to 

defraud Tea Party members who are Ted fans, by all of this legal fancy foot work.  

The facts are all well documented. You decide...  

One who inherits their Citizenship at birth via nature alone, from their natural birth 

father, is a natural born Citizen of the United States. According to all available 

information on Ted Cruz and his family, Ted Cruz was a native born citizen of Canada 

and not a natural born Citizen of the United States. Now, Ted is either not too bright, or 

not too honest... But he is at least one of the two... and what about the Tea Party leaders 

behind this legal shell game? 

State of Delaware vital records says, no record of Eleanor Elizabeth Darragh Wilson 

Cruz exist. Ted Cruz's mother does not have a US birth certificate.  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/256409078/Cruz-Citizenship-Timeline-documented 

Ted Cruz Citizenship Timeline  

State of Delaware Vital Records says, no record of Eleanor Elizabeth Darragh Wilson 

Cruz birth exist. Ted Cruz's mother does not have a US birth certificate. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/anna-tomerlin/ted-cruz-citizenship-

timeline/815852778451290 

** 

Ted Cruz , who is the Con Artist Now? Ted Cruz. Your mother Eleanor Wilson had to be 

living in the U.S. for a period of five years “physical presence in U.S. for you to be able to 

acquire U.S. citizenship! She lived in England with her first husband then move to U.S. 

Cruz. Your not even a UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Citizen! There is no doubt in my 

mind that you wrote your book in hopes that you could cover up for your mother not 

living in the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA for the required years so you could become 

a US Citizen at birth. Your mother was not in the U.S. for the time the law requires for 

you to acquire U.S. citizenship at birth under Section 301(g) of the INA  

Sometime in or after 1966, your mother, Eleanor Wilson left England after the death of 

her son Michael and returned to the United States. London death records shows that in 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/anna-tomerlin/ted-cruz-citizenship-timeline/815852778451290
https://www.facebook.com/notes/anna-tomerlin/ted-cruz-citizenship-timeline/815852778451290


1966 her son was buried in Kensal Green Cemetery in Kensington. She met Rafael 

Bienvenido Cruz who was Born in Cuba in 1939, Rafael Cruz and your mother got 

married in 1969. Ted Cruz, you were born in Calgary, Alberta, in 1970. Your father 

became a U.S. citizen in 2005. 

Do the math. Your mother was not in the U.S. for the required time the law requires for 

you to acquire U.S. citizenship at birth under Section 301(g) of the INA  

INA: ACT 301 - NATIONALS AND CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES AT BIRTH 

Sec. 301. [8 U.S.C. 1401] The following shall be nationals and citizens of the United 

States at birth:  

See (g) https://www.uscis.gov/.../0-0-0-1/0-0-0-29/0-0-0-9696.html 

** 

In 2013 According to my research Ted Cruz voted in favor of Agenda 21 & that's an area 

to which I'm really concerned... Did you know that Presidents in the beginning weren't 

paid & they were young??? So this whole "inexperienced" shit doesn't matter... It is & 

Should be a matter of Who Can We The People Trust??? Who Supports Our 

Constitution, Bill of Rights & Declaration of Independence??? Although if he's lying he's 

Not Trustworthy... I personally feel like I need to pick the best out of a rotten selection 

to choose from... Ben Carson was my 1st pick but he's out... Now I'm voting for Trump... 

We're in desperate need to slam on the brakes before the implosion/collision happens... 

Many of the candidates support Agenda 21/2030, bankrupting America & killing Our 

Constitution & Bill of Rights by means of Trade Deals & The United Nation's Small Arms 

Treaty, etc, etc, etc... Long Story Short... Who Do You Trust??? 

James Chalmers Cruz's campaign staff is under investigation for busing voters from one 

location to another for multiple voting by the same individuals in both Kansas Main do 

to citizen filing complaints with election boards in both states. 

Don't underestimate the brilliance of Donald Trump. Listen to his testimony at a 

Hearing of The House Budget Committee Urgent Fiscal Issues Task Force in 1991 on the 

solutions to the U.S. Economic Recovery. Donald Trump was invited to appear by the 

Chairman of this committee. 

William Seidman a Republican and former chairman of the F.D.I.C. who worked for 

President Ronald Reagan also testified with Mr. Trump. William Seidman was born in 

Grand Rapids, Michigan received his Master's Degree In Business from the University of 

Michigan's Ross School of Business. 

http://www.c-span.org/video/?c4544001/donald-trump-1991-house-hearing-us-

economic-recovery-depression-vs-recession 

https://www.uscis.gov/.../0-0-0-1/0-0-0-29/0-0-0-9696.html
http://www.c-span.org/video/?c4544001/donald-trump-1991-house-hearing-us-economic-recovery-depression-vs-recession
http://www.c-span.org/video/?c4544001/donald-trump-1991-house-hearing-us-economic-recovery-depression-vs-recession


** 

“Trump is the only hope to defeat the Kingmakers,” Schlafly told Breitbart resolutely. 

“Because everybody else will fall in line. The Kingmakers have so much money behind 

them.” 

More than fifty years ago, Schlafly coined the term Kingmakers—or what Schlafly says is 

now “generally called the Establishment,” or donor class—to describe a select group of 

cosmopolitan elites who control the Republican Party and have historically determined 

the Party’s presidential nominee. Aspects of Schlafly’s Kingmaker theory have been 

articulated in, what is today known as, the “invisible primary” or “The Party Decides” 

theory. 

As Schlafly wrote in 1964, these “few secret kingmakers… successfully forced their 

choice on a free country where there are more than 34 million Republican voters… They 

dictated the choice of the Republican presidential nominee just as completely as the 

Paris dressmakers control the length of women’s skirts.” 

“The Kingmakers,” Schlafly told Breitbart, “have picked our last bunch of losers. And 

there’s one loser after another because they were more interested in maintaining their 

flow of money from the big donors and their cooperation with the Democrats—their 

bipartisanship—and that’s not my goal. I’m for America [Schlafly slams hand on table] 

and America first [slams hand on table again].” 

When asked what is the “most pressing issue facing the country today,” Schlafly—

without a moment’s pause—said, “Immigration. And that’s why Trump is doing so well. 

People recognize that is the biggest thing. In the first place, it’s just about destroying our 

schools. All of these kids, who can’t read in any language, are coming in and expecting to 

be taught by our English-speaking teachers. And it’s not going to work. And yet we have 

to babysit them all day.” 

Schlafly explained that immigration represents an existential issue for the nation: “If we 

don’t stop immigration—this torrent of immigrants coming in—we’re not going to be 

America anymore because most of the people coming in have no experience with limited 

government. They don’t know what that is. They look to the government to solve all of 

their problems, and as soon as we have a high majority of people who think that, it’s 

going to be a different country.” 

“We have thousands of young people, who are first time entry into the job market and 

they need a job—they need an entry level job—and they are frozen out by these 

immigrants coming in. And there’s nothing un-American about saying, ‘No.’ We said no 

to everybody [during the mid-20th century]… we paused in taking anybody in and we 

had every right to do that. That’s one of the indicia of a sovereign power,” Schlafly said. 



When asked if she thought it was time for another immigration pause, Schlafly said, “I 

certainly do. I think we ought to have a total pause until we catch up—and, in indelicate 

words, as Trump said, ‘until we know what the hell we’re doing.’” 

With regards to Trump’s call for a temporary pause on Muslim migration, Schlafly said, 

“I think all the polls show that the country is with Donald Trump on that issue… It is 

certainly not our duty to let in everybody who wants to come to this country. Probably 

the whole world wants to come into this country. There’s more freedom, more good 

things, more plenty, and more welfare handouts [laughs] than any other country.” 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/10/phyllis-schlafly-makes-the-

case-for-president-trump/ 

----------- 

J.b. Williams: Citizen Classifications 

JUAN ERNESTO LUZ·MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2016 

 Cruz & Rubio ARE NOT ELIGIBLE for potus or vp because they’re NOT Natural Born 

Citizens! Jindal & Haley aren't eligible either! 

via J.b. Williams: DEAR CRUZ AND RUBIO FANS.... READ CAREFULLY! 

U.S. CITIZENSHIP BY THE LAW © North American Law Center 

1) NATURAL BORN CITIZEN – “As the society cannot exist and perpetuate itself 

otherwise than by the children of the citizens, those children naturally follow the 

condition of their fathers, and succeed to all their rights. The country of the fathers is 

therefore that of the children; and these become true citizens merely by their tacit 

consent.” (The Natural Law as understood by the Founders in Article II of the US 

Constitution) 

2) NATIVE BORN CITIZEN - All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and 

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state 

wherein they reside. (The 14th Amendment definition for “citizen”) 

3) NATURALIZED CITIZEN - the legal act or process by which a non-citizen in a 

country may acquire citizenship or nationality of that country. It may be done by a 

statute, without any effort on the part of the individual (aka anchor baby), or it may 

involve an application and approval by legal authorities, (such as a Consular Report of 

Birth Abroad (CRBA) form filed with the US State Department at the time of birth). 

(This includes “anchor baby” or “citizen at birth” born here or abroad, under the 14th) 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/10/phyllis-schlafly-makes-the-case-for-president-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/10/phyllis-schlafly-makes-the-case-for-president-trump/


4) UNDOCUMENTED – anyone who is not natural born, native born or otherwise 

naturalized as a legal citizen of the United States, also known in U.S. law as an “illegal 

alien.” (Individuals in the USA via a VISA, or visiting on vacation, or with other written 

consent of the US Government, are here “legally,” but are NOT “citizens.”) 

5) The four above terms are NOT interchangeable. Each is unique and distinct from the 

other. Only one of the four is constitutionally eligible for the Oval Office. “No person 

except a natural born citizen shall be eligible to the office of President.” (The only 

exception were those alive at the time of the adoption, who became “citizens” by virtue 

of the adoption.)  

Marco Rubio, Bobby Jindal and Nicki Haley all fall under #2, native born citizens under 

14th Amendment naturalization. None of them are “natural born” US Citizens. 

Ted Cruz falls under #4 at present – He resides in the USA without any U.S. citizenship 

documents at all. Rafael Edward Cruz was a “native born citizen” of Canada at birth in 

1970. Mr. Cruz maintained his legal Canadian citizenship from birth, until he renounced 

that citizenship in May of 2014. No U.S. citizenship papers of any type, bearing Ted 

Cruz’s identity, have been made public. Only his proof of Canadian citizenship has been 

made public. 

At the very best, Ted Cruz “might” be a “naturalized” citizen of the United States, if any 

U.S. documentation to authenticate is ever made public. 

FINAL WORD - The current “legal” effort is to make all four terms synonymous, equal 

in legal stature, thereby eliminating the NBC clause in Article II and opening up the 

Oval Office to anyone from anywhere, with no U.S. documentation at all. If that effort is 

successful, the new requirements for the Oval Office will be only someone who has 

“attained to the age of thirty-five years, and been fourteen Years a resident within the 

United States” 



 

(video removed) A must see: #AlwaysTrump #NeverCruz #NeverRubio (A Texan stating 

why she voted the way she did) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFwsiDovMm4 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/08/8-celebrities-who-vowed-to-

leave-the-u-s-if-trump-wins/ 

Ted Cruz Finally Attacks Trump. It Ends Badly. (New York values) 

https://youtu.be/x8w4x2aVaYU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFwsiDovMm4
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/08/8-celebrities-who-vowed-to-leave-the-u-s-if-trump-wins/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/08/8-celebrities-who-vowed-to-leave-the-u-s-if-trump-wins/
https://youtu.be/x8w4x2aVaYU


Ted Cruz, the presidential candidate who wants to increase the H-1B cap by 500%  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2900126/ted-cruz-the-presidential-candidate-

who-wants-to-increase-the-h-1b-cap-by-500.html 

GOP Leaders, Tech Execs Plot Against Trump At Secret NeoCon Island Meeting!! 

To the establishment, he is the REAL enemy because he isn't bought and paid for, 

doesn't need handouts, and has his own agenda. Bankers don't like anyone in the 

limelight with freedom. It kinda hurts the whole "we need taxpayer money to keep us 

afloat" meme. 

The corrupt little-mans club, of which Romney is a member evidenced through his Bain 

Capital thefts, has few members but control financial markets only for personal gain. 

Trump could disrupt that, which is why they are so terrified!!! 

yup - a group of billionaires meeting at an exclusive resort debating how to circumvent 

the democratic process, failing to consider that's the exact description of what's wrong 

with America (and the GOP) 

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-08/gop-leaders-tech-execs-plot-against-

trump-secret-neocon-island-meeting 

 

 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2900126/ted-cruz-the-presidential-candidate-who-wants-to-increase-the-h-1b-cap-by-500.html
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Ted Cruz's father an early Fidel Castro revolutionary, memoir claims 

http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jun/27/ted-cruz-memoir-father-cuba-

revolutionary-fidel-castro 

http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jun/27/ted-cruz-memoir-father-cuba-revolutionary-fidel-castro
http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jun/27/ted-cruz-memoir-father-cuba-revolutionary-fidel-castro


 

 

Ted Cruz & Carly replacing American workers outsourcing 300,000 to India like HP ... 

Honest? think again. Ted Cruz is a PHONY. Tired of trying to educate Raphaelbots(not 

saying you are one). 

Ted Cruz , an opportunist ambulance chaser..No more lawyers in the white house. 

1: 'I want this bill to pass so illegals can come out of the shadows'  

now it was a 'poison pill', convenient. Went to the border to hand out soccer balls  

& teddy bears to illegals. 

2: was for Syrian refugees, now he's against it. 

3: was for TPA trade deal, now he's against it. 

4: Was for background check for gun purchases, now he's against it. 



5: was against boots on the ground, now he says that he never said that & now supports 

boots on the ground. 

6: was against TSA 'groping' now he's for it. 

7: Supported Colorado Marijuana legalization, now he's against it. 

8: Was for birthright citizenship, now he's against it. 

9: wanted a 5 fold increase in H1b visas, now he's against it.That's just part of it. 

Lastly, the fact that he was born in Canada makes calling into question whether 

his status is 'naturally born' a legitimate issue. That could be a  

serious 

problem should he be the nominee, he is already being sued.This man has 

shown time & again that if it is politically convenient he  

will alter his position on any & every issue. He will say anything  

to get elected. We need Trump.Anyone but Hillary or Cruz.  

Cruz: Trump ‘Does Well’ With Voters That Are ‘Low-Information’ 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/10/cruz-trump-does-well-with-voters-that-

are-low-information/ 

Pope suggests Trump 'is not Christian' - Daniel Burke-Profile-Image1 By Daniel Burke, 

CNN Religion Editor Updated 0347 GMT (1147 HKT) February 19, 2016 | Video Source: 

CNN 

http://edition.cnn.com/2016/02/18/politics/pope-francis-trump-christian-wall/ 

Mr. Pope, Tear Down This Wall - by BEN SHAPIRO 18 Feb 2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/02/18/mr-pope-tear-down-this-wall/ 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/10/cruz-trump-does-well-with-voters-that-are-low-information/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/10/cruz-trump-does-well-with-voters-that-are-low-information/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/02/18/mr-pope-tear-down-this-wall/


 

Neil Bush, the brother of Jeb and George W. Bush, has joined the Ted Cruz national 

finance team. 

The move opens the door for the Bush dynasty to support the Texas senator in his bid 

for the White House. 

The Dallas Morning News characterizes Neil Bush as a possible outlier within the family 

and reports it remains to be seen if the dynasty will shift its weigh behind the Cruz 

campaign after the failure of Jeb Bush to gain support for the nomination. 

Neil Bush’s role on the Cruz national finance team is striking considering his history.! 

BEWARE! 

during the savings and loan crisis of the 1980s. 

According to an investigation conducted by the US Office of Thrift Supervision, Neil 

Bush illegally engaged in “breaches of his fiduciary duties involving multiple conflicts of 

interest” that led to the downfall of the institution. 

The savings and loan crisis ultimately cost the American taxpayers over a trillion dollars. 

Neil avoided going to prison for his role in the scandal. The boss of Silverado S&L, 

however, was not so lucky. Michael Wise was sentenced to three and a half years in the 

Federal prison at Leavenworth after pleading guilty to stealing nearly $9 million from 

investors. 



George Bush, Sr. and Jeb were also implicated in the scandal. 

Jeb defaulted on a $4.56 million loan from Broward Federal Savings in Sunrise, Florida. 

The taxpayers ended up shelling out $4 million to pay off the loan Jeb and his partners 

used to buy an office building. 

The corporate media ignored Bush’s shady savings and loan dealings during his 

presidential campaign. 

67 Reasons NOT to vote for Ted Cruz for President or Vice President! 

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=9547 

Amazing Results: After Cleaning Up The Cruz Voting Fraud, Matt Drudge Republished 

Online Poll - 6:52 AM - 11 Mar 2016 

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=10275 

Rubio, Cruz, Kasich All Backed Obamatrade, Pretend They Didn’t at Miami Debate - by 

JULIA HAHN10 Mar 2016Miami, FL 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/10/rubio-cruz-kasich-all-backed-

obamatrade-pretend-they-didnt-at-miami-debate/ 

Ben Carson Endorses Donald Trump FULL Press Conference (3-11-16) 

https://youtu.be/EjeM6jnX32M 

Rand Paul: Ted Cruz 'natural-born Canadian' - By Tal Kopan, CNN - Updated 1756 GMT 

(0156 HKT) January 11, 2016 

http://edition.cnn.com/2016/01/11/politics/rand-paul-ted-cruz-canadian-born-

citizenship/index.html 

 

HOW ABOUT THAT ??? 

So who was saying that they were the only one who could beat Hillary?? 

�Donald Trump did not steal your money.  

�Donald Trump did not raise your taxes.  

�Donald Trump did not quadruple the price of food.  

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=9547
http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=10275
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/10/rubio-cruz-kasich-all-backed-obamatrade-pretend-they-didnt-at-miami-debate/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/10/rubio-cruz-kasich-all-backed-obamatrade-pretend-they-didnt-at-miami-debate/
https://youtu.be/EjeM6jnX32M
http://edition.cnn.com/2016/01/11/politics/rand-paul-ted-cruz-canadian-born-citizenship/index.html
http://edition.cnn.com/2016/01/11/politics/rand-paul-ted-cruz-canadian-born-citizenship/index.html


�Trump is not stirring a race war.  

�Trump did not leave any US soldiers in Benghazzi to be slaughtered and desecrated by 

Muslims.  

�Trump did not send the US Navy to fight for Syrian Al-Qaeda.  

�Trump did not arm ISIS and systematically exterminate Christians throughout the 

Middle East.  

�Trump did not betray Israel.  

�Trump did not provide financing and technology to Iran's nuclear weapons program.  

�Trump did not give our military secrets to China.  

�Trump did not remove our nuclear missile shield in Poland at the behest of Russia.  

�Trump did not shrivel our military, and betray our veterans.  

�Trump did not cripple our economy.  

�Trump did not increase our debt to 20 trillion dollars.  

�Trump did not ruin our credit, twice.  

�Trump did not double African American unemployment.  

�Trump did not increase welfare to a record level for eight years. �Trump did not sign 

a law making it legal to execute, and imprison Americans.  

�Trump did not set free all of terrorists in Guantanamo bay.  

�Trump did not steal your rights, violate US Constitutional law, or commit treason, 

hundreds of times. 

�Trump did not vote for TPP 

�Trump did not Vote in the gang of 8 

�Trump did not vote to Fund Obamacare 

�Trump did not vote to Fund Planned Parenthood 

�Trump did not vote to increase the National debt 

�Trump did not trade 5 Taliban for a Traitor 

�Trump never begged Lobbyists and Donors for money 



Yet Trump is the one being ripped apart by The Left, the Political class of the Republican 

Party, the Lefty Media, Mitt Romney and the NWO, The Bushes, the "Chicken Little" 

Sky is falling Right wing Talk show Circus like Mark Levin, Glenn Beck and others who 

make money when the Country is in the shitter and all the people who are terrified that 

America MIGHT ACTUALLY BECOME # 1 AGAIN! 

Hey all you Butt Munchers.. how come ya'll did not scream so loudly when Hussein 

Obama and Hillary Clinton ARE actually destroying OUR NATION?? Hey Mitt Romney 

you freaking Mormon Chicken shit.. where were you when Obama Stole the 2012 

election? 

I FOR ONE AM SICK AND TIRED OF ALL OF THEM. ITS TIME FOR REVOLUTION 

OF TRUMP .. 

Looks like so many of you are not prepared for Revolution and Restoration.. SO Trump 

is the only alternative left! 

I AM FOR TRUMP! 



 

Cruz and Rubio BLAME TRUMP for Violent Protesters Shutting Down Chicago Rally at 

UIC Pavilion 

Share with a Ted Cruz Supporter and get an answer to this simple question! 

DID YOU KNOW ? 

“At present, all FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) requests filed in search of any U.S. 

citizenship documents to confirm the true official U.S. citizenship status of Ted Cruz 

have been denied access. All citizenship records for Ted Cruz are sealed unless and until 



Ted Cruz agrees to allow any such records to be released by either U.S. or Canadian 

agencies. 

As a result, there remains no authentic evidence to support the claims that Ted Cruz is 

either a “natural born” or “naturalized” citizen of the United States.” 

Read More Here: http://www.newswithviews.com/JBWilliams/williams317.htm 

I sure can’t speak for the rest of you, but, I do not want to go down the same road with 

the next president as we have with Obama. 

If Cruz is legally eligible, and has nothing to hide – he must produce the documents 

required to clear up any question of his eligibility. Why has he sealed his records? 

AMERICA – DEMAND SOME PROOF HERE! Words are cheap and anyone who has 

sealed their birth records must have done it for a reason. How many of you, who are 

registered to vote in this election have went out and had your birth records sealed? How 

many who are citizens have ever had their birth records sealed? ANSWER ME THAT, 

THEN ANSWER ME DOES THAT MAKE ANY SENSE? 

I challenge each Cruz supporter to demand Cruz to unseal his birth records so the public 

can see for themselves that he is who he says he is in his eligibility. 

Look I don't give a flying F**K that Mark Levin and Glenn Beck and at the Queen of 

England and the bought and paid for article by the Harvard Law review (written by two 

of Ted Cruz's friends) that is trotted out as Proof he is eligible. 

SIMPLE TO PROVE THAT HE IS... RELEASE HIS RECORDS.. WHY THE FUSS? 

WHAT IS HE HIDING? 

Ted was all in asking Donald Trump to release the New York Times Off the record 

interview and his Tax records remember ?? 

HOW COME YOU WILL NOT ALLOW THE RELEASE OF YOUR ELIGIBILITY 

RECORDS TED ? 

Shame on his supporters for being so blind! Smells like an Obama style Cover up! 

http://www.newswithviews.com/JBWilliams/williams317.htm


 

 

*BREAKING NEWS!* Black Lives Matter, Muslims, Illegal Aliens TRASH Trump Rally- 

Here’s What We Know [VIDEOS] - MARCH 11, 2016 - BY DEAN JAMES 

http://www.americasfreedomfighters.com/2016/03/11/black-lives-matter-trump/# 

Cruz, Rubio and Kasich criticize Trump for creating ‘environment’ for Chicago protest - 

By David Weigel March 11 at 11:02 PM 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/03/11/cruz-and-rubio-

criticize-trump-for-creating-environment-for-chicago-protest/ 

 

Cruz The King of Gaslighting and North American Union – If not him, CFR will find 

another. - january 17, 2016 dianne marshall 

https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/01/17/cruz-the-king-of-gaslighting-

and-north-american-union-if-not-him-cfr-will-find-another/ 

THIS NEEDS TO BE SHARED AND SHARED AND SHARED!!!!!! 

It’s customary to agree to disagree on candidates, it’s distorted to disagree that our 

electoral system is legal and our politicians are honest. 

Shocking that our politicians play by their own rules and have little to no truthfulness 

and have corrupted the entire political chain.  

It’s exhausting listening to politician lies so I no longer listen to any b/s they say. I go by 

their past votes and any bills they tried to pass, any amendments they tried to slide in 

and any videos. 

http://www.americasfreedomfighters.com/2016/03/11/black-lives-matter-trump/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/03/11/cruz-and-rubio-criticize-trump-for-creating-environment-for-chicago-protest/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/03/11/cruz-and-rubio-criticize-trump-for-creating-environment-for-chicago-protest/
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/01/17/cruz-the-king-of-gaslighting-and-north-american-union-if-not-him-cfr-will-find-another/
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/01/17/cruz-the-king-of-gaslighting-and-north-american-union-if-not-him-cfr-will-find-another/


Disgusting to witness politicians play-book and alarming for Americans to be 

defenseless when our rights are being replaced by politician greed! 

Appalling Cruz and Rubio have many live videos from 2008 to date demanding increase 

for immigrates and billions of dollars and other resources, yet now they act as it’s so 

unfair for Americans to lose jobs.  

First place Cruz claims to be constitution scholar, yet he don’t defend Americans 

constitution right to not aid non-citizens if it’s a burden on Americans. I believe we can 

all agree the unlimited aid our lawless leaders continue to hand out is destroying 

American jobs, tallying up our debt, hurting our education, abusing our tax dollars and 

whole list of other freebees equates to burden. 

Politicians have their own language and have unique sleazing way of answering you with 

getting away with saying they didn’t lie, let me give you 2 quick examples. 

Hillary answer about the emails: Says, “I did not send or receive material that was 

marked classified.” She lied and told the truth at the same time. Although she did send 

and receive classified material which put America in harm’s way, she was able to pass off 

the truth as lies because the material will never say classified, it will read. “Government 

related” or “confidentially” or “top secret” or the alike. Instead admitting to her games, 

she played it. 

Cruz also lied and told the truth at the same time. He was truthful when he said he voted 

against amnesty, but failed to tell you he voted with an amendment that increasing 

immigrates by 500% and to increase the cap allowing employees to hire more 

immigrates than what the current cap is. 

When he was questioned about his flip=flop he used excuse this was a plan of his called 

a poison pill to destroy the entire bill. Laughable and politician brilliance at its best 

because he fails to say, he has been selling his plan since 2008 to date. Does he really 

expect you to believe he gambled votes? Simple truth is a simple no was only thing 

needed. His so called poison pill was a stupid risk at your expense. 

All this is live on videos that has been posted many times throughout f/b and honestly 

it’s hard to believe if anyone who watched any of the videos isn’t taken aback by his 

boldness and superciliousness. Do you understand the reason these lawless idiots 

continue to lie in this manner is because they recognize most people on totally 

dependent on their government being in control, and some will refuse to believe facts 

and others are stuck on the stupid stick. 

Another unforgiving reality is each time Americans distinguish overwhelming 

immigration programs the names of the programs change. Research Cruz’s bills he 



pushed under H-2A, he changed lanes and pushed bills under H-1B, basically the same 

both for immigration but one is to increase them. 

Pay attention to the hundreds’ of abbreviations, this is poly to confuse Americans and 

another trickery they can use when answering to the voters. Example, Cruz says, “I 

voted against TPA!” He fails to tell you he voted for TPP! Same thing, one is fast track. 

I will list just few of the many abbreviations.  

CAFTA-DR Central American-Dominican Republic Free trade agreement 

Trade Agreement 

C-TPAT Customs-Trade Partnership against Terrorism 

CUSFTA Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement 

GDP gross domestic product 

IDB Inter-American Development Bank 

IMF International Monetary Fund 

NADB North American Development Bank 

NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement 

NALS North American Leaders’ Summit 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NORAD North American Aerospace Defense Command 

NORTHCOM United States Northern Command 

PISA Programmer for International Student Assessment 

PNWER Pacific Northwest Economic Region 

PPPs public-private partnerships 

RCC U.S.-Canada Regulatory Cooperation Council 

SPP Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America 

TN Treaty NAFTA 

TPP Trans-Pacific Partnership 



TTIP Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership 

USCIS U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 

US-VISIT United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology 

WTO World Trade Organization 

Pay attention to the issues concerning North, this is the WTO (World Trade 

Organization) all the lawless idiots been working on in the past decade. 

Someone said, “Don’t matter when TRUMP gets in will end WTO. Wrong, because when 

this deal is signed these idiots are signing over control and giving up all our power. 

There won’t be regulates from America and will be regulated by world leaders. So if you 

think you’re taking a birth-control pill, yet its aspirins, too bad! 

Here’s the truth, immigration is good in many ways, hello we have immigration laws 

and we embrace them and honestly lawless leaders allow immigration policies to abuse 

America, so why the * do we need to alter what we have. They make it sound as allowing 

world trade will bring in serious capital. Really, well ask yourself this, why is there a nail 

salon on every corner in every city with not one America worker? Why are the American 

gas station owners folding up and new ones every minute are popping up under 

immigrate owners? Why do non-citizens get tax free for many years? Why do we have 

many programs that allow them to grow and Americans are supposed to sit back and 

smile simply because we were born here? Is this our punishment? 

We can do everything they want to do and keep control. This way if a product is fraud we 

can shut it down, but not under the WTO. 

Today Obama they instructed aides to make it easier for goods and people to move back 

and forth between the two borders. Really any easier we will soon be called Canada. 

Obama also said, “Were woven together as deeply as societies, as economies.” Ok, so 

why can’t we achieve this agenda without giving away our power? 

If you allow visitors into your home you should expect them to follow house rules, but if 

you are stupid enough to give them half of your home you no longer have your own 

house rules and that becomes a problem, especially if you both have various different 

traditions. 

This compromise is a serious betrayal to the American people across the nation! This is 

proof that there is dirty politicians on one side and innocent Americans on the other 

side and the media nurturing the game played by the callous tycoons! 

America is in crisis, Wall Street and billionaire tycoons laughing and politicians do 

nothing for Americans but have tens of hundreds of programs to enrich immigrates. 



Americans are victim of politicians abuse and are branded racists if dare have the 

audacity to want to restore America traditions and be able to stay afloat before we pull 

any floaters. 

Every politician is aware what needs to be done and everyone failed to lead, failed to 

stand against the corrupt and inform the people of what’s happening in the WH circus. 

All of them of course now only linking out small hints but not one will utter names so 

Americans can understand the full scope of what we’re dealing with. This is just more 

politicians games! 

Political corruption is the use of power by government officials for illegitimate private 

gain. An illegal act by an officeholder constitutes political corruption. Besides the 

obvious candidates are hinting the apparent proves their agenda represents the 

imbalance, because their silent controls more Americans than it governors. Because 

giving us a small truth in order to buy our vote tells us you’re part of the establishment 

selling your soul to the highest bidder. 

America is now owned by the corporate lobbies and other billionaire tycoons making it 

impossible for politicians to pass laws for the interest of the people.  

At this point we the people should agree to enforce our rights and force our voices be 

heard, after all they can’t buy what we refuse to sell. Forget about who’s the best 

candidate and look at who’s been the lawless leaders and everyone’s answer should 

equal the same. 

The border isn’t up. Immigration is out of control, America’s laws being abused and our 

constitution laughed at. Our jobs handed to outsiders and our education centered to 

educate immigrates. Trillions of dollars in debt for aid for outsiders. Veterans who put 

their lives on the line (many who actually died for you) are homeless and those who 

ignored our laws and some who even killed our innocent are housed on your dollar. 

Both Rubio and Cruz voted against benefits for our Vets, wonder why? Vets aren’t worth 

anything for giving us the right to life? 

What should make every one of you nauseated is why today only after being asked is 

Rubio and Cruz mentioning it was unfair what Disney did, especially after both of them 

pushed to raise the number of immigrates employees can hire and increase immigrates 

by 500%. But why if they are supposed to be our voices have neither one had press 

conference on this issue. They spend millions to attack TRUMP and spend all their time 

pushing bills and votes for immigrates, yet failed to give Americans 5 minute speech to 

let us know they will do everything in their power to fix the mess they got us into! 



Once WTO is in we will clearly have no voice let along rights. Worried for America and 

concerned for your kids and grandkids future TRUMP’s tone is exactly what you should 

want! 

Clinton will enforce Obama’s dreams and all others will enforce their personal agenda 

and please get off the stupid stick if you believe they (all) don’t owe their donors 

personal favors. They been doing it and will keep doing it until we stand together and if 

you want to remember anything remember once we have world leaders involved we will 

never have a chance to ban together. 

America is the home of Americans, so why are we so willing to give it away? Even scarier 

is why we the people allowing it to happen. Forget them and their holy and thou attitude 

and get off our high horse and ban together to keep our home where it belongs, in 

AMERICA, not in some world trade organization, have we the people been drinking the 

WH Kool-Aid, because we act as if we already lost our rights. We act as if we don’t have 

a voice! 

Voting for a politician is a vote against the AMERICAN PEOPLE! 

Help get this across AMERICA! Cash in all your favors and beg all your f/b friends to 

pass this on and on, we must wake up the sleeping! We must ban together and send a 

serious and very strong message to all politicians that we demand the circus to end, we 

want our WH back. We the people bought and pay for the WH, that is Americans home, 

not some lawless circus for all idiot clowns! People this is real, look around, its here and 

the rest is coming fast. Only one reason we have no borders, this is the WTO i been 

posting about for past 6 months! PLEASE WAKE UP AND FIGHT TO SAVE FOR YOUR 

HOME, OUR HOME, OUR KIDS' HOME AND GRANDCHILDRENS' HOME! WE 

BUILT AMERICA, IT BELONGS TO THE CITIZENS OF AMERICA, NOT TRYCOONS 

AND LAWLESS POLITICIANS AND CLEARLY NOT THE OUTSIDERS, STOP 

PUNISHING US FOR OUR BIRTHRIGHTS! END ALL POLITICIANS!!!!!!!!! - Issy 

Muller 

Trump isn't a politician, he's the truthteller and he is one of us!!! TRUMP 2016!!! P.S. 

I'll remove tag, please comment untag and I will remove it. - Cheryl A. Frank 



 

 

Steve Austin Cuts A Promo on Possibly the Next President of the US! Donald Trump  

https://youtu.be/eHwypvDvuFY 

The Battle of the Billionaires takes place at WrestleMania 

https://youtu.be/5NsrwH9I9vE 

Cruz and Rubio BLAME TRUMP for Violent Protesters Shutting Down Chicago Rally at 

UIC Pavilion 

https://youtu.be/Xw2dzTcAIro 

Top 10 Crazy Donald Trump Moments 

https://youtu.be/e7UcQcD9INI 

******* 

TED CRUZ... CONSORTS WITH VAN JONES !! 

When you sleep with DOGS you pick up fleas! 

Cruz On CNN: Joins Van Jones to Blame Trump! Van Jones. YES THAT VAN JONES... 

THE VALERIE JARRET OBAMA PAL.. ANTI REPUBLIC VAN JONES!! WOW HOW 

LOW CAN YOU GO??? 

Now tell me that dirtbag fraud Cruz is not an establishment pansy prostitute?? 

https://youtu.be/eHwypvDvuFY
https://youtu.be/5NsrwH9I9vE
https://youtu.be/Xw2dzTcAIro
https://youtu.be/e7UcQcD9INI


LIBERAL 

Establishment CNN commentators!! 

I KNEW he would once again align with establishment Dems and GOP as soon as I 

heard the news from Chicago!!! 

Cruz stood like a sissy in the debate and said Iran was an enemy preparing Nuke Deal 

proceeds to kill our soldiers and allies yet that COWARD REFUSED TO CALL THE 

DEAL TREASON! Constitutionalst fraud of the pinkest kind....� 

Cruz is saying the same things Van Jones is saying on CNN and giving Obama the same 

pass on treason!! 

Van Jones is praising Cruz as I write this. Birds of a feather!!!! 

http://www.conpats.com/poltics/cruz-cnnjoins-van-jones-blame-trump/ 

Michael Savage DESTROYS and Exposes Ted Cruz - 3/10/16 

https://youtu.be/FUcCxMpFQbE 

Meet the Trumps: they could just become America's first family 

http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/feb/11/donald-trump-first-family-wives-

children-ivanka 

Far-Left Anarchists With MoveOn.Org and Bernie Sanders Take Credit For Chicago 

Political Mayhem… - Posted on March 11, 2016 by sundance 

http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/11/far-left-anarchists-with-moveon-org-

and-bernie-sanders-take-credit-for-chicago-political-mayhem/comment-page-

5/#comment-2249229 

**WATCH: GOP Establishment Elites Discuss How to Stop Trump — ‘All He Has Going 

for Him Is a Lot of Votes - by REBECCA MANSOUR13 Mar 2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/13/the-circus-gop-establishment-

figures-discuss-how-to-stop-trump/ 

 Reaction to Donald Trump Rally in Chicago Shut Down by Angry Liberal Protesters 

#TRUMPRALLY - Published on Mar 12, 2016 – A MUST SEE 

https://youtu.be/BtSA5K_ffv0 

Protesters Shutdown Donald Trump Rally In Chicago! - Published on Mar 11, 2016 (The 

commentators make me mad) 

http://www.conpats.com/poltics/cruz-cnnjoins-van-jones-blame-trump/
https://youtu.be/FUcCxMpFQbE
http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/feb/11/donald-trump-first-family-wives-children-ivanka
http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/feb/11/donald-trump-first-family-wives-children-ivanka
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/11/far-left-anarchists-with-moveon-org-and-bernie-sanders-take-credit-for-chicago-political-mayhem/comment-page-5/#comment-2249229
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/11/far-left-anarchists-with-moveon-org-and-bernie-sanders-take-credit-for-chicago-political-mayhem/comment-page-5/#comment-2249229
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/11/far-left-anarchists-with-moveon-org-and-bernie-sanders-take-credit-for-chicago-political-mayhem/comment-page-5/#comment-2249229
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/13/the-circus-gop-establishment-figures-discuss-how-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/13/the-circus-gop-establishment-figures-discuss-how-to-stop-trump/
https://youtu.be/BtSA5K_ffv0


https://youtu.be/_miO7cFMsus 

The Last Refuge - March 14th – 2016 Presidential Election – Open Discussion Thread - 

Posted on March 14, 2016 by sundance - A MUST Watch 

https://youtu.be/cCHZbB-M9oE 

Full Speech: Donald Trump HUGE Rally in Boca Raton, FL (3-13-16) (At about 2:40 

minutes a victim's mother speaks of her son's murder by an illegal alient.) 

https://youtu.be/PK_HFb8tkUs 

Soros Funded Moveon.org Takes Credit for Violence in Chciago  

See more at: http://www.teaparty.org/soros-funded-moveon-org-takes-credit-violence-

chciago-148626/#sthash.6GZPpFhY.qASoj18e.dpuf 

https://youtu.be/_miO7cFMsus
https://youtu.be/cCHZbB-M9oE
https://youtu.be/PK_HFb8tkUs
http://www.teaparty.org/soros-funded-moveon-org-takes-credit-violence-chciago-148626/#sthash.6GZPpFhY.qASoj18e.dpuf
http://www.teaparty.org/soros-funded-moveon-org-takes-credit-violence-chciago-148626/#sthash.6GZPpFhY.qASoj18e.dpuf


 



 

 

Hollywood Liberals Blame Trump for Violent Leftwing Protesters Shutting Down Free 

Speech - by DANIEL NUSSBAUM12 Mar 2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/12/celebrities-blame-trump-for-

chicago-protestors-shutting-down-free-speech/ 

Black Pastor Brings Down The House at Donald Trump Cleveland Rally! - Published on 

Mar 12, 2016 

https://youtu.be/cCHZbB-M9oE 

CRUZ "ABSOLUTELY CAN SEE" A PLACE FOR RUBIO, KASICH IN CABINET - By: 

CR Wire | March 14, 2016 –  

The super con is buying their voters: PROMISE of Amnesty and citizenship for illegals. 

Which PROVES he supports the PRO Amnesty corrupt criminal political class 

no surprise to us :::::::: he lies about his lies ::::::: Proves when he talks about border 

security, illegal immigration, H1b and H2b visas,. sovereign nation rights and trade HE 

IS LYING. 

https://www.conservativereview.com/commentary/2016/03/cruz-i-can-see-a-place-

for-rubio-and-kasich-in-my-admin#sthash.nKEgCvAN.dpuf 

The Trump Movement - A message for Ohio, Florida, Illinois, Missouri, NC 

https://youtu.be/yyj_56w2FGc 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/12/celebrities-blame-trump-for-chicago-protestors-shutting-down-free-speech/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/12/celebrities-blame-trump-for-chicago-protestors-shutting-down-free-speech/
https://youtu.be/cCHZbB-M9oE
https://www.conservativereview.com/commentary/2016/03/cruz-i-can-see-a-place-for-rubio-and-kasich-in-my-admin#sthash.nKEgCvAN.dpuf
https://www.conservativereview.com/commentary/2016/03/cruz-i-can-see-a-place-for-rubio-and-kasich-in-my-admin#sthash.nKEgCvAN.dpuf
https://youtu.be/yyj_56w2FGc


BLACK TRUMP SUPPORT SET BLACK LIVES MATTER PROTEST - More Videos by 

Diamond And Silk (Alex Jones) 

https://www.facebook.com/theviewersview/videos/609817375834046/?fref=nf 

Breitbart's Michelle Fields and Three Others Resign Over Trump Incident - by 

CASSANDRA VINOGRAD - MAR 14 2016, 5:22 PM ET 

Breitbart's Michelle Fields and Three Others Resign Over Trump Incident - by 

CASSANDRA VINOGRAD - MAR 14 2016, 5:22 PM ET 

Three of her colleagues also resigned from Breitbart: editor-at-large Ben Shapiro, 

national security reporter Jordan Schachtel and Jarrett Stepman, an editor. 

http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/breitbart-s-michelle-fields-ben-shapiro-

resign-over-trump-incident-n537711 

Fox News - "You're so offended by Trump's language but not Barack Obama's 

condemnation of those who cling to God and guns." - In tonight's opening statement, 

Judge Jeanine Pirro slammed Mitt Romney for his speech against Donald J. Trump. 

https://www.facebook.com/FoxNews/videos/10154108339971336/ 

Cruz, Rubio and Kasich criticize Trump for creating ‘environment’ for Chicago protest -- 

By David Weigel March 11 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/03/11/cruz-and-rubio-

criticize-trump-for-creating-environment-for-chicago-protest/ 

Jan Morgan - Just finished my live hits on Fox . And while being driven home, wanted 

to share this with you... - The REVOLUTION in the GOP is underway. - Vote Trump and 

WE the people WILL WIN. 

https://www.facebook.com/JanMorganMedia/videos/995146623872512/ 

thinkwell  

If Ted Cruz, the native-born Canadian to an alien father, were not a duplicitous sneak 

about his presidential non-eligible status then we might be able to trust him. Were he an 

honest person, here is what I would expect him to say: 

"Hello, I am senator Ted Cruz and I am running for president. I know that, like putative 

president Obama, I am not a natural born Citizen and am not Constitutionally eligible to 

serve as your president, but if elected anyway, I believe I can repair much of the damage 

our great country has sustained under the anti-American usurper and criminal identity 

fraud currently occupying our White House. 

https://www.facebook.com/theviewersview/videos/609817375834046/?fref=nf
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/breitbart-s-michelle-fields-ben-shapiro-resign-over-trump-incident-n537711
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/breitbart-s-michelle-fields-ben-shapiro-resign-over-trump-incident-n537711
https://www.facebook.com/FoxNews/videos/10154108339971336/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/03/11/cruz-and-rubio-criticize-trump-for-creating-environment-for-chicago-protest/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/03/11/cruz-and-rubio-criticize-trump-for-creating-environment-for-chicago-protest/
https://www.facebook.com/JanMorganMedia/videos/995146623872512/


"I know many of you hearing this, especially those of you in the press, will find my 

words to be shocking and outrageous and that is fine for I, too, find it shocking and 

outrageous that our great country has so long suffered without challenge a usurper as its 

commander-in-chief. 

"Like our putative president has claimed about himself for a period of over seventeen 

years before he decided to run for president, I was born in a foreign country to a foreign 

father and to an American mother. By bringing this issue to light in a way that cannot be 

ignored, even by you in the regime friendly media, it is my sincerest hope to end the 

eligibility controversy that clouds both my candidacy and the putative presidency of Mr. 

Obama, if that indeed really is his true legal identity. 

"In fact, I do not believe either myself or our putative president to be Constitutionally 

eligible and I would hope that the best outcome to end this controversy and its cover up 

in both the press and in Congress, would be to immediately instigate a complete and 

thorough investigation into the true background of Mr. Obama and of the Constitutional 

meaning of natural born Citizen, which, by the way, I believe requires that one be both 

born in country and be born to citizen parents. 

"I believe the best outcome of this investigation, the best outcome for our country would 

be to invalidate the entire presidency of Mr. Obama and begin the healing and recovery 

process from the great damage this man has done. However, if I am wrong or if 

Congress and the American people choose to ignore this Constitutional requirement 

both now and going forward, then I will have a clear conscience and a green light to 

continue to run to become your next president and make our country great again. 

"Thank you all and I am sure that members of the press will now have a few questions to 

ask of me." 

Here’s a Long List Showing That Ted Cruz is As Bad As (If Not Worse Than) Donald 

Trump March 14, 2016 By Allen Clifton 6 Comments 

http://www.forwardprogressives.com/list-showing-ted-cruz-bad-donald-trump/ 

 

http://www.forwardprogressives.com/list-showing-ted-cruz-bad-donald-trump/


 

 



 

 

You ever think about the hundreds of women, top executives - that are WOMEN!  And a 

lot of it is taken out of context. Cruz is desperate: A natural born citizen of Canada 

wantst to be a natural born US President. Go figure: 

Cruz: No Surprise Trump ‘Is Trying To Stir Up Riots,’ Challenges Him To Debate in DC - 

by IAN HANCHETT16 Mar 2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/16/cruz-no-surprise-trump-is-trying-to-stir-

up-riots-challenges-him-to-debate-in-dc/ 

Ted Cruz Loses Law Enforcement After Siding With Bill Ayers, Violent Mobs Beating 

Cops in Chicago 

 Oh and he claims to be the most Conservative Christian of all the candidates. 

 The last time a candidate uses Christianity to get votes, he was also a foreigner... Not 

from Canada but from Kenya! 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/16/cruz-no-surprise-trump-is-trying-to-stir-up-riots-challenges-him-to-debate-in-dc/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/16/cruz-no-surprise-trump-is-trying-to-stir-up-riots-challenges-him-to-debate-in-dc/


 How can any Bible believing Christians can't see thru this pandering thug??? 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/ted-cruz-loses-police-after-siding-with-

billy-ayers-violent-goons-beating-cops-over-trump/ 

 

 

 

Lets check out The Trumpsters presidential qualifications... 

The Obama is against Trump... Check 

The Media is against Trump... Check 

The establishment Democrats are against Trump... Check 

The establishment Republicans are against Trump... Check 

 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/ted-cruz-loses-police-after-siding-with-billy-ayers-violent-goons-beating-cops-over-trump/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/ted-cruz-loses-police-after-siding-with-billy-ayers-violent-goons-beating-cops-over-trump/


The Pope is against Trump... Check 

The UN is against Trump... Check 

The EU is against Trump... Check 

China is against Trump.... Check 

Mexico is against Trump... Check 

Soros is against Trump... Check 

BlackLivesMatter is against Trump... Check 

MoveOn.Org is against Trump... Check 

Koch Bro's are against Trump... Check 

Hateful, racist, violent Liberals are against Trump... Check 

Best qualifications ever!! 

Bonus points!!! 

Cher says she will leave the country... 

Cyrus says she will leave the country... 

Whoopi says she will leave the country... 

Rosi says she will leave the country... 

Sharpton says he will leave the country... 

My vote for Trump... Check... 

Perfect... 

 

Do you believe in the constitution? In the Bible? Ted Cruz is not a constitutionalist, and 

therefore cannot be a constitutional conservative. He is an establishment conservative. 

Neither he nor Rubio are qualified candidates: 

In # TedCruz  own words!! 

Ted Cruz Said, Obama Not Eligible To Be President; Citizen Parents? “ I am honored 

that so many Americans want me to run for the office of President. However, my moral 

convictions require that I state clearly for the record that I am not eligible for the office 



of president or vice president according to Article II – Section I – Clause V of the U.S. 

Constitution, which requires that only a Natural Born Citizen of the United States, born 

of an American Citizen Father, seek or hold these offices. As I was born the son of a 

Cuban Citizen living in Canada at the time, I am not a Natural Born Citizen of the 

United States. On this Constitutional ground, I hereby state that Barack Hussein 

Obama, the son of a Kenyan Citizen Father, is also not a Natural Born Citizen of the 

United States…I hereby call for the immediate investigation and resignation of Barack 

Hussein Obama and all who were involved in the greatest fraud ever perpetrated on the 

world, as well as all who have engaged in the greatest political cover-up in the history of 

politics.” In that conversation, he asked Ted – “what is your understanding of the term 

Natural Born Citizen?” – to which Ted answered, “someone born on soil to Citizen 

parents…”“Is Barack Obama a Natural Born Citizen of the United States? – to which Ted 

correctly answered, “NO!” Then the most important question was asked… “If we get you 

elected to the Senate, will you do something about our illegal occupant of the White 

House?” – to which Ted answered…. “I think repealing ObamaCare is more 

important…” The witness is willing to go on record if need be. Read more at  

http://www.newswithviews.com/JBWilliams/williams268.htm 

http://www.birtherreport.com/ 

Riza A. Barnachea Alann Huh??. Did you even read the post! Please don't use the 

Naturalization Act 1790 to refute Cruz ineligibility, coauthored by two liberal Harvard 

hacks straight from Obama play book! No longer operative! Epic fail! In case you 

Cruzers didn't know. Cruz is facing court in 6 States for eligibility... By then, he'll be out 

of the race!.... BTW, please study the U S. Constitution! I'm a student of the Constitution 

and it's critical to study and understand so we don't put another ineligible president at 

the WH! Respect the framers of the Constitution! That's what Conservative Christian 

stands for among other principles!! 

Priebus: New GOP 'a party for everyone' - updated Monday, January 28, 2013 - 7:21pm 

(Now that Trump is being the party of everyone, the GOP means everyone except for 

Trump because he isn’t bought and sold) 

http://onlineathens.com/opinion/2013-01-28/priebus-new-gop-party-everyone 

A blogger wrote me, but his links don’t work (He sent me the correct link): 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_nationality_law#Birth_abroad_to_one_

United_States_citizen 

http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-

government/election/article54991080.html 

http://www.newswithviews.com/JBWilliams/williams268.htm
http://www.birtherreport.com/
http://onlineathens.com/opinion/2013-01-28/priebus-new-gop-party-everyone
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/election/article54991080.html
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/election/article54991080.html


Wow! I would like to add this: 

I happened to find this yesterday while looking for another reference. I am not so sure 

Cruz is even a US citizen let alone a natural born citizen, which would mean he is 

illegally a Senator. If I can dig this up, Hillary's team will have a field day. Cruz MUST 

release his Consular documents for immediate inspection by the FEC!!! 

United States nationality law 

Foreign born Children born to one US citizen parent: 

For persons born between December 24, 1952 and November 14, 1986, A PERSON IS A 

US CITIZEN IF ALL OF THE FOLLOWING ARE TRUE: 

*The person's parents were married at the time of birth. 

*One of the person's parents was a U.S. citizen when the person was born. 

*The citizen parent lived at least ten years in the United States before the child's birth. 

*****(Note: Cruz's mother was previously married and lived in England from 1960- 

1966 or later. Cruz's parents marry in 1969, Cruz was born in 1970 in Canada Cruz's 

mother did NOT LIVE IN THE US TEN YEARS BEFORE HIS BIRTH )******* 

*A minimum of 5 of these 10 years in the United States were after the citizen parent's 

14th birthday. 

Do you believe in the constitution? In the Bible? Ted Cruz is not a constitutionalist, and 

therefore cannot be a constitutional conservative. He is an establishment conservative. 

Neither he nor Rubio are qualified candidates: 

Natural Born Citizen Explained! 

https://youtu.be/h9PxdDvgQks 

Laurence Tribe (Cruz’ Law Professor at Harvard) on Ted Cruz, Constitution, citizenship 

with Canada 

https://youtu.be/tLe9Apcho7Q 

When Ted Cruz Wanted to Be Part of the Establishment 

http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/01/ted-cruz-2016-establishment-

george-bush-213561#ixzz41x5ckNFs 

Still Report #670 - Beth on Romney vs Trump 

https://youtu.be/qpTI84VuRUc 

https://youtu.be/h9PxdDvgQks
https://youtu.be/tLe9Apcho7Q
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/01/ted-cruz-2016-establishment-george-bush-213561#ixzz41x5ckNFs
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/01/ted-cruz-2016-establishment-george-bush-213561#ixzz41x5ckNFs
https://youtu.be/qpTI84VuRUc


The Truth About Ted Cruz   

https://youtu.be/xtL41Pr2d5s 

The Untruth About Donald Trump 

https://youtu.be/Gw8c2Cq-vpg 

When Ted Cruz Wanted to Be Part of the Establishment 

http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/01/ted-cruz-2016-establishment-

george-bush-213561#ixzz41x5ckNFs 

AJ Show (2nd HOUR VIDEO Commercial Free) Sunday 3/06/2016: 2016 Election, 

Roger Stone (Ted Cruz and Globalist voter fraud, Trump University is a non-issue) 

https://youtu.be/D1fwzL701Mw 

Ted Cruz: Destroying Separation of Church & State 

https://youtu.be/L_kehg8F3kU 

Donald Trump Ted Cruz Goldman Sachs and the Zionist Oligarchs 

https://youtu.be/EOIeJiKZLJA 

ANALYSIS: Cruz and Kasich supported TPP and NAFTA, killing Michigan’s economy: 

http://prntly.com/blog/?p=6224 

Ted Cruz - Wolf in Sheep Clothing!!! Christian Video Channel 

https://youtu.be/2Kstyj5BTcM 

IT’S TIME TO MEET THE CRUZ’S…december 4, 2015 dianne marshall 

https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2015/12/04/its-time-to-meet-the-cruzs/ 

If Trump Is So Awful, Why Are His Kids So Awesome? - Doug Giles | Mar 06, 2016    

http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-

his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383 

At Secretive Meeting, Tech CEOs And Top Republicans Commiserate, Plot To Stop 

Trump - Karl Rove shared focus group findings that give hope to the GOP 

establishment. - 03/07/2016 07:22 pm ET | Updated 38 minutes ago 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/aei-world-forum-donald-

trump_us_56ddbd38e4b0ffe6f8ea125d 

https://youtu.be/xtL41Pr2d5s
https://youtu.be/Gw8c2Cq-vpg
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/01/ted-cruz-2016-establishment-george-bush-213561#ixzz41x5ckNFs
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/01/ted-cruz-2016-establishment-george-bush-213561#ixzz41x5ckNFs
https://youtu.be/D1fwzL701Mw
https://youtu.be/L_kehg8F3kU
https://youtu.be/EOIeJiKZLJA
http://prntly.com/blog/?p=6224
https://youtu.be/2Kstyj5BTcM
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2015/12/04/its-time-to-meet-the-cruzs/
http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383
http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/aei-world-forum-donald-trump_us_56ddbd38e4b0ffe6f8ea125d
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/aei-world-forum-donald-trump_us_56ddbd38e4b0ffe6f8ea125d


James Chalmers Cruz's campaign staff is under investigation for busing voters from one 

location to another for multiple voting by the same individuals in both Kansas Main do 

to citizen filing complaints with election boards in both states. 

John Hayward on Tech Mogul Conspiracy to Stop Trump: ‘This Is Exactly What Trump 

Voters Are Rebelling Against’ - by BREITBART TECH9 Mar 2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/03/09/john-hayward-on-tech-mogul-conspiracy-

to-stop-trump/ 

HuffPo’s Grim: 54 Private Jets at Meeting to Stop Trump - by JOEL B. POLLAK9 Mar 

2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/09/huffpos-grim-54-private-jets-at-

meeting-to-stop-trump/ 

EXCLUSIVE: Jon Voight Endorses Donald Trump for President - EXCLUSIVE: Jon 

Voight Endorses Donald Trump for President 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/09/jon-voight-donald-trump/ 

777denny  Rhett • 25 minutes ago 

I just saw a video where #CruzLies said that whoever was attacking his wife for her CFR 

involvement were not good! He is a complete hypocrite, just like when his kids were 

attacked, then used them to hurt #VoteTrump Cruz is the REASON why Washington 2 

me is better known as District of Corruption. Voted for fast track TPP, and John 

Roberts, who he campaigned to get on the Supreme Court, who SINGLE-HANDEDLY 

SAVED Obamacare - TWICE! 

Cruz is not only delusional, now he's calling Trump supporters "low information" 

voters!!!! BASTARD! REALLY??? And his supporters are the Jim Jones leftover 

supporters!...KOOL AID!!! BAAM!!! 

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/03/10/cruz-says-trump-backers-have-

relatively-low-information-not-very-engaged.html 

3 arrested for pulling gun on Trump supporter - March 9, 2016SerbsForTrump 0 

CommentTrump sign, Trump supporter 

http://www.serbsfortrump.com/2016/03/09/3-arrested-for-pulling-gun-on-trump-

supporter/ 

**WATCH: GOP Establishment Elites Discuss How to Stop Trump — ‘All He Has Going 

for Him Is a Lot of Votes - by REBECCA MANSOUR13 Mar 2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/03/09/john-hayward-on-tech-mogul-conspiracy-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/03/09/john-hayward-on-tech-mogul-conspiracy-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/09/huffpos-grim-54-private-jets-at-meeting-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/09/huffpos-grim-54-private-jets-at-meeting-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/09/jon-voight-donald-trump/
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/03/10/cruz-says-trump-backers-have-relatively-low-information-not-very-engaged.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/03/10/cruz-says-trump-backers-have-relatively-low-information-not-very-engaged.html
http://www.serbsfortrump.com/2016/03/09/3-arrested-for-pulling-gun-on-trump-supporter/
http://www.serbsfortrump.com/2016/03/09/3-arrested-for-pulling-gun-on-trump-supporter/


’Trump is a laughingstock [around the world]”..that’s laughable. You talking about 

Socialist Europe? Muslim and Chaotic Africa? Putin the Kleptomaniac’s Russia? 

Communist China? The long list of Oligarchs south of the US boarder, or the socialist 

Canadians? Does it matter that everyone else seems to be making a lot of bad choices to? 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/13/the-circus-gop-establishment-

figures-discuss-how-to-stop-trump/ 

For much more information, please see (organized version): 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/For-Ted-bots-2016-March-30.pdf 

 

blogger wants me to argue this point, but I don’t have time right now. This is a note to 

myself.  

http://www.wordpress.publiushuldah.com/ 

lostdutchman  16 hours ago 

Just because a noted lawyer says something, does not make it accurate. All have 

someone's axe to grind. Often you will find one who does, intentionally, state a correct 

definition, but how do you tell which one? Resort to discussions held at the time, like the 

Federalist Papers. If you are really interested in a thoroughly researched answer to a 

question, try www.wordpress.publiushuldah.co.... There is a long laundry list of topics 

she has investigated...pick and choose. Most current thoughts are pertaining to the 

interest in an Article V Constitutional Convention. Well, rather against having one. 

Best do your own research...some rascal will doubtless ask you pointed questions about 

what you repeat from someone else. 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/18/gerson-all-my-meetings-with-

republicans-are-now-therapy-sessions-over-trump/ 

https://youtu.be/HU5EIIp9dko 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/18/maddow-republican-effort-to-stop-

trump-is-becoming-frantic-and-strange/ 

What Does It Mean To Be A Natural  

http://uspolitics.about.com/od/politicaljunkies/a/natural_citizen.htm 

8 U.S. Code § 1401 - Nationals and citizens of United States at birth 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/8/1401 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/13/the-circus-gop-establishment-figures-discuss-how-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/13/the-circus-gop-establishment-figures-discuss-how-to-stop-trump/
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/For-Ted-bots-2016-March-30.pdf
http://www.wordpress.publiushuldah.com/
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http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/18/gerson-all-my-meetings-with-republicans-are-now-therapy-sessions-over-trump/
https://youtu.be/HU5EIIp9dko
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/18/maddow-republican-effort-to-stop-trump-is-becoming-frantic-and-strange/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/18/maddow-republican-effort-to-stop-trump-is-becoming-frantic-and-strange/
http://uspolitics.about.com/od/politicaljunkies/a/natural_citizen.htm
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/8/1401


Babies Don’t Provide Anchors! 

https://publiushuldah.wordpress.com/2015/08/22/babies-dont-provide-anchors/ 

https://publiushuldah.wordpress.com/2015/08/22/babies-dont-provide-anchors/ 

http://www.cafeconlecherepublicans.com/is-ted-cruz-a-natural-born-citizen/ 

http://tucnak.fsv.cuni.cz/~calda/Documents/1950s/McCarran_52.html 

http://www.art2superpac.com/issues.html 

SCATTERSHOOTING - Here's more good news to share - Trump has more than the 682 

delegates reported. Missouri has held back issuing 22 of its Congressional jurisdiction 

delegates so by Monday Trump could see his total increased to on or about 700. It is 

virtually a certainty Trump will win all of Arizona's 58 delegates on Tuesday, then throw 

in some of Utah's proportional 40 delegates and Trump could be in the range 

realistically at 775 delegates by Tuesday night....only 462 away from avoiding an Open 

Convention. After this Tuesday, there will still be 19 States left between now and June 7. 

I truly love those odds, and 7 of those are "pure 100%" Winner Takes All (WTA) States 

no matter if 50% is reached or not. Trump appears in very good shape to win at least 5 of 

the 7 WTA. Trump should dominate in New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey (WTA) 

and those three alone represent a chunk of the balance needed. So folks, this BS about 

Trump coming up short is fueled by RNC and cable news who do not want to tell you 

that Trump's prospects really look quite good. It would be bad for business. 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/21/sarah-palin-on-making-gop-

smart-sets-anti-trump-blacklist-it-is-a-badge-of-honor/ 
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http://www.truthandaction.org/protesters-raise-mexican-flags-celebration-stopping-

trump-rally/ 

http://www.truthrevolt.org/news/sheriff-clarke-everything-backwards-country-right-

now#.Vul5DLAkbyA.facebook 

 

 

Marine Spends 214 Days In Mexican Prison… Then Gets Paper With Donald Trump’s 

Signature On It 

Remember Marine Sgt. Andrew Tahmooressi, the former Mexican prison inmate who 

spent 214 days in custody after accidentally crossing the border into Mexico with several 

legal firearms in his possession? 

Though President Barack Obama made zero efforts to aid Tahmooressi, who eventually 

earned his release due in large part to the work of several noted congressional members, 

the same cannot be said about current GOP presidential front-runner Donald Trump. 

http://www.truthandaction.org/protesters-raise-mexican-flags-celebration-stopping-trump-rally/
http://www.truthandaction.org/protesters-raise-mexican-flags-celebration-stopping-trump-rally/
http://www.truthrevolt.org/news/sheriff-clarke-everything-backwards-country-right-now#.Vul5DLAkbyA.facebook
http://www.truthrevolt.org/news/sheriff-clarke-everything-backwards-country-right-now#.Vul5DLAkbyA.facebook


According to Fox News, only days after Tahmooressi finally made it back home in 

November of 2014, billionaire candidate Donald Trump decided to bless the 

beleaguered Marine with a $25,000 check. 

http://conservativetribune.com/marine-gets-paper-with-trumps/ 

https://youtu.be/ipUjysWyUTA 

https://naturalborncitizen.wordpress.com/2011/10/20/justia-com-surgically-removed-

minor-v-happersett-from-25-supreme-court-opinions-in-run-up-to-08-election/ 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/lead-activist-who-shut-down-hwy-to-

trump-rally-is-soros-fellow-from-new-orleans/ 

http://drrichswier.com/2016/03/20/organizations-funded-directly-by-george-soros-

by-discover-the-networks/ 

RazzBarry1 

You are correct, Cruz is ineligible. The Framers were clear on Natural Born Citizenship. 

"1) In 1969 Pinckney McElwee uncovered evidence in the House Committee notes from 

1795  which indicate that the reason  the reference to natural born citizen (NBC),  

included in the 1790 Naturalization Act, but entirely removed from the 1795 

Naturalization Act, was that people would wrongly infer that that Act was actually 

intending that those born overseas outside the country  were to become natural born 

citizens.  Clearly Madison was not wanting to make natural born citizens of the children 

born overseas to American parents.  On June 14, 1967, Representative John 

Dowdy introduced McElwee’s unpublished article, “Natural Born Citizen” (pg 10), on 

the House floor, to the U.S. House of Representatives.  Until recently, the import of this 

evidence has been largely unrecognized." 
 

** 

https://naturalborncitizen.wordpress.com/2011/10/20/justia-com-surgically-removed-

minor-v-happersett-from-25-supreme-court-opinions-in-run-up-to-08-election/ 

Trump under attack by 187 organizations directly funded by George Soros 

http://drrichswier.com/2016/03/20/organizations-funded-directly-by-george-soros-

by-discover-the-networks/ 

Breaking: New Trump Scandal, Devastating Info Released 

http://conservativetribune.com/marine-gets-paper-with-trumps/
https://youtu.be/ipUjysWyUTA
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https://youtu.be/sDr2NJPv8kE?t=1s 

https://naturalborncitizen.wordpress.com/2011/10/20/justia-com-surgically-removed-

minor-v-happersett-from-25-supreme-court-opinions-in-run-up-to-08-election/ 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/21/sarah-palin-on-making-gop-

smart-sets-anti-trump-blacklist-it-is-a-badge-of-honor/ 

Dreams from My Real Father: A Story of Reds and Deception 

https://youtu.be/6jrrnkKmUzo 

Filmmaker Joel Gilbert: Obama's Real Father Exposed! 

https://youtu.be/LBtwR36G2Pg 

The True Origins of Barack Obama with Director Joel Gilbert 

https://youtu.be/vVfWaVbsoaM  

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/03/22/explosions-hit-brussels-airport/ 

Cruz wants to let Muslims come in, what could possibly go wrong? 

Ted Cruz and Jeb Bush Say the U.S. Should Accept Syrian Refugees… As Long as They’re 

Christian - November 17, 2015 by Hemant Mehta  

http://www.patheos.com/blogs/friendlyatheist/2015/11/17/ted-cruz-and-jeb-bush-say-

the-u-s-should-accept-syrian-refugees-as-long-as-theyre-christian/ 

Figures. Cruz Camp Lied: Chuck Norris Did Not Endorse Ted Cruz, Won’t Campaign 

With Him - Jim Hoft Mar 10th, 2016 10:39 pm 74 Comments 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/uh-oh-chuck-norris/ 

TPP - Wikileaks has released another bombshell 

https://youtu.be/bPIsjH25GHo 

Ted Cruz And Glenn Beck Praise The Islamic Antichrist And Are Paving The Way For 

The World To Accept The Islamic One World Government - by Walid Shoebat on March 

21, 2016 in Featured, General 

http://shoebat.com/2016/03/21/ted-cruz-and-glenn-beck-praise-the-islamic-

antichrist-and-are-paving-the-way-for-the-world-to-accept-the-islamic-one-world-

government/Ted Cruz: I Disagree With Trump's Proposal To Ban Muslims | MSNBC  

https://youtu.be/8RYczue7-UI 
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Trump on Brussels Attack: ‘I Would Close Up Our Borders to People Until We Figure 

Out What Is Going On’ - by JEFF POOR22 Mar 2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/22/trump-on-brussels-attack-i-would-close-

up-our-borders-to-people-until-we-figure-out-what-is-going-on/ 

Filmmaker Joel Gilbert: Obama's Real Father Exposed! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBtwR36G2Pg 

Still Report #726 - Cruz Links Trump to Brussels Attack 

https://youtu.be/cB_sO3ODG8Q 

Message from BRUSSELS. I support Donald Trump ! 

https://www.facebook.com/mischael.modrikamen/videos/952222211535829/ 

Ted Cruz receives embarrassing feedback for attacking Trump on Brussels attack 

POLITICSMarch 22, 2016 

http://endingthefed.com/ted-cruz-receives-embarrassing-feedback-for-attacking-

trump-on-brussels-attack.html 

Donald Trump Full Speech at AIPAC Policy Conference (3-21-16) (The Israeli and 

Palistinian question) 

https://youtu.be/bHmINZRwiZU  
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http://endingthefed.com/ted-cruz-receives-embarrassing-feedback-for-attacking-trump-on-brussels-attack.html
https://youtu.be/bHmINZRwiZU


 

 

Ted Cruz Embraces Jeb’s Endorsement, Says He Can Defeat Clinton 



http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/23/cruz-embraces-bushs-

endorsement-says-he-can-defeat-clinton/ 

Why I Support Donald Trump (funny – Christopher Cantwell) 

https://youtu.be/aIbuwifp9c8 

Stefan Molyneux Why I Support Donald Trump 

https://youtu.be/O9go5M0LzKY 

Donald Trump Full Speech at AIPAC Policy Conference (3-21-16) 

https://youtu.be/bHmINZRwiZU 

Ted Cruz All Talk! Donald Trump is Right 

https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrumpMediaTracker/videos/1095888263808283/?

fref=nf 

More Untruth About Donald Trump 

https://youtu.be/qwJZGlC5lXM 

Donald Trump's Positions 

https://www.donaldjtrump.com/positions 

 

YOU FOLKS THAT PONTIFICATE THAT DONALD TRUMP IS LIKE HITLER! READ 

THIS AND THEN KINDLY PUNCH YOURSELF IN THE FACE! 

like emoticon Friends if you have a friend who says that share this on their page! 

THANK YOU like emoticon 

John Proteus's photo. 

John Proteus 

3 hrs · Dallas, TX, United States 

YOU FOLKS THAT PONTIFICATE THAT DONALD TRUMP IS LIKE HITLER! READ 

THIS AND THEN KINDLY PUNCH YOURSELF IN THE FACE! 

 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/23/cruz-embraces-bushs-endorsement-says-he-can-defeat-clinton/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/23/cruz-embraces-bushs-endorsement-says-he-can-defeat-clinton/
https://youtu.be/aIbuwifp9c8
https://youtu.be/O9go5M0LzKY
https://youtu.be/bHmINZRwiZU
https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrumpMediaTracker/videos/1095888263808283/?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrumpMediaTracker/videos/1095888263808283/?fref=nf
https://youtu.be/qwJZGlC5lXM
https://www.donaldjtrump.com/positions


like emoticon Friends if you have a friend who says that share this on their page! 

THANK YOU like emoticon 

The repeated comparisons between Donald Trump and Hitler are made by stupid 

babblers and serious anti American Ideologues!. 

FACTS ! 

They are as ignorant of history as they are offensive to those Jews who lost ancestors in 

the Holocaust. Trump's ideology is substantively different than that espoused by Hitler. 

Let's break this down for the STUPID and the IGNORANT.. ( I do not expect to change 

the minds of ideologues who have chugged down the Koolaid!). 

First, fascism, and the ideology of Nazism in particular, blamed the Jews not only for the 

economic collapse of Germany in the late 1920s, but also for Germany's loss in World 

War I. At no point did Hitler meaningfully distinguish between German Jews and non-

German Jews, or between immigrant Jews and non-immigrant Jews. 

In fact, for Hitler, it was the very fact that there existed German Jewish citizens at all 

that "endangered" the German nation and state. By contrast, Trump speaks specifically 

about undocumented immigrants—yes silly morons, and that is in a way substantively 

different than the way Hitler spoke about Jews. 

Trump does not have a problem with Latinos/Latinas. Matter of fact he has so many of 

them that work for him and are paid equitabley by him and we have never heard them 

complaining! 

This contrasts starkly with Hitler's concern: The existence of Jewish people and citizens, 

not Jewish immigrants. 

Trump, and true America First Republicans and conservatives, are most certainly for 

LEGAL assimilation and multiculturalism-- we want immigrants who come here, to 

come here legally to assimilate into American culture, rather than retaining their own. 

This manifests itself in his support for policies such as English as an official language, 

language about "illegal invasion of illegal aliens," and so on. 

 

Again, in stark contrast, Hitler did not care whether Jews were assimilated or not--all 

Jews were slated for extermination, regardless of whether they embraced German 

culture or not. 

Trump's rhetoric regarding Muslims is substantially different from what is spread by a 

media terrified of his ascendancy. 



Trump's underlying ideology of the fear that America has let Muslims into this country 

in a time of fever pitched anti Americanism in large part of the Muslim world arises 

from the concern for safety of the AMERICAN CITIZEN. 

Hitler's race-based ideology is 100% different from what Trump has had to say about 

Muslims has regarded Muslim immigrants, and specifically Muslim refugees. Hitler was 

concerned about the "Jewish race." 

At this point it is also worth noting some key differences in the explicit political 

programs of Trump and Hitler. In February 1920, long before Holocaust was underway, 

Hitler announced the 25-point Programme. This included such points as "we demand 

land and territory [i.e., colonies] for the sustenance of our people, and colonization for 

our surplus population," the creation of a "Greater Germany," and "Only a member of 

the race can be a citizen. A member of the race can only be one who is of German blood, 

without consideration of creed. Consequently no Jew can be a member of the race." The 

Programme also called for the expulsion of all Jews from the media or any ownership 

interest in it, and the establishment of a central authority with "unlimited authority." 

By contrast, Trump's platform calls for the following: a wall along the southern border of 

the United States; more ICE officers; nationwide e-verify; the deportation of 

undocumented immigrants and the permission for the best among them to re apply and 

come back. Not extermination by any stretch of logical explanation! 

The most “Extreme” points of Trump’s platform 

(1) end to birthright citizenship and 

(2) preventing Muslim Visitors (Not CITIZENS) from entering the United States for a 

period of time while CONGRESS is entrusted with the duty of ensuring and orderly 

process of immigration is logical and takes into account the SAFETY OF AMERICA 

FIRST! 

This so pales in comparison to the specifically racialized and anti-Jew points of Hitler's 

platform. At no point does Trump call for ending the citizenship of Muslims or 

Latinos/Latinas writ large, as Hitler did for Jews 

Furthermore, Hitler and the Nazi Party used a private army, the Sturmabteilung (SA), to 

enforce their political will and, in an organized way, terrorize Jews, Jewish-owned 

businesses, and Jewish places of worship. The SA was formed in 1920, more than a 

decade before Hitler and the Nazis assumed power. The SA intimidated political 

opponents and Jews with violence. No such organization exists that is affiliated with 

Donald Trump's campaign. 



Lets assume that Trump will win now, he would win as President of the United States of 

America. We have a Constitution and at no time is Trump even contemplating an 

overthrow. We have a Congress, we have a judicial system. To any smart educated voter 

the differences are huge between the American and Weimar constitutions. Only a 

babbling nincompoop or a Anti America Ideologue could make silly comparisons to 

score political points! 

For example, because the Weimar republic used a parliamentary system, a party's choice 

for chancellor was also the head of the party. By contrast, in the United States, political 

parties are operated through a variety of political organs, and while the sitting president 

of a party has substantial influence, he does not have full control of the party. Another 

result of the parliamentary system meant that individual MPs were fully under the 

control of the party head--i.e., Hitler. Because the United States has no such system, 

members of Congress can (and often do) split with their party. Both of these things are 

of note because it was Hitler's control over the Nazi Party, combined with the Party's 

control of the parliament, that enabled him to become chancellor and subsequently 

suspend civil and political liberties. Even without any other American constitutional 

provisions in play, this alone would be sufficient to block any similar program. 

There were other significant weaknesses in the Weimar constitution, such as Article 48, 

which allowed the president to suspend the constitution itself in cases of "emergency." 

When Hitler became chancellor, it was this exact provision that enabled him to do away 

with the democratic regime and the Weimar constitution. By contrast, the U.S. 

constitution operates at all times, even (and perhaps especially) during emergencies. 

Without any mechanism by which to suspend the Constitution, Trump would be faced 

with the task of amending the Constitution itself--something exceedingly difficult and 

rarely accomplished. 

In conclusion, Trump is not even close to Hitler.. and this is a bad cheesy desperate 

comparison made by desperate people trying desperately to further their agenda by 

making Trump the boogie man. A Saul Alinsky tactic that will not work this time 

around. 

WE THE PEOPLE ARE TOO SMART TO BE CONNED BY THE CRUZ AND HILLARY 

CON MEN! 

Ex-Employee (with a Hispanic background) tells SHOCKING TRUTH ... 

https://www.facebook.com/americanunifier/videos/1059629474097332/?fref=nf 

Ted Cruz is horrible for America. Lyin' Ted - My Thoughts 

https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrumpMediaTracker/videos/1094884197242023/?f

ref=nf 

https://www.facebook.com/americanunifier/videos/1059629474097332/?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrumpMediaTracker/videos/1094884197242023/?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrumpMediaTracker/videos/1094884197242023/?fref=nf


MEXICANS RUNNING AMERICA'S ELECTION BOOTHS.. NOW THATS FUCKED UP! 

The termites are in the structure now folks.. Its only a matter of time !! 

March 15 at 6:07pm ·  

Voter suppression is going on right now at Precinct 10 Ward 22 in Chicago. Gary school 

on 31st. La Villita is corrupt. I show up at 8 am and they wouldn't give me a ballot with 

my candidate and kept saying that's all they had. They had them hidden, and kept telling 

me there was nothing they could do, and that's the only ballot they had. When they 

finally found them, you could tell they knew they got caught. This is disgusting! I could 

never do this to anyone, no matter what party they were voting for! Chicago is getting 

worse everyday. This city is terrible. the # ChicagoMachine !!!! They aren't asking for i.d. 

either! After we got to vote they hid them, stating that there was no space on the table!!! 

And then we were told to leave or we would get arrested for taking video. 

# VoterSuppressionChicago  

https://www.facebook.com/olga.l.gutierrez.75/videos/10208693279186680/?fref=nf 

 

https://www.facebook.com/olga.l.gutierrez.75/videos/10208693279186680/?fref=nf


 

 



 

Outrage Erupts After UTAH Voter Reveals Voter FRAUD in GOP Caucus 

http://makeamericagreattoday.com/2016/03/23/outrage-erupts-utah-voter-reveals-

voter-fraud-gop-caucus/ 

 

Jeff Sessions: America’s Sovereignty at Stake in 2016 Presidential Election 

The evil amnesty cartel king Ted Cruz the fraud the liar conned all of you . 

The “gang’ leaders: Cruz, Lindsey, Jeb, Rubio, McCain, Romney, Ryan, “representatives 

of the corrupt criminal invaders) have zero intentions of securing the border and or 

representing the legal citizens. 

You have all been so conned. Ted Cruz will suck anyone's hinder for 10 cents or power .  

He is a leech, lurking everywhere for the spoils of others to exploit and steal.  

he is worse than Hillary . 

http://makeamericagreattoday.com/2016/03/23/outrage-erupts-utah-voter-reveals-voter-fraud-gop-caucus/
http://makeamericagreattoday.com/2016/03/23/outrage-erupts-utah-voter-reveals-voter-fraud-gop-caucus/


http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/03/24/jeff-sessions-americas-

sovereignty-at-stake-in-2016-presidential-election/ 

How Trump Will Stop The Election Steal 

https://youtu.be/_A17utM7MjA 

BREAKING: Anti-Trump Protesters Admit They Were Hired on Craigslist – Being PAID 

to Protest 

http://usanewsflash.com/breaking-anti-trump-protesters-admit-hired-craigslist-paid-

protest/ 

Jeff Sessions: America’s Sovereignty at Stake in 2016 Presidential Election - by JOHN 

HAYWARD24 Mar 2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/03/24/jeff-sessions-americas-

sovereignty-at-stake-in-2016-presidential-election/ 

Could this be true? Tabloid reports Ted Cruz has had 5 mistresses - March 23, 2016 by 

Stacey Dash 

http://www.patheos.com/blogs/staceydash/2016/03/breaking-news-the-national-

enquirer-claims-ted-cruz-has-had-5-mistresses/ 

March 24, 2016, 08:55 pm - Glenn Beck: 'No real Christian’ should support Trump - By 

Mark Hensch 

the most evil Glenn Beck and Ted Cruz his Malevolent cultist brother, have zero right to 

dictate our qualifications of faith, the conditions of our faith and or the circumstances 

for expressing our faith .> 

Jim Jones the "cultist" comes to mind : Cruz, Romney, Glenn Beck, Mair, Dana , JEB, 

NR and Levin etc. are as evil as OBAMA and as dirty as Hillary they are wallowing in the 

gutter, they have nothing else to offer. 

http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/274267-glenn-beck-no-real-

christian-supports-trump 

March 24, 2016, 08:55 pm - Glenn Beck: 'No real Christian’ should support Trump - By 

Mark Hensch 

the most evil Glenn Beck and Ted Cruz his Malevolent cultist brother, have zero right to 

dictate our qualifications of faith, the conditions of our faith and or the circumstances 

for expressing our faith .> 

https://youtu.be/_A17utM7MjA
http://usanewsflash.com/breaking-anti-trump-protesters-admit-hired-craigslist-paid-protest/
http://usanewsflash.com/breaking-anti-trump-protesters-admit-hired-craigslist-paid-protest/
http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/03/24/jeff-sessions-americas-sovereignty-at-stake-in-2016-presidential-election/
http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/03/24/jeff-sessions-americas-sovereignty-at-stake-in-2016-presidential-election/
http://www.patheos.com/blogs/staceydash/2016/03/breaking-news-the-national-enquirer-claims-ted-cruz-has-had-5-mistresses/
http://www.patheos.com/blogs/staceydash/2016/03/breaking-news-the-national-enquirer-claims-ted-cruz-has-had-5-mistresses/
http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/274267-glenn-beck-no-real-christian-supports-trump
http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/274267-glenn-beck-no-real-christian-supports-trump


Jim Jones the "cultist" comes to mind : Cruz, Romney, Glenn Beck, Mair, Dana , JEB, 

NR and Levin etc. are as evil as OBAMA and as dirty as Hillary they are wallowing in the 

gutter, they have nothing else to offer. 

http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/274267-glenn-beck-no-real-

christian-supports-trump 

Ted Cruz - Wolf in Sheep Clothing!!! Christian Video Channe 

https://youtu.be/2Kstyj5BTcM 

https://youtu.be/2Kstyj5BTcM


 

 



 



Amanda Carpenter is the conservative activist, CNN contributor, and writer for Mark 

Levin and the Conservative Review who recently published a “BLACKLIST” targeting 

anyone who supports Ted Cruz’s primary opponent, Donald Trump...who is on the list of 

5 women who had an affair with Ted Cruz.. 

*Updated* – The National Enquirer Runs Story of Multiple Ted Cruz Affairs… - Posted 

on March 24, 2016 by sundance - Oh dear, the National Enquirer has come out with a 

story claiming evidence of multiple sexual trysts by presidential candidate Senator Ted 

Cruz. 

http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/24/the-national-enquirer-runs-story-

of-multiple-ted-cruz-affairs/ 

Ted Cruz Sex Scandal Looms 

https://youtu.be/h4C66bDz6iA 

We pay a disproportionate share of the cost of N.A.T.O. Why? It is time to renegotiate, 

and the time is now! @realDonaldTrump When America renegotiates paying for 

N.A.T.O. we need a master negotiator on our side of the table. Only Trump will do!!!! 

If you want to know why we have a $19 trillion national debt and a fiscal structure that 

will take that already staggering figure to $35 trillion and 140% of GDP within a decade, 

just consider the latest campaign fracas. That is, the shrieks of disbelief in response to 

Donald Trump’s sensible suggestion that the Europeans pay for their own defense 

http://davidstockmanscontracorner.com/trump-is-right-dump-nato-now/ 

 

http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/24/the-national-enquirer-runs-story-of-multiple-ted-cruz-affairs/
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/24/the-national-enquirer-runs-story-of-multiple-ted-cruz-affairs/
https://youtu.be/h4C66bDz6iA
http://davidstockmanscontracorner.com/trump-is-right-dump-nato-now/


 

 

Yuri Bezmenov: Psychological Warfare Subversion & Control of Western Society 

(Complete) 

https://youtu.be/5gnpCqsXE8g 

Cotton: ‘I Share Some of Those Questions’ Trump Has on NATO - by JEFF POOR25 Mar 

2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/25/cotton-i-share-some-of-those-questions-

trump-has-on-nato/ 

This Little-Known Trump-Soros Connection Will Surprise You - By MONEY MORNING 

STAFF REPORTS, Money Morning • March 2, 2016 

http://moneymorning.com/2016/03/02/this-little-known-trump-soros-connection-

will-surprise-you/ 

Heidi Cruz is pretty nuts.. 

https://youtu.be/JRjFsI2YxSQ 

https://youtu.be/5gnpCqsXE8g
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/25/cotton-i-share-some-of-those-questions-trump-has-on-nato/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/25/cotton-i-share-some-of-those-questions-trump-has-on-nato/
http://moneymorning.com/2016/03/02/this-little-known-trump-soros-connection-will-surprise-you/
http://moneymorning.com/2016/03/02/this-little-known-trump-soros-connection-will-surprise-you/
https://youtu.be/JRjFsI2YxSQ
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https://www.scribd.com/doc/305074691/Harvard-Law-Professor-Einer-Elhauge-s-

Amicus-Brief-Ted-Cruz-Not-Eligible-To-Be-President-3-16-2016 

 

Terry Busby “Donald Trump has lined up three New York hedge funds, including money 

from billionaire George Soros, to invest $160 million in his Chicago skyscraper, a key 

piece in perhaps the largest construction financing in the city’s history, according to real 

estate sources and public documents.”? 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/305074691/Harvard-Law-Professor-Einer-Elhauge-s-Amicus-Brief-Ted-Cruz-Not-Eligible-To-Be-President-3-16-2016
https://www.scribd.com/doc/305074691/Harvard-Law-Professor-Einer-Elhauge-s-Amicus-Brief-Ted-Cruz-Not-Eligible-To-Be-President-3-16-2016


That was back in October 28, 2004, 12 years ago. It says that the $160 million including 

money from Soros, not the whole amount. That money, from whomever it came from, 

was a business loan, not a campaign donation. Nobody knew 12 years ago that Trump 

would be whipping the socks off of all the Establishment Repubs today. It is in 

desperation that they are going back so far to dig up shit like this! 

Even if trump had got some of that money from a Soros hedge fund it would have been 

repaid long ago. Dig through his financials, which he made public, and prove me wrong. 

Let me repeat, even if true, it was a business loan, not a campaigner donation.  

Here is the source of the above meme, you can see that justlittleoleme, who ever the hell 

that may be, dug up an artical from October 28, 2004 reposted on 1/18/2016, 1:17:20 

PM.  

Despite reports about the project’s record-breaking sales, most of them from Trump 

himself, many Chicago real estate developers and lenders have expressed doubts about 

whether the 90-story tower would ever be built. “It is such a huge project, and the prices 

he said he was getting were so outside the norm,” said Robert Glickman, president and 

chief executive of Chicago-based Corus Bank. “It was reasonable to say, `Is this real?'” 

he said. Much of the skepticism springs from Trump’s own hype. “Chicago developers 

are much less flamboyant,” said Glickman. The massive financing, which sources say 

also will include a $650 million construction loan from Deutsche Bank, should quell 

those doubts 

IT’S TIME TO MEET THE CRUZ’S…december 4, 2015 dianne marshall 

https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2015/12/04/its-time-to-meet-the-cruzs/ 

If Trump Is So Awful, Why Are His Kids So Awesome? - Doug Giles | Mar 06, 2016    

http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-

his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383 

At Secretive Meeting, Tech CEOs And Top Republicans Commiserate, Plot To Stop 

Trump - Karl Rove shared focus group findings that give hope to the GOP 

establishment. - 03/07/2016 07:22 pm ET | Updated 38 minutes ago 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/aei-world-forum-donald-

trump_us_56ddbd38e4b0ffe6f8ea125d 

James Chalmers Cruz's campaign staff is under investigation for busing voters from one 

location to another for multiple voting by the same individuals in both Kansas Main do 

to citizen filing complaints with election boards in both states. 

https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2015/12/04/its-time-to-meet-the-cruzs/
http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383
http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2016/03/06/if-trump-is-so-awful-why-are-his-kids-so-awesome-n2129383
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/aei-world-forum-donald-trump_us_56ddbd38e4b0ffe6f8ea125d
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/aei-world-forum-donald-trump_us_56ddbd38e4b0ffe6f8ea125d


http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/03/09/john-hayward-on-tech-mogul-conspiracy-

to-stop-trump/ 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/09/huffpos-grim-54-private-jets-at-

meeting-to-stop-trump/ 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/09/jon-voight-donald-trump/ 

777denny  Rhett • 25 minutes ago 

I just saw a video where #CruzLies said that whoever was attacking his wife for her CFR 

involvement were not good! He is a complete hypocrite, just like when his kids were 

attacked, then used them to hurt #VoteTrump Cruz is the REASON why Washington 2 

me is better known as District of Corruption. Voted for fast track TPP, and John 

Roberts, who he campaigned to get on the Supreme Court, who SINGLE-HANDEDLY 

SAVED Obamacare - TWICE! 

Cruz is not only delusional, now he's calling Trump supporters "low information" 

voters!!!! BASTARD! REALLY??? And his supporters are the Jim Jones leftover 

supporters!...KOOL AID!!! BAAM!!! 

3 arrested for pulling gun on Trump supporter - March 9, 2016SerbsForTrump 0 

CommentTrump sign, Trump supporter 

http://www.serbsfortrump.com/2016/03/09/3-arrested-for-pulling-gun-on-trump-

supporter/ 

For much more information, please see (organized version): 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/For-Ted-bots-2016-March-30.pdf 

In the Hall of the Trumpen King 

https://youtu.be/XvyRIgPImOY 

Letty Bromenschenkel shared Donald Trump Commander in Chief 2016's photo to the 

group: Guns.Borders.Faith.Life.Budgets.Speech. 

4 hrs •  

Cruz LOST already ::::: Vindictive Cruz only still only in this race to help the GOP 

destroy you because he knows he cannot win . Vengeance from the gates of hell because 

he lost : 

1. He has zero values, zero character, zero principles, zero integrity so he can do and say 

anything now to destroy the citizens. He is as evil as OBAMA and as dirty as Hillary . 

http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/03/09/john-hayward-on-tech-mogul-conspiracy-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/03/09/john-hayward-on-tech-mogul-conspiracy-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/09/huffpos-grim-54-private-jets-at-meeting-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/09/huffpos-grim-54-private-jets-at-meeting-to-stop-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/03/09/jon-voight-donald-trump/
http://www.serbsfortrump.com/2016/03/09/3-arrested-for-pulling-gun-on-trump-supporter/
http://www.serbsfortrump.com/2016/03/09/3-arrested-for-pulling-gun-on-trump-supporter/
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/For-Ted-bots-2016-March-30.pdf
https://youtu.be/XvyRIgPImOY


2. He sold his hinder to every corrupt criminal GOP political control freak for mega 

millions to make sure they steal this election from TRUMP and the good people . 

3. He teamed up with the most vile smear merchants and haters : xxxxxxxx look at the 

list 

4. He knows he cannot win so he is going to burn this country out of vengeance. 

Trumpsters ::::::: you have worked toooo hard to let Lyin Vindictive Cruz and Beck the 

fraud and forgery couple help the corrupt criminal GOP steal this election from you and 

keep abusing you . 

Curz cannot win anything HE LOST, look at the numbers ... HE LOST .... 

HE cannot win without cheating and his psycho fraud and forgery games, his hate and 

smear campaign. HE LOST ::: He absolutely lost , he cannot win through the legal 

prosess. 

Heidi Cruz has been employed by Goldman Sachs since 2005. She is currently on leave. 

* Heidi Cruz is a member of the leftist council on foreign relations, advocates of world 

Government and a New World Order. 

* Ted Cruz was George Bush's top policy advisor. 

* Ted Cruz was in the federal Trade Commission. 

* Ted and Heidi met when they were both Bush staffers. 

* Cruz advised on legal affairs and Heidi on economic policy for the bush 

administration. 

* Heidi was director for the Western Hemisphere on the national security council under 

Condoleeza Rice. 

* Heidi served as deputy U.S. Trade Representative to USTR head, 

Robert Zoellick, working on China trade policy. 

* Ted Cruz' campaign chairman, Chad Sweet, is a former CIA officer. 

He also worked for Goldman Sachs. 

* Ted Cruz voted for cloture on TPA, (trans pacific partnership agreement) 

fast track trade authority, removing the hurdle of concern for further amendment, and 

clearing the way for passage! 



It didn't have to be recorded, so nobody knew this. 

He voted NOT to require approval of congress before other countries could join, 

including China. 

* Cruz has openly stated that he will NOT use a deportation force, and will continue to 

use the failed ICE system, where an illegal has to commit a crime first, then be caught. 

* Cruz belongs to the radical Christian sect of 7 mountains dominionism. 

Wise up, he's not who you think he is 

he has always been establishment, he is bought and paid by the banks. He did not vote 

to audit the Federal Reserve, he most certainly is establishment. 

Best response so far to the Cruz sex scandal: "Poor Ted's wife. She trusTED, but then he 

cheaTED and now he's busTED and his campaign is dusTED. #CruzSexScandal 

Here it is… 

Donald Trump spokesperson Katrina Pierson finally spilled the beans on Heidi Cruz. 

“Her entire career has been spent working against everything Ted Cruz says he stands 

for.” 

This comes after Heidi Cruz attacked Donald Trump this week calling him a serial liar. 

The Hill reported: 

“Spilling the beans is quite simple when it comes to Heidi Cruz,” Pierson said in an 

interview with MSNBC’s Steve Kornacki. 

“She is a Bush operative; she worked for the architect of NAFTA, which has killed 

millions of jobs in this country; she was a member on the Council on Foreign Relations 

who — in Sen. Cruz’s own words, called a nest of snakes that seeks to undermine 

national sovereignty; and she’s been working for Goldman Sachs, the same global bank 

that Ted Cruz left off of his financial disclosure,” Pierson said. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpk0OGkbrZA 

Trump spokeswoman fulfills threat to ‘spills the beans’ on Cruz’s wife — and it’s a total 

flop 

https://youtu.be/LAABDz4wb8g 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpk0OGkbrZA
https://youtu.be/LAABDz4wb8g


This is why I'm voting for Trump! We have to change..to something else. A vote for Ted 

is a vote for the Bush', For Rubio and Kasisc, and Fiorina.. and the establishment: 

https://youtu.be/5It1zarINv0 

 

RickWells.US Ted and Heidi Cruz and The One World Government Connection 

https://youtu.be/V9K9Xedk5eM 

I got this doc - just included this wonderful pic. Doc is 91 pages - some redundancy, 

but..It was originally for Tedbots: 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/For-Ted-bots-2016-April-01.pdf 

http://www.fedupusa.org/2016/03/the-ted-cruz-sex-scandal-summary-of-facts/ 

VIDEO: Children's dream comes true thanks to Donald Trump 

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=12474 

https://youtu.be/5It1zarINv0
https://youtu.be/V9K9Xedk5eM
http://www.fedupusa.org/2016/03/the-ted-cruz-sex-scandal-summary-of-facts/
http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=12474


 



Smoking Gun: Sex / Financial PAC Scandal! (Questions for Ted Cruz!) - Created: 26 

March 2016 | Written by Administrator | Print | Email | Hits: 970 

https://elgross.biz/US/today-s-interests/23-smoking-gun-sex-financial-pac-scandal-

questions-for-ted-cruz.html 

WATCH: Donald Trump’s “THE SNAKE” Video is Going VIRAL in Europe. We Need it 

to Go Viral in the United States 

http://www.redflagnews.com/headlines-2016/watch-donald-trumps-the-snake-video-

is-going-viral-in-europe-we-need-it-to-go-viral-in-the-us 

The Vicious Snake 

https://youtu.be/yeJ-iv3MOTo 

Constitutionally Illiterate: 

When even politicians are ignorant of the founding documents, our system is in trouble. 

Stop saying Rafael Edward Cruz is eligible to become a POTUS! 

# CONSTITUTIONALLYILLITERATE  

https://elgross.biz/US/today-s-interests/23-smoking-gun-sex-financial-pac-scandal-questions-for-ted-cruz.html
https://elgross.biz/US/today-s-interests/23-smoking-gun-sex-financial-pac-scandal-questions-for-ted-cruz.html
http://www.redflagnews.com/headlines-2016/watch-donald-trumps-the-snake-video-is-going-viral-in-europe-we-need-it-to-go-viral-in-the-us
http://www.redflagnews.com/headlines-2016/watch-donald-trumps-the-snake-video-is-going-viral-in-europe-we-need-it-to-go-viral-in-the-us
https://youtu.be/yeJ-iv3MOTo


 

 

Ted Cruz v. Jeff Sessions On Immigration 

https://marcorubio.com/news/ted-cruz-voted-against-jeff-sessions/ 

https://marcorubio.com/news/ted-cruz-voted-against-jeff-sessions/


 

Atlanta Radio Host: Source “Deep Inside” Cruz Camp Says Ted May Have Had Affairs - 

Jim Hoft Mar 27th, 2016 12:36 am  

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/atlanta-radio-host-source-deep-inside-

cruz-camp-says-ted-may-affairs/ 

sherry davisMarch 21, 2016 at 2:01 AM 

For you CRUZ supporters or those of you Rubio supporters that are switching to Cruz.... 

Honestly if you would really research Cruz and see what he actually stands for and what 

we have to lose... YOU WOULD NEVER VOTE FOR CRUZ !!! If you support Cruz, you 

support NAU... North America Union.... that would make Canada, America, Mexico ALL 

ONE with open borders and a superhighway from Mexico to Canada for open trade.... 

His wife Heidi works for Goldman Sachs and is all for this.... Cruz is a plant from the 

BUSH family that wants this and this has been in the making for years !!! They do not 

want to CLOSE the borders and build a wall... they want open borders and freely travel, 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/atlanta-radio-host-source-deep-inside-cruz-camp-says-ted-may-affairs/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/atlanta-radio-host-source-deep-inside-cruz-camp-says-ted-may-affairs/


ONE CURRENCY for all 3 Countries.... No more Sovern Nation, Constitution, Freedoms 

as we know it.... Does it not surprise anyone that a Canadian is running for President of 

the United States of America ???? He is not even Eligible for POTUS. On the Democrat 

side we have Hillary with her agenda to continue Obama's legacy of NWO.. New World 

Order and on the Republican side we have Cruz, Rubio, Jeb trying to continue the BUSH 

agenda of NAU... North American Union. THE only PERSON trying to stand up and 

STOP all of this is DONALD J TRUMP. He is fighting for our FUTURE, our 

FREEDOMS, our CHRISTIANITY and our CONSTITUTION ..... so tell me again why 

you are voting for anyone else ?? Does this not make sense to you now why the media, 

establishment, RNC, DNC, GOPe, SOROS, and everyone else you can think of is against 

him..... We The People need TRUMP if we are to have a future for ourselves, our 

families, and our COUNTRY !!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/jordan.pardini/videos/1142453259118535/ 

https://t.co/geOoOG9leU All Welcome to the # TrumpTrain  the # WeThePeople  

movement with Donald J. Trump to # MakeAmericaGreatAgain  Jobs for Americans, Not 

Government Dependent Handouts !!! Americans earn their way to obtain the hopes and 

dreams they want for themselves and their families..... Not have the Government take 

away their hopes and dreams and make them dependent for handouts.... That is not the 

American Way !!! 

 



 

Glenn Beck Triples Down: ‘No Real Christian Says I Want that Guy’ Donald Trump 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/25/glenn-beck-triples-down-no-

real-christian-says-i-want-that-guy-donald-trump/ 

Senator Ted Cruz Caught Blatantly Lying On Fox News Sunday… - Posted on March 28, 

2016 by sundance 

http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/28/senator-ted-cruz-caught-blatantly-

lying-on-fox-news-sunday/  

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/25/glenn-beck-triples-down-no-real-christian-says-i-want-that-guy-donald-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/25/glenn-beck-triples-down-no-real-christian-says-i-want-that-guy-donald-trump/
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/28/senator-ted-cruz-caught-blatantly-lying-on-fox-news-sunday/
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/28/senator-ted-cruz-caught-blatantly-lying-on-fox-news-sunday/


Donald Trump says he would refuse a presidential salary if he wins - Maxwell Tani - 

Sep. 21, 2015, 2:18 PM 

http://www.businessinsider.com/donald-trump-salary-president-2015-9 

 

 

 

http://www.businessinsider.com/donald-trump-salary-president-2015-9


 

 

You have to see this! Ted Cruz Quotes "The American President" In An Attempt To 

Appear Tough To His Supporters - It will be interesting to see how his supporters 

defend this one. 

https://www.facebook.com/americanunifier/videos/1063492263711053/?hc_location=

ufi 

Experts: Ted Cruz Appears Deceptive in His Response to Sex Scandal Story - by Phil 

Houston and Don Tennant | 2:18 pm, March 27th, 2016  

http://lawnewz.com/high-profile/behavior-experts-ted-cruz-appears-deceptive-in-

response-to-sex-scandal/ 

Trump: Cruz Is Blaming Me for Nat’l Enquirer Story Because ‘He Needs It Politically, 

‘He’s Losing So Badly’ - by JEFF POOR28 Mar 2016 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/28/trump-cruz-is-blaming-me-for-natl-

enquirer-story-because-he-needs-it-politically-hes-losing-so-badly/ 

BREAKING: Political Operative Speaks Out on ‘Cuban Mistress Crisis’ - Jim Hoft Mar 

28th, 2016 8:18 pm  

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/breaking-political-operative-speaks-

cuban-mistress-crisis/ 

https://www.facebook.com/americanunifier/videos/1063492263711053/?hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/americanunifier/videos/1063492263711053/?hc_location=ufi
http://lawnewz.com/high-profile/behavior-experts-ted-cruz-appears-deceptive-in-response-to-sex-scandal/
http://lawnewz.com/high-profile/behavior-experts-ted-cruz-appears-deceptive-in-response-to-sex-scandal/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/28/trump-cruz-is-blaming-me-for-natl-enquirer-story-because-he-needs-it-politically-hes-losing-so-badly/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/28/trump-cruz-is-blaming-me-for-natl-enquirer-story-because-he-needs-it-politically-hes-losing-so-badly/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/breaking-political-operative-speaks-cuban-mistress-crisis/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/breaking-political-operative-speaks-cuban-mistress-crisis/


 



SURREAL=> Carly Fiorina Jumps in to Defend Ted Cruz After He Won’t Tell Reporters 

if He Cheated on Wife Heidi (VIDEO) - Jim Hoft Mar 28th, 2016 10:09 pm 672 

Comments 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/surreal-carly-fiorina-jumps-defend-ted-

cruz-wont-tell-reporters-cheated-wife-heidi-video/ 

**Trusted Ted Cruz 4 

https://youtu.be/G_bx5cX3UMY 

 

 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/surreal-carly-fiorina-jumps-defend-ted-cruz-wont-tell-reporters-cheated-wife-heidi-video/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/03/surreal-carly-fiorina-jumps-defend-ted-cruz-wont-tell-reporters-cheated-wife-heidi-video/
https://youtu.be/G_bx5cX3UMY


 

 

Ted Cruz: We Need A Hundred More Racists In Congress 

https://youtu.be/wsIeEcRXjTQ 

https://youtu.be/wsIeEcRXjTQ


 

 



 

 

Anti-Trump Protesters Go Berserk! 

https://youtu.be/YU3vcvGpALQ 

Washington has NO Answers! These US Sheriffs Tell Americans We Need To Take Back 

Our Country At The Local Level - March 29, 2016 

 Letty Bromenschenkel  to Guns.Borders.Faith.Life.Budgets.Speech. 

PVT citizen TRUMP and his supporters never created the problems in this country : 

Cruz and his Bush Dynasty evil franchise spent over 520 million  

https://youtu.be/YU3vcvGpALQ


( over ½ billion) to personally smear Trump with their forgery and fraud, zero solutions. 

zero solutions Cruz Senator for 4 years and he did zero absolutely zero . 

NO surprise that evil, sinister CRUZ – Beck, their radical media, hate driven and smear 

driven supporters, and their corrupt criminal political class dynasty are stirring up riots, 

hate and violence against peaceful, law=abiding Americans 

The TRUMP supporters are not the violent protesters, they are attending a peaceful 

gathering of like minded people. 

https://dailymedia.info/washington-no-answers-us-sheriffs-tell-americans-need-take-

back-country-local-level/ 

 

 

 

Trump did not let over 300,000 vets die waiting for their Health Care ! 

Cruz did :::::::::::: 

As Senator he refused to demand that VETS get instant HC to save their lives::::::: at 

least a pain pill to ease the suffering 

WHO can defend his criminal negligence ? and HOW can you defend it ? 

Not your son, brother, father, sister, mother died waiting to get the HC they had every 

legal right to have ? … we get it ::: 

https://dailymedia.info/washington-no-answers-us-sheriffs-tell-americans-need-take-back-country-local-level/
https://dailymedia.info/washington-no-answers-us-sheriffs-tell-americans-need-take-back-country-local-level/


Those who can defend the GOP who let VETS die waiting for their HC have zero to say 

against Trump . 

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2015/09/03/ig-report-close-to-300000-vets-died-

while-waiting-for-health-care-at-va.html 

CRUZ CAMP WHISTLE BLOWER EXPOSES “EVIL” CAMPAIGN TACTICS! - march 

30, 2016 dianne marshall 

https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/03/30/cruz-camp-whistle-blower-

exposes-evil-campaign-tactics/comment-page-1/#comment-9532 

Stefan Molyneux destroys Michelle Fields hoax - Posted Thursday, March 31, 2016 

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=12949 

Trump supporter destroys mainstream media and pundits 

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=12947&utm_source=reembed&utm_mediu

m=widget&utm_campaign=popular 

This is the moment Donald J. Trump says is the most beautiful one he's had on the 

campaign trail. http://cnn.it/1ZKEjl2 

At a rally in Janesville, Wisconsin, former Miss Wisconsin Melissa Young — who tells 

Trump she is suffering from an incurable illness — emotionally thanks the billionaire 

developer for helping her and her young son financially. 

https://www.facebook.com/cnnpolitics/videos/1113150025393496/ 

This is the moment Donald J. Trump says is the most beautiful one he's had on the 

campaign trail. http://cnn.it/1ZKEjl2 

At a rally in Janesville, Wisconsin, former Miss Wisconsin Melissa Young — who tells 

Trump she is suffering from an incurable illness — emotionally thanks the billionaire 

developer for helping her and her young son financially. 

https://www.facebook.com/cnnpolitics/videos/1113150025393496/ 

March 31, 2016, 08:30 am - Trump aide writes off abortion comments as 'a complete 

misspeak' 

http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/274768-trump-aide-comments-

about-punishment-for-abortion-a 

March 31, 2016, 7:44 AM - Ted Cruz tries to get John Kasich thrown off Montana ballot 

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2015/09/03/ig-report-close-to-300000-vets-died-while-waiting-for-health-care-at-va.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2015/09/03/ig-report-close-to-300000-vets-died-while-waiting-for-health-care-at-va.html
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/03/30/cruz-camp-whistle-blower-exposes-evil-campaign-tactics/comment-page-1/#comment-9532
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/03/30/cruz-camp-whistle-blower-exposes-evil-campaign-tactics/comment-page-1/#comment-9532
http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=12949
http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=12947&utm_source=reembed&utm_medium=widget&utm_campaign=popular
http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=12947&utm_source=reembed&utm_medium=widget&utm_campaign=popular
http://cnn.it/1ZKEjl2
https://www.facebook.com/cnnpolitics/videos/1113150025393496/
http://cnn.it/1ZKEjl2
https://www.facebook.com/cnnpolitics/videos/1113150025393496/
http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/274768-trump-aide-comments-about-punishment-for-abortion-a
http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/presidential-races/274768-trump-aide-comments-about-punishment-for-abortion-a


http://www.cbsnews.com/news/ted-cruz-tries-to-get-john-kasich-thrown-off-montana-

ballot-election-2016/ 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/ted-cruz-tries-to-get-john-kasich-thrown-off-montana-ballot-election-2016/
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/ted-cruz-tries-to-get-john-kasich-thrown-off-montana-ballot-election-2016/


 



I AM VOTING FOR TRUMP how ever i don't think much of most but not all of the 

citizen of Wisconsin right now as they are for some one thats a TRUE SINNER OF GOD 

MANLY CRUZ he has all ready went agents 5 of GOD'S COMMANDMENTS STARTING 

OUT WITH THOU SHALT NOT BEAR FALSE WITNESS AGAINST THEY NEIGHBOR 

as Cruz has done to most of his opponents like Trump and Ben Carson 2nd THOU 

SHALT NOT COMMIT ADULTERY something Cruz has done as well as in cheating on 

his wife 3rd THOU SHALT NOT LIE as Cruz has done with the Iowa caucus as well his 

lies ON Trump 4th THOU SHALT NOT STEAL as he has done when he LIED about Ben 

Carson dropping out and STOLED his VOTES 5th THOU SHALT NOT KILL some thing 

that Cruz has made a hateful threat agents Trump with his statement about running 

Trump over with a car on tv yeah America he broke 5 of GOD'S LAWS and yet 

WISCONSIN wants to vote for this sinner of GOD as i got to thinking as well meditating 

was its Gods will to punish those of Texas Oklahoma, Kansas 

http://www.usatoday.com/.../rain-ice-coat-parts.../76491054/ FOR THEY HAVE 

SUPPORTED A SINNER OF THE LORD ITS NOT MY PLACE TO JUDGE THAT BUT 

ITS GOD AS HE HAS SHOWED THAT HE IS STILL THERE WITH HIS ANGER I JUST 

HOPE WISCONSIN IS NOT THE NEXT SINNER OF GOD AS I HATE SEEING THIS 

KIND OF STUFF HAPPENING HOW EVER IF ITS GOD WILL THEN SO BE IT AS IT 

WAS WHEN MOSES CAME DOWN WITH THE 10 COMMANDMENTS AND SEEN 

THE SIN OF MAN AND GOD SPLIT THE GROUND OPEN TO THROW THE FALSE 

GOD THE GOLDEN CALF IN TO THE PIT OF FIRE SO I HOPE THAT WISCONSIN 

THINKS BEFORE THEY VOTE FOR A SINNER OF HIS LAWS 

 

Oh dear GOD, how is this possible in the USA ... 

WHO can defend TED CRUZ as senator let 300,000 vets die waiting for their Health 

Care, 

TED CRUZ "Refused" to help them. He even refused to demand that they at minimum 

get pain pills to help reduce their agony .. 

TED was reading green eggs and ham to them and screwing the help instead of showing 

up at his Armed services committee hearings and rounding up help for these helpless 

vets . 

Sarah Palin advocates for Donald Trump in Wisconsin • 4/01/16 

https://youtu.be/KgjTUY-YRA4 

https://youtu.be/KgjTUY-YRA4


 

 

 



#CruzSexScandal Texas politician eludes to TED CRUZ as SEXUAL deviant 

https://youtu.be/-3iz4RI6ChI 

Hannity Just Revealed THIS About Lyin’ Ted, Trump Was RIGHT! 

http://www.angrypatriotmovement.com/hannity-and-lyin-ted/ 

Diamond And Silk 

Wisconsin, don't be fool by Ted Cruz. He will turn the White House into a Hoe House. 

Cruz is for the Party, not the People. A vote for Cruz, We will lose. "LYIN ASS TED" 

"LYIN ASS TED" "LYIN ASS TED" 

https://www.facebook.com/theviewersview/videos/622810677868049/?fref=nf 

6 Things Ted Cruz Wants You to Forget 

http://www.the-broad-side.com/6-things-ted-cruz-wants-you-to-forget-joanne-

bamberger 

Ted Cruz’s ‘Slap in the Face’ to Our Military Was Disgraceful — That’s Why I Support 

Marco Rubio 

http://www.nationalreview.com/article/431381/marco-rubio-ted-cruz-record-military-

president 

Ted Cruz Recalls How Father Tried to Join Fidel Castro’s Army - By THE ASSOCIATED 

PRESSJUNE 27, 2015 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/28/us/politics/ted-cruz-recalls-how-father-tried-to-

join-fidel-castros-army.html?_r=0 

https://youtu.be/-3iz4RI6ChI
http://www.angrypatriotmovement.com/hannity-and-lyin-ted/
https://www.facebook.com/theviewersview/videos/622810677868049/?fref=nf
http://www.the-broad-side.com/6-things-ted-cruz-wants-you-to-forget-joanne-bamberger
http://www.the-broad-side.com/6-things-ted-cruz-wants-you-to-forget-joanne-bamberger
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/431381/marco-rubio-ted-cruz-record-military-president
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/431381/marco-rubio-ted-cruz-record-military-president
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/28/us/politics/ted-cruz-recalls-how-father-tried-to-join-fidel-castros-army.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/28/us/politics/ted-cruz-recalls-how-father-tried-to-join-fidel-castros-army.html?_r=0


 

 



 



Diamond And Silk 

"You Shall know them by their fruit" If it Walk like a Duck, Sit like a Duck, Quack like a 

Duck and Look like a Duck then guess what, it's LYIN TED. #WelosewithCruz 

(SHARE, SHARE, LIKE AND SHARE) 

https://www.facebook.com/theviewersview/videos/623530881129362/ 

Full Speech: Donald Trump Rally in La Crosse, WI (4-4-16) 

https://youtu.be/C63d7NRx9Mk 

DONALD TRUMP UNDER ATTACK BY 187 ORGANIZATIONS FUNDED BY GEORGE 

SOROS !!! - By Admin | March 30, 2016 

http://www.bshproject.com/donald-trump-under-attack-by-187-organizations-funded-

by-george-soros/ 

Obama Apologizes To ISIS For Comments By Trump! 

http://www.jewsnews.co.il/2016/04/04/obama-apologizes-to-isis-for-comments-by-

trump/ 

 

Ted Cruz is a one term Senator who has served only half of his term, now running for 

President. Cruz has no executive experience running anything, not even running a 

lemonade stand. 

John Gaultier's photo. 

John Gaultier with Timothy Lee Dunakey. 

April 1 at 8:37am · San Antonio, TX, United States ·  

Both sound like Barking sea lions !! SIMILARITIES!! 

THE SOBERING SIMILARITIES BETWEEN TED CRUZ AND BARACK OBAMA 

Ted Cruz was born to an American mother and an alien father, in the country of Canada. 

Questions regarding the constitutional eligibility of Cruz to serve as President surround 

his candidacy. 

https://www.facebook.com/theviewersview/videos/623530881129362/
https://youtu.be/C63d7NRx9Mk
http://www.bshproject.com/donald-trump-under-attack-by-187-organizations-funded-by-george-soros/
http://www.bshproject.com/donald-trump-under-attack-by-187-organizations-funded-by-george-soros/
http://www.jewsnews.co.il/2016/04/04/obama-apologizes-to-isis-for-comments-by-trump/
http://www.jewsnews.co.il/2016/04/04/obama-apologizes-to-isis-for-comments-by-trump/


 

Barack Obama was born to an American mother and an alien father in the island state of 

Hawaii. Questions regarding the constitutional eligibility of Obama to serve as President 

surrounded his candidacy. 

Ted Cruz is a Harvard trained lawyer, He is verbally highly proficient. 

Barack Obama is a Harvard lawyer. He is verbally proficient with a teleprompter. 

Ted Cruz lies a lot to establish his points of view 

Barack Obama lies a lot to get his way with mind of the back end. 

Ted Cruz is a one term Senator who has served only half of his term, now running for 

President. Cruz has no executive experience running anything, not even running a 

lemonade stand. 

Barack Obama was a one term Senator, who had served less than half of his term, when 

he ran for President. Obama had no executive experience to prepare him for the most 

important executive position in the world. The country has paid dearly for Obama's lack 

of executive experience and his unfitness for the job of President of the United States. 



Does the Republican Party and the United States want to make the same mistake by 

electing a Ted Cruz to the White House? Cruz's resume and Obama's resume are so 

similar that it is frightening to consider the consequences of making such a mistake 

again. 

Ted Cruz claims to be a Christian when in fact he belongs to a sect/cult called Seven 

Mountains Dominionism. 

Anyone who has watched Cruz on the stump knows that he often references the 

important role that his father, traveling evangelist Rafael Cruz, has played in his life. 

During a 2012 sermon at New Beginnings Church in Bedford, Texas, Rafael Cruz 

described his son’s political campaign as a direct fulfillment of biblical prophecy. 

The elder Cruz told the congregation that God would anoint Christian “kings” to preside 

over an “end-time transfer of wealth” from the wicked to the righteous. After this 

sermon, Larry Huch, the pastor of New Beginnings, claimed Cruz’s recent election to the 

U.S. Senate was a sign that he was one of these kings. 

According to his father and Huch, Ted Cruz is anointed by God to help Christians in 

their effort to “go to the marketplace and occupy the land … and take dominion” over it. 

This “end-time transfer of wealth” will relieve Christians of all financial woes, allowing 

true believers to ascend to a position of political and cultural power in which they can 

build a Christian civilization. When this Christian nation is in place (or back in place), 

Jesus will return. 

 

Rafael Cruz and Larry Huch preach a brand of evangelical theology called Seven 

Mountains Dominionism. 

WE CANNOT MAKE THE SAME MISTAKE TWICE! 

Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results.::::::: 

Albert Einstein 



 

 



Ted Cruz insists he's 'always been faithful' to wife Heidi amid claims that he is about to 

be named in DC Madam PROSTITUTE scandal that began before he was married 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3523139/Ted-Cruz-insists-s-faithful-wife-

Heidi-amid-claims-named-DC-Madam-PROSTITUTE-scandal-began-

married.html#ixzz44wN5f5q0  

Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook 

Rick Sanchez: #CruzSexScandal takes off as senator fails to forcefully deny allegations - 

By Rick SanchezPublished March 28, 2016Fox News Latino  

http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/opinion/2016/03/28/rick-sanchez-cruzsexscandal-

takes-off-as-senator-fails-to-forcefully-deny/ 

Revealed: The Secret Immigration Chapter in Obama’s Trade Agreement 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/06/10/revealed-the-secret-

immigration-chapter-in-obamas-trade-agreement/ 

VIDEOS: Governor @SarahPalinUSA Spills The Beans On #LyinTED’s TPP Trade Deals 

And Amnesty Lies - Posted on April 02 2016 - 7:54 PM - Posted by: Thomas S Schmitz | 

Follow Thomas on Twitter! 

http://conservatives4palin.com/2016/04/videos-governor-sarahpalinusa-spills-the-

beans-on-lyinteds-tpp-trade-deals-and-amnesty-lies.html 

Attention: Wisconsin.. do not be WIS-CONNED.. By Ted Cruz. Ted Cruz who keeps 

pushing the fact that the next President will have to choose the next 3 Supreme Court 

Justices.. was in Politics and he supported JUSTICE JOHN "Obamacare" ROBERTS!. 

Sure now he says.. "I Regret Supporting 'Liberal' Chief Justice John Roberts"... 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3523139/Ted-Cruz-insists-s-faithful-wife-Heidi-amid-claims-named-DC-Madam-PROSTITUTE-scandal-began-married.html#ixzz44wN5f5q0
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I just received a THIRD plea from TED CRUZ for money in two weeks. Per Teddy, "We 

MUST raise $11.4 Million Right NOW." - I found a TOTAL of 19 LIES in his Front & 

Back Letter. (See the back that I photographed.) 



  



 



 

 

http://www.wakeupkiwi.com/nwo-globalist-agenda.shtml 

 

The New World Order Globalist Agenda 
 
Part One: 
 
01. The NWO Globalist Agenda 
02. The Round Table  
03. An Expose: The Council On Foreign Relations (CFR) & The Trilateral Commission 
04. The Royal Institute Of International Affairs 

http://www.wakeupkiwi.com/nwo-globalist-agenda.shtml
http://www.wakeupkiwi.com/nwo-globalist-agenda.shtml#NWOGlobalistAgenda
http://www.wakeupkiwi.com/nwo-globalist-agenda.shtml#TheRoundTable
http://www.wakeupkiwi.com/nwo-globalist-agenda.shtml#CFR_Trilateral_Commission
http://www.wakeupkiwi.com/nwo-globalist-agenda.shtml#RoyalInstituteOfInterternationalAffairs


05. The Club Of Rome  
06. The True Story Of The Bilderberg Group 
07. United Nations  
08. The Committee Of 300  
09. The Criminal Imposter: Liz Windsor Battenburg - AKA Queen Elizabeth II  
10. Sinister Sites: The Georgia Guidestones  
11. The Crown And The Cross 
12. The New World Order - Global Union Maps and Governance Structure 
13. Globalist Articles Documentaries & Videos 
 
Part Two: 
 
14. Holy Smoke And Mirrors - The Vatican Conspiracy 
15. The House Of Rothschild 
16. The House Of Rockefeller  
17. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
18. The World Bank 
19. The Tavistock Institute  
20. UNESCO 
21. 1969: New World Order Insider Reveals Entire NWO Plan 
22. The Venetian Black Nobility And The Concept Of Oligarchy  
23. The British East India Company: The Drug Company Of The Venetian Black Nobility  
24. The Bilderberg Group: An Offshoot Of The Venetian Black Nobility 
25. Globalist Documentaries & Videos 

Part Three: 
 
26. Who Really Controls The World - The History You Have Not Been Told 
27. Financial Feudalism & The Economics Of Control 
28. The New World Order: The Founding Fathers 
29. Lucis Trust, Alice Bailey, World Goodwill And Lucifer - The False Light Of The World 
30. JFK Jr. Told The World Who Murdered His Father - But Nobody Was Paying Attention 
31. The CIA And The Media: 50 Facts The World Needs To Know 
32. Unexpected Blowback Now Revealing The Establishments Evil Agenda 
 
Part Four: 
 
33. Babylonian Money Magic & Modern "Commercial Law" Based On Ancient Babylonian Codes34. 10 Government Rulers Who 

Have Told Us A “Secret Government” Rules The Earth  
35. Israel - A Nation Founded Upon A Monumental Lie 
36. Professors & Politicians Gather To Warn Us About The New World Order (NWO)  
37. The Treaty Of 1213 - The Beginning Of The Lie  
38. Technocracy: A Scientific Dictatorship 
39. Official Science: The Grand Illusion 
 

Former Cruz supporters in Wisconsin converting to Trump en masse, sick of “delegate 

tricks” - April 4, 2016 Connor Balough 

http://prntly.com/blog/former-cruz-supporters-in-wisconsin-converting-to-trump-en-

masse-sick-of-delegate-tricks/ 

I’M GETTING OFF “LYIN’ TED’S” CRUZ SHIP AND BOARDING THE TRUMP TRAIN! 

After spending several months researching, and asking the Lord to reveal the truth to 

me about this election, when the revelations started coming, I really did not want to 

believe what I was uncovering. Ultimately, I had no choice but to admit I have been 

deceived–and so have many of you. Can you handle the truth? If so, read on. 
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THE NORTH AMERICAN UNION (NAU), TED CRUZ, AND HEIDI CRUZ AS THE 

ARCHITECT VIA HER LEADERSHIP IN THE CFR–WHAT DOES IT REALLY MEAN? 

If you want to know the truth about how the globalist puppet masters are positioning 

Ted & Heidi Cruz for a diabolical plot to open our borders to Mexico and Canada, please 

watch these videos. If you think we have problems now with our economy, liberty, 

illegals, and terrorism, and other threats to our nation, imagine the ensuing chaos! 

Heidi Cruz: First Lady of the North American Union? (Interview with Art Thompson, 

CEO, John Birch Society) 

http://youtu.be/NOx5WhDD75c 

Ted Cruz: First President of the North American Union? 

http://youtu.be/lNhp9H3yCsI 

Former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich tells Fox News’ Bill O’Reilly at the 2016 

GOP Convention in Detroit that the establishment is scared of Donald Trump because 

he “didn’t belong to the secret society [aka Illuminati]” and wasn’t involved in any of the 

‘initiation rites’ associated with such groups.” Yes, he actually said this. Here’s the video: 

http://youtu.be/QO6QwySsm-M 

Keep in mind that “North America” does not refer to just the United States. North 

America includes the U.S., Mexico AND Canada. The North America Union (NAU) will 

strip us of our sovereignty! When Cruz talks about securing our borders, he is not 

referring to protecting the U.S. from our Mexican and Canadian borders, he is refering 

to the North American Union borders–around the perimeter of the newly formed union! 

Trump was right about LYIN’ TED! 

If you watch these videos, do your own research, and STILL vote for Cruz, you are 

DECEIVED! 

Please watch, watch again, watch again! In fact, keep these videos permanently and 

share with everyone you love. Our republic is in peril! 

COMING SOON TO MY FACEBOOK PAGE (or maybe a blog that will also post here). 

Stay tuned! 

EXPOSE ON: 

1. Ted & Heidi Cruz and the Occult. You haven’t heard anything 

yet! 



2. Why the media doesn’t want us to look at Heidi Cruz. “Leave the wives alone.” 

3. How God will use Donald Trump to save our nation (hint: the most annointed men in 

the Bible were once “bad boys.”)  # PrayForTrump  

4. Cursed generations: Ted and Heidi Cruz and their Illuminati bloodlines. Both share 

bloodlines with Obama. (I have proof). 

5. Will the real Rafael Cruz please stand up? Now sit down, you lying Castro shill 

serpent! You have cursed your generations, and now God will expose you. 

6. Video Series on: Politics and the Occult–including what’s really going on in Georgia. 

Why only a handful of our legislators will ever listen to us and what we are empowered 

to do about it. 

“Seek and you shall find” 

~ Matthew 7:7 

“And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall set you free” 

~ John 8:32 

“Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are 

ravening wolves.” 

~ Matthew 7:15 

For such men are false apostles, deceitful workmen, disguising themselves as apostles of 

Christ. And no wonder, for even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light. So it is no 

surprise if his servants, also, disguise themselves as servants of righteousness. 

Their end will correspond to their deeds. 

~ 2 Corinthians 11:13-15 (That’s “Two Corinthians” in Trump Speak; do you really think 

God cares how Trump says it? Many who say it correctly will perish.) 

Trump is fighting back, rallying his armies. 

Delegates are being assigned in Missouri: 

*****, 

By now, hopefully you’ve heard about the importance of attending your Local Caucus on 

Saturday, April 9th. 

 



Attending is a necessary step in delivering 37 delegates for Mr. Trump, and ensuring the 

will of the people is heard. We’ve had a number of questions regarding what should be 

done in preparation for these caucuses. 

Here are the things you will need to do before Saturday: 

1.     PRE-REGISTER FOR YOUR LOCAL CAUCUS HERE 

When registering, if you are interested in being a delegate, you should check the box at 

the bottom that says “I am interested in serving as a state or congressional delegate.” 

Make sure you are able to attend the Congressional District Conventions on April 30th 

and the State Convention May 20-21st. 

(AFTER PRE-REGISTRATION DEADLINE PLEASE NOTIFY US YOU WILL BE 

ATTENDING AND SHOW UP SATURDAY AT LEAST ONE HOUR PRIOR TO THE 

START TIME TO REGISTER AT THE DOOR) 

2.     Reach out to your family, friends, and neighbors you know are Trump supporters. 

Any registered voter in Missouri can attend their Local Caucus in the county they are 

registered, and vote for delegates. 

3.     By state law, doors will lock at the posted start time. Most caucuses begin at 

10:00am, but there are a few exceptions. FIND YOUR START TIME AND CAUCUS 

LOCATION HERE. 

4.     We are looking for more local organizers. If you are familiar with the process, and 

would like to be a leader at your caucus, please reach out to us. Email CJ Galdes at 

cjgaldes@donaldtrump.com. 

As a registered voter, you have every right to participate in these caucuses. Above all 

else, we want to be respectful to those in charge and the system in place. Our main goal 

is making sure this is a fair process for all presidential candidates, so please keep that in 

mind. For any immediate questions, reach out to CJ Galdes at 

cjgaldes@donaldtrump.com. 

We would also like to invite you to take part in another conference call TODAY, Monday, 

April 4th from 9:00-9:30pm CST. 

As always, thank you for your support! We greatly appreciate your help in upholding the 

integrity of the system and the will of the voters. 

Together, we will MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN! 

Scott Hagerstrom 



 

Scott Walker-Paul Ryan colluding to steal Wisconsin election from Donald Trump! 

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=13477 

Almost nobody lined up to attended Ted Cruz's victory party in Wisconsin 

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=13747 

 

 

 

 

https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/04/06/we-the-people-will-continue-

to-go-forward-with-trump/comment-page-1/#comment-10451 

Corey Kiser says:  Trump has 5-12 thousand at his rallies and Cruz has 3-5 hundred at 

his rallies, Cruz wins by a landslide? This is very bad when neither Trump or Cruz was 

more than 10 pts up at any given time in the election. 24 hrs ago all of the polls showed 

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=13477
http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=13747
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Trump up by 10 pts. Tonight he lost by 20 pts. How is it mathematically possible to have 

a 30 pt swing in less than 24 hrs? It’s called voter fraud. Machines should be outlawed, 

they are too easy to manipulate. Everyone should go back to hand ballots. The GOP 

Establishment is on thin ice with its base. It is not good if they arrange a Brokered 

Convention, They would have purposely split the party and hand the Presidency to 

Hillary. 

Still Report #768 - Voter Fraud in Wisconsin 

https://youtu.be/YDP5Nn7ObeA 

Still Report #762 - Beth Blasts Krauthammer 

https://youtu.be/QHah_OoBJcs 

 

Voter Fraud Alert: WI Voters, DO NOT CHECK THIS BOX! 

http://www.thepoliticalinsider.com/voter-fraud-alert-wi-voters-not-check-

box/#ixzz4532Db7hc 

Voters are heading to the polls today in Wisconsin, and 42 delegates are up for grabs as 

conservative businessman Donald J. Trump, Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX), and Ohio 

Governor John Kasich battle it out. 

Wisconsin is an open primary, which favors Donald Trump, who has a unique ability 

attracts voters who don’t typically vote for Republicans. However, voters this morning 

have noticed a very strange box on the ballot which is labeled “uninstructed delegation.” 

What it means is – A voter who checks it doesn’t want a delegate assigned to any of the 

candidates. Those decisions will be left to the Wisconsin Republican Party, which is 

staunchly pro-Cruz. This option was added to the ballot to give the establishment one 

more opportunity to stop Trump. 

And with polling showing a lead for Trump, what would happen if someone just 

happens to check that box after the fact? This could be sinister… 

http://www.thepoliticalinsider.com/voter-fraud-alert-wi-voters-not-check-

box/#ixzz4538SxjAr 

Please read this. Ted Cruz has signed off on several bills that allow Saudi Arabia to buy 

large chunks of America. This is lying Ted Cruz. Ted has approved of Saudi Arabia 

buying our Shell oil company. So now Saudi Arabia will resale our own oil to us at much 

higher prices. Ted also approved of legislation that allowed Saudi Arabia to buy large 
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chunks of land in Colorado that control the water that flows into Calif. Saudi Arabia will 

now control the amount of water Calif. farmers get to grown their crops. Saudi Arabia is 

now going to control the amount of money that Calif. residents will pay for their 

drinking water as well. Ted Cruz also allowed Saudi Arabia to buy many dairy farms so 

now they control the price of our milk and yourt and cheese. The only man that can stop 

this is Trump. Trump is the man we must put in the white house to save America. Cruz 

and Bush and Kasich and Hillary and Berney and Obama and Paul Ryan and Rubio and 

Romney are all on the very same agenda. 

Just the math: 

Less than half of the state of Wisconsin supported Ted Cruz, 48% and Donald Trump 

won twice as many counties as Cruz. 

It is almost mathematically impossible for Ted Cruz To win the nomination. 

Going into last night the Delegate race was: 

Donald Trump 752 delegates 

Ted Cruz 469 delegates 

Trump ahead by 283 delegates 

Last night Team Cruz won 36 and Team Trump won 6. So, after last night: 

Donald Trump 758 delegates 

Ted Cruz 505 delegates 

Trump ahead by 253 delegates 

There are 769 Delegates remaining in the upcoming primary states. In order to get to 

the magic number of 1237: 

Donald Trump needs 479 to clinch. (758 current + 479 need = 1237 goal) 

Ted Cruz needs 732 to clinch. (505 current + 732 need = 1237 goal). 



 

 

Still Report #755 - Amanda Carpenter on Infidelity - 2008 

https://youtu.be/wATAyAPe4gs 

Cheeseheads Choose Cruz - Trump Stump 2016 - How much does it cost to buy a vote in 

Wisconsin? Ted Cruz and the Anti-Trump establishment elitists in the GOP spent 

$3,500,000 in Wisconsin to put Cruz on top of the election here last night. For each of 

the 527,000 votes Cruz received, he… - RUMPSTUMP2016.COM 

http://trumpstump2016.com/2016/04/06/thedavid/cheeseheads-choose-cruz/ 

How much does it cost to buy a vote in Wisconsin? Ted Cruz and the Anti-Trump 

establishment elitists in the GOP spent $3,500,000 in Wisconsin to put Cruz on top of 

https://youtu.be/wATAyAPe4gs


the election here last night. For each of the 527,000 votes Cruz received, he and his big-

money accomplices spent $6.50. In contrast, Donald Trump, who received 383,000 

votes, spent just $512,000, or $1.33 a vote. Apparently, being outspent more than 5-to-1 

made the difference in the Badger state. For his efforts, and for all that money spent, 

Cruz pulled out a crucial win in his goal — not to win against Trump, but to keep Trump 

from winning. You see, Cruz is playing to make sure everyone loses. 

BREAKING: MASSIVE VOTER FRAUD CONFIRMED IN WISCONSIN PRIMARY - 

April 6, 2016 HJIC  

http://tothedeathmedia.com/breaking-massive-voter-fraud-confirmed-in-wisconsin-

primary/ 

April 05, 2016 BREAKING: THE DC MADAM PHONE RECORDS HAVE LEAKED 

ONLINE 

http://www.conservativeoutfitters.com/blogs/news/96018113-breaking-dc-madam-

phone-records-leaked-online 

THE RED DRAGON • 19 hours ago 

1. Cruz hasn't sued - for a Supreme court lawyer who brags how good he is - very odd 

2. Cruz's email showed up in the Ashley Madison hack last year but was overshadowed 

by Josh Dugger 

3. Washington Columnist said he could confirm 2 of the women. 

4. Robert Morrow is on vid saying a prominent Texas republican who runs on Christian 

values was running hookers up to the Omni Hotel late at night (Same hotel Cruz 

recently held a fundraiser) 

5. Amanda Carpenter (alleged mistress) deleted several tweets about Cruz - calling him 

cute - they got matching fake tattoos the same day and she's seen wearing his jacket - 

she also deleted a pic which is still on her instagram that shows her sitting seductively 

on a bed with no wedding ring on and condoms beside her in a hotel in DC. 

6. National Enquirer has broken several scandals - when it comes to celebs they have a 

very good track record, and always let the info drip drip out - John Edwards, Tiger 

Woods, Charlie Sheen, Gary Hart, Jessie Jackson etc. 

7. Why was Cruz's wife found suicidal on the side of a road by the police in Texas around 

the time period this all took place? 
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8. Rumors have been circulating for a long time and it was originally referred to as 

#TheThing which you can find tweets dating back a long time ago - not by Trump 

9. DC Madam Black Book was said to have a sitting senator on the list - lawyer now says 

it's relevant to the 2016 election - - you honestly think its Bernie Sanders?? 

10. How many people have we seen run on family values and they end up being the ones 

with very lil values? Cruz comes off as a cars salesman and people who know him claim 

he's not that religious when he's not on the campaign trail - his tax returns show he gave 

less than 1% to charity. College roomates say he's a nasty guy. 

11. Why did Cruz give Carly's Superpac $500K? One of the alleged mistresses works for 

Carly... 

12: Daily Mail reporters directly asked Cruz if he had been unfaithful - he dodged the 

question & started attacking trump. All of his denials have sounded lawyer esq (It's 

garbage etc) Former CIA agent who specializes in deception says Cruz acts deceptive 

when answering questions about this scandal. It took him 9 days to finally say last night 

he had been faithful - but he looked down & to the right when answering which is classic 

of someone lying. Radar has named private investigators who will be named this week in 

National Enquirer and you can look them up - they have well known histories & are 

respected investigators. 

13. People think Cruz only went to Washington recently because he claims to be an 

outsider - but he's been embedded deep within Washington since the mid 90's. And the 

DC Madam records date back to the mid-90's 

I personally could care less if he slept with a hooker, except for the fact he runs on a 

holier than tho platform. I think what's far worse is his Bush ties - he & Heidi brag about 

being the first Bush marriage. Heidi works for Goldman Sachs - wrote North American 

Trade papers & worked with the CFR (All American Nightmares) - Cruz worked for 

George W. Hired Convicted Criminal Neil Bush - Hired Jebs Finance team - Met with 

Jeb privately - got Jebs endorsement. A vote for Cruz is a vote for Bush & a continuation 

of his policies. Why this scandal might matter is they can blackmail him and get him to 

do whatever they want. Which is how politics work in DC. This scandal isn't going away 

- the NE is gonna keep dripping info until it's all out. People like Roger Stone say theres 

a lot more to come - and he's been in this business too long and has a very good history 

of knowing what's going on... 

Not to mention he doesn't seem to have any original ideas. He just repeats whatever 

polls suggest. He was for bringing migrants in before he was against. He was handing 

out Teddy Bears to illegals before he heard Trumps numbers went up and decided he 

too wanted to build a wall. 



Every word that comes out of his mouth sounds like a TV evangelist and sounds so 

disingenuous. Something def not right about the guy. 

 

Lying Ted Cruz is really a disgusting human being.. How anyone can support this man is 

astonishing. Here he is making lie after lie on Donald Trump without the opportunity to 

fillerbuster like he does on television. #busTED #CruzSexScandal #DonaldTrump2016 

#OnlyTrump 

https://www.facebook.com/1081327175240237/videos/vb.1081327175240237/1149412

385098382/?type=2&theater 

------------ 

"All Of A Sudden....Seven Short Years Have Passed!"  

Before Obama there was virtually no outlandish presence of Islam in America. 

• All of a sudden, Islam is taught in schools. Christianity and the bible are banned in 

schools. 

• All of a sudden we must allow prayer rugs everywhere and allow for Islamic prayer in 

schools, airports and businesses. 

• All of a sudden we must stop serving pork in prisons. 

• All of a sudden we are inundated with law suits by Muslims who are offended by 

American culture. 

• All of a sudden we must allow burkas to be worn everywhere even though you have no 

idea who or what is covered up under them. 

• All of a sudden Muslims are suing employers and refusing to do their jobs if they 

personally deem it conflicts with Sharia Law. 

• All of a sudden the Attorney General of the United States vows to prosecute anyone 

who engages in “anti-Muslim speech”. 

• All of a sudden, Jihadists who engage in terrorism and openly admit they acted in the 

name of Islam and ISIS, are emphatically declared they are NOT Islamic by our leaders 

and/or their actions are determined NOT to be terrorism, but other nebulous terms like 

‘workplace violence." 

• All of a sudden, it becomes Policy that Secular Middle East dictators that were benign 

or friendly to the West, must be replaced by Islamists and the Muslim Brotherhood. 

https://www.facebook.com/1081327175240237/videos/vb.1081327175240237/1149412385098382/?type=2&theater
https://www.facebook.com/1081327175240237/videos/vb.1081327175240237/1149412385098382/?type=2&theater


• All of a sudden our troops are withdrawn from Iraq and the middle east, giving rise to 

ISIS. 

• All of a sudden, America has reduced its nuclear stockpiles to 1950 levels, as Obama’s 

stated goal of a nuke-free America by the time he leaves office continues uninterrupted. 

• All of a sudden, a deal with Iran must be made at any cost, with a pathway to nuclear 

weapons and HUNDREDS of BILLIONS of dollars handed over to fund their programs. 

• All of a sudden America APOLOGIZES to Muslim states and sponsors of terror 

worldwide for acts of aggression, war and sabotage THEY perpetrate against our 

soldiers. 

• All of a sudden, the American Navy is diminished to 1917 Pre-World War I levels of 

only 300 ships. The Army is at pre-1940 levels. The Air Force scraps 500 planes and 

planned to retire the use of the A-10 Thunderbolt close air support fighter. A further 

draw down of another 40,000 military personnel is in progress. 

 

• All of a sudden half of our aircraft carriers are recalled for maintenance by Obama 

rendering the Atlantic unguarded, NONE are in the Middle East. 

• All of a sudden Obama has to empty Guantanamo Bay of captured Jihadists and let 

them loose in Jihad-friendly Islamic states. He demands to close the facility. 

• All of a sudden America will negotiate with terrorists and trade FIVE Taliban 

commanders for a deserter and Jihad sympathizer. 

• All of a sudden there is no money for American poor, disabled veterans, jobless 

Americans, hungry Americans, or displaced Americans but there is endless money for 

Obama’s “Syrian refugee” resettlement programs. 

• All of sudden there is an ammunition shortage in the USA. 

• All of a sudden, the most important thing for Obama to do after a mass shooting by 

two Jihadists, is to disarm American Citizens. 

* All of a sudden, the President of the United States cannot attend the Christian 

Funerals of a Supreme Court Justice and a former First Lady because of previous 

(seemingly unimportant) commitments. 

* All of a sudden, our allies in Belgium lose 31 citizens with 100’s more injured and 

Obama goes to a baseball game and does the Wave. 



*All of a sudden, we are two plus years into ISIS and we still do not have a strategy or a 

plan for defeating them. 

*All of a sudden, we are more threatened than ever before in our history and Obama is 

off on his farewell tour of the world. 

... "By his fruits you will know him." 

All of a sudden, I am sick to my stomach. 

You shall know them by their fruits:  - Diamond And Silk 

https://www.facebook.com/theviewersview/videos/623530881129362/ 

A crash course on Melania Trump 

http://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/a-crash-course-on-melania-

trump/?ftag=ACQ449302a&vndid=1849938155&ttag=cbsn-fb-

1259&nan_pid=1849938155 

Cruz Bronx school visit canceled after students plan walkout - CHAUNCEY ALCORN, 

LEONARD GREENE - NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 04/06/2016 4:05 PM ET 

http://m.nydailynews.com/new-york/cruz-bronx-school-visit-canceled-students-plan-

walkout-article-1.2590946 
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http://m.nydailynews.com/new-york/cruz-bronx-school-visit-canceled-students-plan-walkout-article-1.2590946
http://m.nydailynews.com/new-york/cruz-bronx-school-visit-canceled-students-plan-walkout-article-1.2590946


 

 



 

 

EXIT POLLS: Trump Wins Wisconsin In Landslide With 40% Of Total Vote, Kasich 

Took 29% 

http://government.northcrane.com/2016-election/exit-polls-trump-wins-wisconsin-in-

landslide-with-40-of-total-vote-kasich-took-29/ 

Cruz's poison pill lies 

https://www.facebook.com/StandUpAmericaNewsAggregator/videos/89034291442523

3/ 

 

 

http://government.northcrane.com/2016-election/exit-polls-trump-wins-wisconsin-in-landslide-with-40-of-total-vote-kasich-took-29/
http://government.northcrane.com/2016-election/exit-polls-trump-wins-wisconsin-in-landslide-with-40-of-total-vote-kasich-took-29/
https://www.facebook.com/StandUpAmericaNewsAggregator/videos/890342914425233/
https://www.facebook.com/StandUpAmericaNewsAggregator/videos/890342914425233/


 

 

TED CRUZ EXPOSED AS THE BIGOT HE IS... Cruz struggled to get 100 people to 

attend his Bronx event where he was confronted with angry protestors and he had to 

cancel a planned event at a high school when students refused to attend and said they 

would ALL walk out... 



http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3527340/Protester-calls-Ted-Cruz-right-

wing-bigot-high-school-cancels-appearance-students-threaten-walkout-campaign-

falters-Bronx.html 

Donald Trump, Ten Reasons why he will be the best president ever 

http://flashnews.anunciategratis.org/donald-trump-ten-reason-will-best-presidente-

ever/ 

Donald Trump's Top 10 Rules For Success 

https://youtu.be/ExKp9e14Xmc 

Lyin’ Ted Cruz Campaign Refuses To Give FEC Details of Campaign Loans From 

Goldman Sachs…Posted on March 26, 2016 by 

sundance 

http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/26/lyin-ted-cruz-campaign-refuses-to-

give-fec-details-of-campaign-loans-from-goldman-sachs/ 

Why I Support Donald J. Trump For President 

April 5, 2016 by John Michael Chambers  

http://johnmichaelchambers.com/support-donald-j-trump-president/ 

Election Suspension Just Around The Corner Americans Will Assemble - Posted on 

March 28, 2016 by John Michael Chambers 

http://johnmichaelchambers.com/election-suspension-just-around-corner/ 

Tryle N Error • 5 hours ago 

As the Bush-era brochure aimed at helping illegals learn about the  

program noted, even if an illegal is arrested and/or deported their bank 

accounts are safe from confiscation. “The money still belongs to you  

and can easily be accessed at an ATM in Mexico using your debit card,”  

the brochure insisted. 

Big fricking surprise that JW had his dirty hands in that. 

 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3527340/Protester-calls-Ted-Cruz-right-wing-bigot-high-school-cancels-appearance-students-threaten-walkout-campaign-falters-Bronx.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3527340/Protester-calls-Ted-Cruz-right-wing-bigot-high-school-cancels-appearance-students-threaten-walkout-campaign-falters-Bronx.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3527340/Protester-calls-Ted-Cruz-right-wing-bigot-high-school-cancels-appearance-students-threaten-walkout-campaign-falters-Bronx.html
http://flashnews.anunciategratis.org/donald-trump-ten-reason-will-best-presidente-ever/
http://flashnews.anunciategratis.org/donald-trump-ten-reason-will-best-presidente-ever/
https://youtu.be/ExKp9e14Xmc
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/26/lyin-ted-cruz-campaign-refuses-to-give-fec-details-of-campaign-loans-from-goldman-sachs/
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/03/26/lyin-ted-cruz-campaign-refuses-to-give-fec-details-of-campaign-loans-from-goldman-sachs/
http://johnmichaelchambers.com/support-donald-j-trump-president/
http://johnmichaelchambers.com/election-suspension-just-around-corner/


And now there are low information Cruz voters, not understanding that Ted Cruz is the 

insiders insider in that establishment bunch or traitors. 

Bush by another name, Cruz puts the NO! in RINO. Inform yourself. 

Clearly, “Conservative Cruz” is a fabrication, a completely fake 

persona, created to fool low information voters and steal delegates: 

♦ Worked for George W. Bush.  

♦ Was John Boehner’s attorney.  

♦ Married a Bush alum.  

♦ Wife connected to Council of Foreign Relations and Goldman Sachs.  

♦ Was Vice-Chair of NRSC when Thad Cochran re-elected  

♦ Ran for Senate with sketchy financials.  

♦ Refuses to release his campaign loan information to FEC.  

♦ Hired Neil Bush.  

♦ Hired entire Bush financial team.  

♦ Played strategic hide/cover with TPA/TPP.  

♦ Supported the unconstitutional Corker/Cardin amendment.  

♦ Hired Phil Gramm as an advisor.  

♦ Holds a political PAC of campaign donors that looks like this: (Goldman Sachs, Club 

For Growth, etc, etc....) 

♦ In the 2014 Senate Race, Cruz was co-chair of the Senate "Conservative" Fund, which 

funded ads against Conservative candidates.  

♦ Got low interest loans from Goldman Sachs 

♦ Endorsed by Jeb Bush 

Tell me that Cruz is not a trojan, sailing under a False Flag! 

Cruz is totally and utterly fake. Lyin' Ted should be sailing under a globalist Canadian 

flag with a big "SOLD" sign on his forehead. 



NEWSMarine Disfigured by Bomb Stands up at Trump Rally, What Happens Next is 

Breathtaking… By Brendan | March 11, 2016 

http://supremepatriot.com/2016/03/11/marine-disfigured-by-bomb-stands-up-at-

trump-rally-what-happens-next-is-breathtaking/ 

End The Fed 

Are Liberals the modern day Nazi? Share it and watch a liberals head explode. wink 

emoticon 

Like like emoticon our page: End The Fed 

#TRUMP2016 #MakeAmericaGreatAgain 

Credit: Outlaw Morgan 

https://www.facebook.com/endfederalreserve/videos/699442596824865/ 

 Video: 

Liberal Media Is Dumbfounded At Why This Black Man Supports Trump…The Reason 

However Is Quite Simple By Brendan | April 10, 2016 

http://supremepatriot.com/2016/04/10/video-liberal-media-is-dumbfounded-at-why-

this-black-man-supports-trump-the-reason-however-is-quite-simple/ 

ROSS EXPOSES THE COLORADO GOP FOUL PLAY WITH DELEGATE VOTES! 

https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/04/11/ross-exposes-the-colorado-gop-

foul-play-with-delegate-votes/ 

FURY AS TED CRUZ IS HANDED ALL COLORADO DELEGATES WITHOUT ANYONE 

CASTING A SINGLE VOTE 

http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/fury-as-ted-cruz-is-handed-all-colorado-delegates-

without-anyone-casting-a-single-vote/ 

RickWells.US Ted and Heidi Cruz and The One World Government Connection 
https://youtu.be/V9K9Xedk5eM 

The Truth About The Ted Cruz Sex Scandal 

https://youtu.be/YH2nUoDLhL8 

Sketchy Ted Cruz Campaign Fundraiser Recorded Telling Donors They Can Violate 

Finance Laws… - The Last Refuge - April 9th – 2016 Presidential Election –  

http://supremepatriot.com/2016/03/11/marine-disfigured-by-bomb-stands-up-at-trump-rally-what-happens-next-is-breathtaking/
http://supremepatriot.com/2016/03/11/marine-disfigured-by-bomb-stands-up-at-trump-rally-what-happens-next-is-breathtaking/
https://www.facebook.com/endfederalreserve/videos/699442596824865/
http://supremepatriot.com/2016/04/10/video-liberal-media-is-dumbfounded-at-why-this-black-man-supports-trump-the-reason-however-is-quite-simple/
http://supremepatriot.com/2016/04/10/video-liberal-media-is-dumbfounded-at-why-this-black-man-supports-trump-the-reason-however-is-quite-simple/
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/04/11/ross-exposes-the-colorado-gop-foul-play-with-delegate-votes/
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2016/04/11/ross-exposes-the-colorado-gop-foul-play-with-delegate-votes/
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/fury-as-ted-cruz-is-handed-all-colorado-delegates-without-anyone-casting-a-single-vote/
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/fury-as-ted-cruz-is-handed-all-colorado-delegates-without-anyone-casting-a-single-vote/
https://youtu.be/V9K9Xedk5eM
https://youtu.be/YH2nUoDLhL8


https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/04/09/sketchy-ted-cruz-campaign-

fundraiser-recorded-telling-donors-they-can-violate-finance-laws/ 

With Trump Without Trump That Is The Question - Posted on April 10, 2016 by John 

Michael Chambers  

http://johnmichaelchambers.com/trump-without-trump-question/ 

923. 18 U.S.C. § 371—Conspiracy to Defraud the United States 

https://www.justice.gov/usam/criminal-resource-manual-923-18-usc-371-conspiracy-

defraud-us 

New Jersey is challenging Canadian Cruz’s citizenship until he can prove that he is a 

natural born US citizen. Seven other states also challenging - by Thomas Madison April 

9, 2016 ted cruz 

http://powderedwigsociety.com/nj-removing-cruz-from-ballot/# 

North American Law Center to Cruz: ‘Two Weeks to Admit You’re a Fraud – or We Will’ 

- POLITICSApril 7, 2016 

http://endingthefed.com/north-american-law-center-to-cruz-two-weeks-to-admit-

youre-a-fraud-or-we-will.html 

Breaking: Cruz Camp Sends Out Letters to Supporters on How to Harass and Steal 

Delegates - Jim Hoft Apr 7th, 2016 11:55 pm 340 Comments 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/breaking-cruz-camp-sends-letters-

supporters-harass-steal-delegates/ 

davidspuria in 

Uncategorized  April 9, 2016 812 Words - Beck, Levin, Erickson – Funneling Money 

Illegally To Cruz Campaign 

https://theamericanindependent.wordpress.com/2016/04/09/beck-levin-erickson-

funneling-money-illegally-to-cruz-campaign/ 

Saturday, April 9, 2016 - Cruz Campaign Shoots Themselves In The Foot In Michigan By 

Trying To Undermine Both Trump and Kasich Campaigns 

http://settingrecordstraight.blogspot.hu/2016/04/cruz-campaign-shoots-themselves-

in-foot.html 

The Republican Party of Colorado Sends America a Message - ← April 10th – 2016 

Presidential Election – The Last Refuge 

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/04/09/sketchy-ted-cruz-campaign-fundraiser-recorded-telling-donors-they-can-violate-finance-laws/
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/04/09/sketchy-ted-cruz-campaign-fundraiser-recorded-telling-donors-they-can-violate-finance-laws/
http://johnmichaelchambers.com/trump-without-trump-question/
https://www.justice.gov/usam/criminal-resource-manual-923-18-usc-371-conspiracy-defraud-us
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http://powderedwigsociety.com/nj-removing-cruz-from-ballot/
http://endingthefed.com/north-american-law-center-to-cruz-two-weeks-to-admit-youre-a-fraud-or-we-will.html
http://endingthefed.com/north-american-law-center-to-cruz-two-weeks-to-admit-youre-a-fraud-or-we-will.html
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/breaking-cruz-camp-sends-letters-supporters-harass-steal-delegates/
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https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/04/10/the-republican-party-of-colorado-

sends-america-a-message/ 

The Truth About The Ted Cruz Sex Scandal 

https://youtu.be/YH2nUoDLhL8 

Ted Cruz Has No US Citizenship Of Any Kind – One Week To Drop Out - Posted on 

April 11, 2016 by Rick Wells in 2016 Election, Politics, Senator Ted Cruz 

http://rickwells.us/archives/28332 

Constitutional Attorney Steven Pidgeon joined JB Williams for a discussion of the 

threats to our Constitution and our sovereignty from the Globalist cabal who, if we fail 

to stop them this election, will have succeeded in stealing the country from the 

American people. Cruz is chief among those globalist threats. 

 

 

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/04/10/the-republican-party-of-colorado-sends-america-a-message/
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FACTUAL CRUZ CITIZENSHIP TIMELINE 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/256409078/Cruz-Citizenship-Timeline-documented 

The Battle of Athens: Restoring the Rule of Law 

https://youtu.be/U5ut6yPrObw 

American Story - The Battle of Athens - 1946 Athens, Tennessee - Full Movie 

https://youtu.be/6c-Dsg4X4Dk 

The Entire Election Is Rigged, The Republican Party Is Spitting On The Votes Of The 

People And The Elites Are Trying To Force You To Choose Ted Cruz Over Donald 

Trump - by Ted on April 11, 2016 in Featured, General 

http://shoebat.com/2016/04/11/the-entire-election-is-rigged-the-republican-party-is-

spitting-on-the-votes-of-the-people-and-the-elites-are-trying-to-force-you-to-choose-

ted-cruz-over-donald-trump/ 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/256409078/Cruz-Citizenship-Timeline-documented
https://youtu.be/U5ut6yPrObw
https://youtu.be/6c-Dsg4X4Dk
http://shoebat.com/2016/04/11/the-entire-election-is-rigged-the-republican-party-is-spitting-on-the-votes-of-the-people-and-the-elites-are-trying-to-force-you-to-choose-ted-cruz-over-donald-trump/
http://shoebat.com/2016/04/11/the-entire-election-is-rigged-the-republican-party-is-spitting-on-the-votes-of-the-people-and-the-elites-are-trying-to-force-you-to-choose-ted-cruz-over-donald-trump/
http://shoebat.com/2016/04/11/the-entire-election-is-rigged-the-republican-party-is-spitting-on-the-votes-of-the-people-and-the-elites-are-trying-to-force-you-to-choose-ted-cruz-over-donald-trump/


 

RUSH COMES TO TRUMP’S DEFENSE WITH 1 BRUTAL QUESTION THAT LEAVES 

GOP SPEECHLESS 

http://reagancoalition.com/articles/2016/rush-comes-to-trumps-defense-with-1-

brutal-question-that-leaves-gop-speechless.html 

Michelle Wiles – one of the Palmetto State’s most influential conservative activists – is 

leaving the South Carolina leadership team of Ted Cruz and joining the campaign of 

Donald Trump, sources close to both campaigns told us this week. 

The Upstate social conservative – widely known and respected in evangelical circles – 

had been one of Cruz’s most articulate, well-connected South Carolina supporters. 

Now her support will go to “The Donald.” 

If this scenario sounds familiar, it should … 

This isn’t the first time an influential female Cruz supporter has gone over to Trump’s 

team … and it may not be the last. 

Wiles, who hails from Pickens County, S.C., is best known for her aggressive opposition 

to a controversial refugee resettlement program which has been supported by S.C. 

governor Nikki Haley (an ardent Trump critic). In fact Wiles filed a cease-and-desist 

motion last year seeking to block the U.S. State Department from implementing the 

program – which Haley’s administration has funded with state tax dollars against the 

expressed will of the S.C. General Assembly. 

Wiles cited the immigration issue as one of her reasons for choosing Trump. 

“For months I have been leading the fight on the refugee resettlement issue here in 

South Carolina – and as much as I respect Senator Cruz’s positions on immigration and 

a host of other issues, I believe Donald Trump will be a far better advocate for securing 

our borders and putting a stop to immigration policies that endanger our families and 

our future solvency,” Wiles said in a statement. 

http://linkis.com/com/GYrB0 

http://reagancoalition.com/articles/2016/rush-comes-to-trumps-defense-with-1-brutal-question-that-leaves-gop-speechless.html
http://reagancoalition.com/articles/2016/rush-comes-to-trumps-defense-with-1-brutal-question-that-leaves-gop-speechless.html
http://linkis.com/com/GYrB0


 

 

Breaking! Colorado citizens plan massive protest against voting process 

http://redstatewatcher.com/article.asp?id=14641 

http://giveusliberty1776.blogspot.hu/2016/04/ted-cruz-is-not-nor-has-he-ever-

been.html 

http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/suit-challenging-cruz-eligibility-reaches-

supreme-court-n553321 

http://rickwells.us/archives/28391 

http://giveusliberty1776.blogspot.hu/2016/04/ted-cruz-is-not-nor-has-he-ever-

been.html 
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Cruz: Trump Campaign Has ‘Consistent Pattern of Inciting Violence,’ ‘Like Democratic 

Union Thugs’ 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/04/12/cruz-trump-campaign-has-consistent-

pattern-of-inciting-violence-like-democratic-union-thugs/ 

Breaking: Cruz is Not legal US citizen, it’s all over for him! - April 13, 2016 -  

http://departed.co/breaking-cruz-is-not-legal-us-citizen-its-all-over-for-him 

BREAKING: Colorado Republicans Passed Around “Resolution to Deny Trump 

Delegates” Back on March 22 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/colorado-republicans-passed-around-

anti-trump-resolution-back-march-22/ 

UPDATE: Firsthand Account on How Cruzers Stole St. Louis County Delegates in Illegal 

Secret Ballot - Apr 13th, 2016 8:19  

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/04/12/cruz-trump-campaign-has-consistent-pattern-of-inciting-violence-like-democratic-union-thugs/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/04/12/cruz-trump-campaign-has-consistent-pattern-of-inciting-violence-like-democratic-union-thugs/
http://departed.co/breaking-cruz-is-not-legal-us-citizen-its-all-over-for-him
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/colorado-republicans-passed-around-anti-trump-resolution-back-march-22/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/colorado-republicans-passed-around-anti-trump-resolution-back-march-22/


http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/update-firsthand-account-cruzers-stole-

st-louis-county-delegates-illegal-secret-ballot/ 

Ted Cruz Calls Trump a Sicilian Mobster: “Donald Needs to Understand He’s Not 

Michael Corleone” (VIDEO) - Jim Hoft Apr 13th, 2016 8:34  

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/ted-cruz-calls-trump-sicilian-mobster-

donald-needs-understand-hes-not-michael-corleone-video/ 

Full Speech: Donald Trump Holds Rally in Rome, NY (4-12-16) 

https://youtu.be/77cQAkcUgrk 

‘DC Madam’ Lawyer Just Started Naming Names from Infamous Prostitution Client List 

-  

http://injo.com/2016/04/581840-dc-madam-lawyer-just-started-naming-names-from-

infamous-prostitution-client-list/ 

WOW... Check out what Louis Farrakhan said about Muslim, Refugees and Donald J. 

Trump - Special Thanks To: The Alex Jones YouTube Channel 

(WWW.INFOWARS.COM) 

https://www.facebook.com/theviewersview/videos/585901684892282/ 

Trump is well ahead of Cruz with voters 30 years old and above. 

Trump is ahead with men and women by about the same amount. 

Trump is well ahead with Conservatives and Republicans. 

Trump is well ahead with those making $25K and above. 

Trump is well ahead with voters who are Catholic or some version of Protestant 

Cruz is ahead of Trump with 18 to 29 year olds 

Cruz is ahead of Trump for those making less than $25K 

Cruz is ahead of Trump with those who are Muslim, Mormon, or other Religion 

 

Michelle Fields and Ben Shapiro are appealing to the very uniformed voter, and also the 

same uniformed youth who show up for Bernie events, BLM events, and would take 

Soros up if offered money. 

 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/update-firsthand-account-cruzers-stole-st-louis-county-delegates-illegal-secret-ballot/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/update-firsthand-account-cruzers-stole-st-louis-county-delegates-illegal-secret-ballot/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/ted-cruz-calls-trump-sicilian-mobster-donald-needs-understand-hes-not-michael-corleone-video/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/ted-cruz-calls-trump-sicilian-mobster-donald-needs-understand-hes-not-michael-corleone-video/
https://youtu.be/77cQAkcUgrk
http://injo.com/2016/04/581840-dc-madam-lawyer-just-started-naming-names-from-infamous-prostitution-client-list/
http://injo.com/2016/04/581840-dc-madam-lawyer-just-started-naming-names-from-infamous-prostitution-client-list/
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A Faithful Christian Cries Out to Ted Cruz: Why Dost Thou Steal and Cheat? - Jim Hoft 

Apr 11th, 2016 11:40 pm  

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/faithful-christian-cries-ted-cruz-dost-

thou-steal-cheat/ 

Trump visits 9/11 museum; what he DROPPED there shocked everyone - Written by 

The Analytical Economist on April 13, 2016 

http://www.allenbwest.com/analytical-economist/trump-visits-911-museum-what-he-

dropped-there-shocked-everyone 

 

 

Ted Cruz Demeans Trump Supporters As The Stupid People - Posted on March 11, 2016 

by Rick Wells in 2016 Election, Politics, Senator Ted Cruz  

http://rickwells.us/archives/27142 

Donald Trump Shreds Drunk Bill O'Reilly Right To His Face 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/faithful-christian-cries-ted-cruz-dost-thou-steal-cheat/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/faithful-christian-cries-ted-cruz-dost-thou-steal-cheat/
http://www.allenbwest.com/analytical-economist/trump-visits-911-museum-what-he-dropped-there-shocked-everyone
http://www.allenbwest.com/analytical-economist/trump-visits-911-museum-what-he-dropped-there-shocked-everyone
http://rickwells.us/archives/27142


https://youtu.be/e1rOlikLDs8 

Good links and comeback. I've answered most of it already, but just for you, I'll answer it 

again. I’ve added all of your links and my rebuttle to my file: 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/For-Ted-bots-2016-April-15.pdf 

http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/242088-trump-gave-at-least-100k-to-

clinton-foundation 

I know 

http://edition.cnn.com/2015/07/31/politics/trump-mob-mafia/index.html 

I know - allegations - not proven - probably some ties - difficult to see how you can get 

so rich - doesn't mean his hands are dirty in anything - taxing system in and of itself is 

gangerster-Marxism - spreading wealth, making things unfair - not unlikely everyone 

from top to bottom works to reduce those expenditures legally or not - all these months 

and Trump has not been charged with any crimes. Cruz sex allegations - more evidence 

of that at this point. 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-donald-sued-again/ 

I know - details aren't clear (to me) - Candidates and corporations often get sued - what 

was the result? Did he make a mistake? What did Cruz do? Take gambles. Don't know 

where he stood in the cross hairs or who the players were.  

Could be true, could not be. You're missing the point. My point is to shed light that TED 

CRUZ IS NOT BY ANY MEASUREMENT ABLE TO BE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 

STATES CONSTITUTIONALLY! I don't think there is a Trump supporter who doesn't 

know these accusations and some shady dealings with Trump. I know that he has 

donated more to the Demorat party (the Communist Party) more than anyone else. The 

question is, who do you believe more? Trump or Cruz? NO MATTER HOW MUCH YOU 

SLICE THE CAKE, CRUZ CANNOT LEGALLY BE PRESIDENT. NONE OF THE 

CANDIDATES (Including Reagan) were Constitutional Conservatives. I recently saw a 

vid that explains the Trump movement. People don't care that you are a 'conservative'. 

What are you trying to conserve? The constitution or the old buddy system? Cruz is an 

established guy (connected guy; a.k.a. mafia man too), and has no conservative 

credentials, no business credentials, he reads a child's fairy tale during a fake filibuster - 

at least he could have read some law or something.  

https://youtu.be/KHAHKGP10yc 

The first thing he said is that he hasn’t given it much thought and he doesn’t know. 

Doesn’t matter, as president, it’s not in his job description. Do you see anywhere in the 

https://youtu.be/e1rOlikLDs8
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/For-Ted-bots-2016-April-15.pdf
https://youtu.be/KHAHKGP10yc


Constitution that tells the president that he has the obligation and authority to address 

the issue? 

He can have an opinion, but will he make it policy to support or deny an issue that is not 

under his umbrella of his job description, is the question. Again, none of the candidates 

are constitutional Conservatives – who will  bring us closer to the point of solvency and 

and the original foundation of the constitution are the questions! Cruz is incompetent. It 

is a good label ’lyin’ Ted, he has accomplished nothing and his rhetoric and words don’t 

match. Can someone evolve? Yes. Cruz will be liable to all of his donors – just yesterday 

he announced that ’you’d have to be a fool to not consider Rubio to be your V.P.’ – even 

though Rubio is not qualified Constitutionally to be president.  

The Trump Tapes: Vol. 1 

https://youtu.be/rcUCLwWCihE 

I know. It’s troubling. Though, Trump is a businessman. He knows how to work with his 

clients – you and me – and what they expect. Reagan was a democrat too, and by the 

way, I am very angry at Reagan. I compare it to this designer who has this great plan for 

a really cool car, but the car is only partially built. Well, guess what? The car is still a 

crappy car because it’s still useless. Reagan gave us Obama. I’m reading a book about 

Putin right now too. Major gangster-style corruption. The guy came from poverty to 

more than 40b euros – all of his friends too. Trump is campaigning on his own money 

and has lost a lot of deals in doing what he is doing. Read the article: If Trump is so 

awful why are his kids so awesome. 

Donald Trump puts profit before people's homes and livelihoods 

https://youtu.be/bIdLTRmNCNA 

This specific video is new to me, though knowing the level of his income and dealings, I 

can easily believe these things.  

In summary, Ted Cruz IS NOT BY ANY MEASUREMENT OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 

legal to be president. Trump certainly has things he’s done in his past – huge things – 

that are troubling. In that vid there are many who liked the work / project and many 

who don’t. I will never be able afford his estates.  

However, Cruz, Rubio, Ryan, Fiorini, and the other many donors can be accused of the 

same thing. Do you believe that Trump can make America Great Again, and do you 

believe he will? Do you believe that he has learned from his mistakes? Does he recognize 

them? Certainly there will be disgruntled people in such dealings, but Cruz and his 

many supporters can be, and are accused of doing the same things.  

I believe Trump is the most qualified and has American interests in heart.  

https://youtu.be/rcUCLwWCihE
https://youtu.be/bIdLTRmNCNA


Or, do you believe Cruz? What is quite clear, is the vulgarity of the man: "Let me be 

clear: Donald Trump may be a rat, but I have no desire to copulate with 

him." And the vulgarity of the masses of so-called ’Christians’ who march to his toon. 

So, the bottom line is you must pick your poison and hope it doesn’t kill. Trump 

supporters most often argue that Trump is qualified. But that is like saying the spot on 

your shirt really isn’t that bad when the whole damn shirt is rotten. 

It is not the government’s job to do health care. The whole constitution has been 

shredded.  

The Battle of Athens: Restoring the Rule of Law 

https://youtu.be/U5ut6yPrObw 

Cruz: Trump Campaign Has ‘Consistent Pattern of Inciting Violence,’ ‘Like Democratic 

Union Thugs’ 

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/04/12/cruz-trump-campaign-has-consistent-

pattern-of-inciting-violence-like-democratic-union-thugs/ 

The above link is Cruz. Do you want that guy?  

I’ve been in communication with the guy who made this video: 

Donald Trump, Ten Reasons why he will be the best president ever 

http://flashnews.anunciategratis.org/donald-trump-ten-reason-will-best-presidente-

ever/ 

Donald Trump's Top 10 Rules For Success 

https://youtu.be/ExKp9e14Xmc 

Coincidently after I watched the Top 10 Rules vid, the next vid that came on 

automatically is titled: 

Donald Trump's Most Idiotic Moments 

https://youtu.be/oLWaoMCUg0g 

It isn’t idiotic at all. He is smart and he’s talking correctly. He’s not a racist or all the 

other bad things they’re saying. The things that Trump says in the video are all not only 

true that he said it, but it is all true about what he says.  

Trump predicted Bin Laden and other world events years before other the ’pundits’. I 

have proof that Obama is not a legal president – and nobody cares. 

https://youtu.be/U5ut6yPrObw
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/04/12/cruz-trump-campaign-has-consistent-pattern-of-inciting-violence-like-democratic-union-thugs/
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/04/12/cruz-trump-campaign-has-consistent-pattern-of-inciting-violence-like-democratic-union-thugs/
http://flashnews.anunciategratis.org/donald-trump-ten-reason-will-best-presidente-ever/
http://flashnews.anunciategratis.org/donald-trump-ten-reason-will-best-presidente-ever/
https://youtu.be/ExKp9e14Xmc
https://youtu.be/oLWaoMCUg0g


George Soros: 

Trump under attack by 187 organizations directly funded by George Soros 

http://drrichswier.com/2016/03/20/organizations-funded-directly-by-george-soros-

by-discover-the-networks/ 

"How did it feel to fail 1,000 times?" Edison replied, "I didn’t fail 1,000 times. The light 

bulb was an invention with 1,000 steps." 

Trump Campaign Responds to Zuckerberg Swipe by Telling Him to Move to Border 

http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/04/14/trump-campaign-responds-to-zuckerberg-

swipe-by-telling-him-to-move-to-border/ 

Reporter Michelle Fields gets a double whammy for lying about Trump’s campaign 

manager - POLITICSMarch 18, 2016 

http://endingthefed.com/reporter-michelle-fields-gets-a-double-whammy-for-lying-

about-trumps-campaign-manager.html 

Lead to Trump hate vids: 

*** https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIdLTRmNCNA 

ALL STATEMENTS INVOLVING TED CRUZ – TRUE / 

FALSE METER 

http://www.politifact.com/personalities/ted-cruz/statements/ 

http://drrichswier.com/2016/03/20/organizations-funded-directly-by-george-soros-by-discover-the-networks/
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